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RESUMEN
iii
Las crecientes capacidades de configuracio´n de los servicios, especialmente en el cloud,
han dado lugar a los ası´ llamados Servicios Altamente Configurables (HCSs). Dichas
capacidades de configuracio´n esta´n aumentando la demanda y complejidad de las
aplicaciones basadas en HCS y de las necesidades de infraestructura para soportar-
las, soluciones guiadas por HCS de aquı´ en adelante. Tras un estudio del estado del
arte, concluimos que dichas soluciones guiadas por HCSs pueden ser mejoradas signi-
ficativamente en 1) los lenguajes para describir las configuraciones, tambie´n conocidas
como el espacio de decisio´n del servicio, y 2) en las te´cnicas para extraer informacio´n
de utilidad del espacio de decisio´n, te´cnicas de ana´lisis en adelante.
Por un lado, no existen Lenguajes Especı´ficos de Dominio (DSLs) para describir
el espacio de decisio´n, aunque hay algunas aproximaciones cercanas. En esta tesis
creemos que es posible mejorar el actual panorama disen˜ando un DSL: i) en conformi-
dad con los principales proveedores de HCSs, ii) que soporte mu´ltiples ı´tems, iii) su-
ficientemente expresivo para facilitar la descripcio´n de relaciones lo´gicas y aritme´ticas
en los te´rminos del servicio y iv) independiente del dominio. Adicionalmente, este
DSL debe definir criterios de validez para asegurar que el espacio de decisio´n satisface
propiedades ba´sidas como la consistencia y la configurabilidad. Ma´s alla´, se deben
ofrecen explicaciones cuando el espacio de decisio´n del servicio no satisfaga dichas
propiedades.
Por otro lado, la mayor parte de las actuales te´cnicas de ana´lisis, como aquellas
encargadas de encontrar configuraciones o´ptimas o de reconfigurar servicios multi-
tenant, llevan consigo algunos inconvenientes propios de te´cnicas emergentes. Para
superar estos inconvenientes, se debe desarrollar: a) implementaciones de referencia
totalmente funcionales, b) te´cnicas reusables, c) mecanismos de extensio´n efectivos y
d) interfaces amigables.
El principal objetivo de esta disertacio´n es mejorar el soporte existente para el de-
sarrollo de soluciones guiadas por HCS, considerando las recomendaciones anteriores.
Las principales contribuciones de esta tesis son un DSL (llamado SYNOPSIS) para es-
pecificar el espacio de decisio´n de los HCS, y un nuevo cata´logo de operaciones para
comprobar y explicar los criterios de validez ası´ como para encontrar configuraciones
o´ptimas para uno o ma´s usuarios. Como contribuciones menores, tambie´n presenta-
mos dos soluciones que han sido desarrolladas para mejorar el existente soporte para
la migracio´n de infraestructuras a Amazon EC2 y para reconfigurar servicios multi-
tenant.
La piedra angular de nuestra propuesta para mejorar las te´cnicas de especificacio´n
ha sido definir un DSL, SYNOPSIS, y dotarlo con sema´ntica formal basada en Modelos
de Caracterı´sticas con Estados. Acerca de nuestra propuesta para mejorar las te´cnicas
de ana´lisis, la clave ha sido la organizacio´n de dichas te´cnicas en un cata´logo de opera-
ciones ba´sicas que pueden ser combinadas para dar lugar a soluciones guiaadas por
HCS ma´s avanzadas. La aplicabilidad de nuestros resultados esta´ limitada a aquellos
espacios de decisio´n que pueden ser transformados en Modelos de Caracterı´sticas con
Estados, que por nuestra experiencia es suficiente para soportar HCSs reales.
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ABSTRACT
v
The growing customisation capabilities of services, especially in Cloud scenarios, have
led to the so-named Highly-configurable Services (HCSs). Such capabilities are boost-
ing the demand and complexity of HCS-based applications and the infrastructure need
to support them, HCS-driven solutions from now on. After a study of the existing lit-
erature we conclude that these HCS-driven solutions can be significantly enhanced in
both 1) the languages to describe the configurations, a.k.a. the decision space of HCSs
and 2) the techniques to extract useful information from the decision space, analysis
techniques, in advance.
On the one hand, there are no Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) to describe the
decision space, although there exist some very close approaches. We suggest that it
is possible to improve the current landscape by designing a DSL: i) Compliant with
big HCS vendors, ii) multi-item aware, iii) expressive-enough to ease the description
of arithmetic-logical relationships on configurable description terms, and iv) domain-
independent. In addition, this DSL must define validity criteria for checking that the
decision space satisfies some basic properties such as the consistency, and the config-
urability. Furthermore, explanations must be provided when the decision space do not
satisfy such basic properties.
On the other hand, most of the current analysis techniques such as those relate to
find optimal configurations or reconfigure a multi-tenant service includes some draw-
backs that can be found in emerging techniques. To overcome such drawbacks there
must be developed: a) fully-functional reference implementations, b) techniques with
a reuse-oriented design, c) effective extension mechanisms, and d) user-friendly inter-
faces.
The main goal of this dissertation is to enhance the existing support to develop
HCS-driven solutions considering the aforementioned suggestions for improvement.
The main thesis contributions are a DSL to specify the decision space of HCSs called
SYNOPSIS, and a novel catalogue of analysis operations to check and explain validity
criteria as well as to find optimal configurations for one or many users. As minor con-
tributions, two solutions have been developed to improve the existing tooling support
to migrate on-premise infrastructure to Amazon EC2 and to reconfigure multi-tenant
service.
The cornerstone of our proposal to improve the specification techniques has been
to define a DSL, SYNOPSIS, and endow it with a formal semantics based on Stateful
Feature Models. Regarding our proposal to improve the analysis techniques, the key
has been the organization of such techniques in a catalogue of basic analysis operations
that can be combined to support more advanced HCS-driven solutions. The applicabil-
ity of our results is limited to those decision spaces that can be translated to a Stateful
Feature Model, that is enough to support real-world HCSs, in our experience.
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PART I

1INTRODUCTION
3
“Which road do I take?” Alicia asked. “Where do you want to go?” responded the Cheshire Cat.
Alice in Wonderland (1865),
Lewis Caroll
I n this chapter we introduce and motivate this dissertation. Section §1.1 presents theresearch context. Section §1.2 briefly describes the goals of the dissertation, while contri-butions are summarised in Section §1.3. Section §1.4 describes the context of the thesis,
and finally Section §1.5 shows the structure of the rest of the document.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 RESEARCH CONTEXT
During the last years, the use of services has been generalised thanks to cloud com-
puting [104], which has provided the necessary momentum to make software services
a major business [8, 27]. Up to date, there exist a plethora of cloud providers that offer
services that go from an infrastructure level – such computing or storage services – to
end-user software – such as music streaming or office apps. Most of these services are
configurable services, i.e. services where one or more terms present different alternatives
to be chosen by the consumer.
The goal of configurable services is to the adaptation of services to the specific needs
of their consumers, covering wider market segments, and consequently increasing the
number of potential clients. An example of a configurable service is Dropbox [50],
which can be contracted on different plans. Each plan determines specific values for
the storage limit and the file sharing options. While the basic plan is free, offering a
storage limit of 2 GB and simple file sharing options; the pro plan costs 10 dollars per
month, but provides a 1000 GB limit and advanced file sharing control.
The advanced configuration capabilities of some of these configurable services lead
us to employ the term Highly-configurable Service (HCS). A HCS can be intuitively de-
fined as a service whose configuration support is not properly handled by the current
technology. Besides decision terms, HCSs enable the configuration of multiple service
items and may be even related to additional services. This is the case of Amazon EC2
[5], which enables the hiring of multiple customisable computing instances and addi-
tional instance storage through the Elastic Block Store (EBS) service.
Although the configuration capabilities of HCSs suppose a clear advantage to the
service clients, such capabilities may also hinder the decision making. The selection of
the best configuration may not be a trivial task, especially if performed manually. First,
it is necessary to fully understand the different service configurations, a.k.a. the service
decision space, and then to navigate through the different decision terms to discard the
values which do not satisfy the required requirements. Finally, we have to evaluate the
remaining configurations in order to choose the most suitable. Although for a service
like Dropbox this decision making may seem trivial, for services such as Amazon EC2,
which almost 17’000 configurations and thousands of dependencies [73], it is clearly
not.
As the increasing use of commercial HCSs in which the wrong configuration and
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selection may imply an economic lost for clients and providers, the complexity and de-
mand of systems supporting the HCS lifecycle also increase. We refer to such systems
as HCS-driven solutions from now on. Our study of the different approaches reveals
that there is a lack of specific techniques to develop HCS-driven solutions, especially
for the specification languages; the techniques to extract useful information from the
HCSs, analysis techniques from now on; and the tooling support.
In this dissertation we focus on some issues related to the specification, the analysis
and the tooling support for HCSs. Regarding specification, as far as we know there
is no specific proposals to describe the configuration capabilities 1 of HCSs. In this
sense, some general approaches have been employed – with drawbacks – to describe
the decision terms of services in real-world scenarios:
• Commercial service providers, such as Amazon [4], Dropbox [50] or Rackspace
[129] describe the configuration capabilities of their services for marketing or
legal purposes. In order to examine the whole decision space, the potential
clients have to navigate through multiple documentation pages which describe
the terms and their values in heterogeneous ways. While some values and terms
are structured in tables, some others are presented in natural language at the end
of large descriptions. This kind of description not only hardens the examina-
tion of the service, but also the automated processing required to enable analysis
techniques and tooling support.
• Approaches from the services field, such as WS-Agreement [115] or USDL [14],
are employed to describe a service by means of their terms – such as guarantee
terms or service description terms. However, these approaches do not provide
mechanisms to specify the decision terms and their values in a succinct way. For
this purpose, we have to describe the configurations one by one.
• Some authors have proposed variability modelling techniques [21, 88] to describe
the configuration capabilities of HCSs in the cloud [69, 177]. These techniques
have been widely used to represent the variability of software-intensive systems
in the academia and the industry. Furthermore, they enable automated analysis
techniques [19] to extract useful information from the models. However, the high
configuration capabilities of HCSs exceed the modelling mechanisms provided
by actual variability modelling.
1In this dissertation, we employ decision space and configuration capabilities as synonyms.
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Regarding analysis, existing research proposals overlook the analysis techniques of
HCSs [95]. As far as we know, there is no operations catalogue to automate the support
of HCSs. The configuration of HCSs in the cloud has received some attention, although
most of the times is not considered as a problem by its own [90, 97], and others the
proposed approaches deal only with a small subset of the provider’s decision space
[55, 58, 109].
Finally, there is also room for improvement regarding the tool support. On the one
side, the lack of automated support from the academia has been highlighted in the liter-
ature [86]. From the approaches which propose analysis techniques, only a few of them
provide tool support and are still in their infancy, or are tied to particular cases or sce-
narios. On the other side, the support provided by the industry is insufficient. While
the support offered by service providers is limited to the cost estimation of given con-
figurations [3, 7, 130], commercial applications [38] often return false positives when
searching for optimal configurations [73].
1.2 THESIS GOALS
We have studied the state of the art with regard to all the issues described in the
previous section, and we have identified a set of problems that constitute the goals to
be achieved in this thesis, namely:
1. Analyse to what extent current proposals support the specification of HCSs con-
figuration capabilities.
2. Provide a fully-fledged language to specify configurations of services (SYNOP-
SIS. SimplY a NOtation to sPecify Service configuratIonS ).
3. Define a set of validity criteria for SYNOPSIS documents.
4. Analyse the analysis techniques currently used in HCSs-driven solutions.
5. Design and develop a set of analysis operations on SYNOPSIS documents.
6. Identify the usefulness of analysis operations for supporting real scenarios in the
cloud.
These goals can be summarised in a main goal stated as follows:
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Dissertation Goal
Improve the current support to develop HCS-driven solutions.
1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS
Our approach to address the aforementioned goals is highly inspired in the solu-
tions proposed for the automated analysis in SLAs [101, 115, 138], and Business Process
Management (BPM) [28, 47], and in particular for the description and automated anal-
ysis of variability models [17, 60, 154]. In these cases, the general approach was to
extend existing models; to propose highly expressive notations, in order to represent
such extensions; and to interpret analysis operations as queries on a formal represen-
tation of such models and their instances. The specific contributions of this thesis are
depicted in Figure §1.1 and summarized in the following.
1.3.1 Contributions Regarding HCS Specification
Our first contribution (C1 in Figure §1.1) is the definition of a language to spec-
ify the decision space of a HCS (SYNOPSIS). As far as we know, we are pioneers at
defining a Domain Specific Language to identify the decision space of HCSs. The main
features of SYNOPSIS are:
1. Compliant with big HCS vendors: SYNOPSIS supports all the elements required
to describe the decision space of HCSs provided by Amazon, Dropbox and Mi-
crosoft. Terms, dependencies, multi-items and and succinct mechanisms to de-
scribe pricing policies are the key elements in this point.
2. High and extensible expressiveness: SYNOPSIS allows specifying logical, rela-
tional and arithmetic relationships; and enumerated, boolean, integer and real
terms by using a very expressive expression language. SYNOPSIS has been de-
signed following the Semantics Priority Principle by [82], thus SYNOPSIS seman-
tics assumes the existence of an ideal underlying variability analysis engine able
to deal with any kind of variability element (feature, cardinality, attributes and
7
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Figure 1.1: Contributions of this Dissertation.
multi-features). Current version of SYNOPSIS uses FAMA solver [158] – a tool
for the automated analysis of feature models – and according to the criteria we
have used to evaluate similar approaches from literature, we can claim that it is
very expressive.
3. Domain-independent: the aforementioned extensibility and expressiveness en-
dows SYNOPSIS with a very-high domain-independence.
4. Human-readable: SYNOPSIS provides a human-readable syntax.
The second contribution of this thesis (C2 in Figure §1.1) is the identification of
a set of validity criteria for SYNOPSIS documents, which allows us to identify up to
five kind of errors: redundant dependencies, dead values, false decision terms, false
configurable service and inconsistent service.
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1.3.2 Contributions Regarding Automated Analysis
The first contribution (C3 in Figure §1.1) aimed at providing support for automated
analysis, consists of the definition of formal semantics for SYNOPSIS. This provides the
SYNOPSIS constructions with precise meaning, and eases the automated extraction of
information from documents written in SYNOPSIS (a.k.a. SYNOPSIS Documents or
simply documents for short). In particular, SYNOPSIS semantics is based on Stateful
Feature Models (SFMs) [154, 162].
Next, relying on SYNOPSIS semantics, we have defined and developed a catalogue
of analysis operations, which are categorised in two groups (C4 in Figure §1.1): 1) oper-
ations for HCS providers to check and explain violations of SYNOPSIS validity criteria,
and 2) operations for users to assist the decision making on HCSs. A reference imple-
mentation based on SFMs and their automated analysis tools [158] has been developed
to support the execution of all the operations. Both groups of operations are ready to
be used in HSC-driven solutions.
1.3.3 Contributions Regarding HCS-driven Solutions
The first contribution aimed at solving two well known problems in the HCS do-
main. On the one side, the migration of an on-premise infrastructure to the cloud,
which has been interpreted as the search of the optimal cloud infrastructure configu-
ration for given user requirements. And on the other side, the adaptation of a multi-
tenant service to meet the changing preferences of the tenants, where the adaptation
space of the service has been interpreted as the decision space of an HCS and the adap-
tation analysis is performed by means of user-side analysis operations.
The second contribution aimed at providing support for both human and soft-
ware clients that are involved in the development of HSC-driven solutions (C6 in Fig-
ure §1.1). In this case, our solutions have been designed to be integrated in IDEAS
(Integrated Development Environment for Service-driven Solutions (IDEAS). IDEAS
provides a publicly-available user-friendly front-end which makes possible: 1) to edit
SYNOPSIS documents assuring they comply the validity criteria, 2) to analyse some
properties appealing for final and technical users. Such an environment is also avail-
able to be used by software clients both as a Java library, and a web service.
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1.4 THESIS CONTEXT
This thesis has been developed in the context of the research group Applied Soft-
ware Engineering (Ingenierı´a del Software Aplicada-ISA) of the University of Seville,
and specifically on the context of Software Product Lines and Automated Analysis re-
search area. As a holder of a pre-doctoral research scholarship from the SETI (reSearch-
ing on intElligent Tools for the Internet of services) national research project, the research
has been developed in the scope of this project. Besides SETI project, there is a number
of research projects that have made this dissertation possible:
• THEOS, Tecnologı´as Habilitadoras para EcOsistemas Software: In the context of this
regional project, we propose the description and analysis of HCS as variability
models
• COPAS, eCosystems for Optimized Process As a Service: In the context of this re-
gional project, we propose the support of multi-stakeholder HCS configuration
processes.
• TAPAS, Tecnologı´as Avanzadas para Procesos como Servicios: In the context of this
national project, we propose the definition of Configurable Service Models (CSMs)
to describe the configuration capabilities of HCSs.
Additionally, the PhD candidate has completed three research stays:
1. A two-month research stay in Universidad Polite´cnica de Valencia, under the supervi-
sion of professor Vicente Pelechano. June - July 2012.
2. A three-month research stay in Cardiff University, under the supervision of professor
Omer F. Rana. September - December 2012.
3. A three-month research stay in Lero, the Irish Software Engineering Research Centre,
invited by professor Mike Hinchey. September - December 2013.
1.5 STRUCTURE OF THIS DISSERTATION
Part I. Introduction. This chapter provides an overview of the contributions of this
dissertation.
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Part II. Background. Chapter §2 summarises the background concepts for HCS de-
scriptions. Chapter §3 details the background concepts for HCS and variability
automated support.
Part III. Our contribution. Chapter §4 defines HCSs and our support for their specifi-
cation. Chapter §5 describes our proposal for the automated analysis of HCSs.
Part IV. Validation. Chapter §6 presents our first validation scenario, in particular a
migration to the cloud assisted by means of modelling and automated analysis
techniques. Chapter §7 presents our second validation scenario, in particular a re-
configuration scenario in a multi-tenant service, assisted by means of automated
analysis techniques.
Part V. Final Considerations. Chapter §8 briefly revises the contributions in this dis-
sertation and explores the opportunities that arise from this work.
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2HCS MODELLING
15
Description is what makes the reader a sensory participant in the story.
Stephen King (1947),
Writer
I n this chapter, we detail the foundations of Highly-configurable Services. Section §2.1describes the concept of Highly-configurable Service and illustrates it with a couple ofexamples. In Section §2.2 we analyse the state of art for the representation of the decision
space of services, while in Section §2.3 we do the same for the user needs. Section §2.4 ends the
chapter.
CHAPTER 2. HCS MODELLING
2.1 HIGHLY-CONFIGURABLE SERVICES
The concept of HCS was firstly introduced by Lamparter et al. [94] for web ser-
vices. They consider an HCS as a web service with multiple configurations C, where
each configuration Cj ⊆ C is mapped to a real number Pj that represents the price.
This HCS concept has several shortcomings to be employed for a wider scope. First,
the different configurations of the service are represented as attribute-value pairs, but
the authors do not present the way to define the attribute domains. Second, there is
no way to define dependencies among the different attributes, so the different service
configurations must be defined in an extensive form. And finally, the proposed repre-
sentation directly relies on the OWL formalism instead of a Domain Specific Language
(DSL), coupling to a particular resolution paradigm.
While Lamparter et al. [94] HCSs are related to web services, nowadays most of
the existing HCSs are in the cloud. NIST [104] defines cloud computing as “a model
for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interac-
tion” . Usually, cloud computing refers to both the applications and resources delivered
as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems software in the datacenters
that provide those services [8].
PaaS$
SaaS$
IaaS$
Figure 2.1: Cloud Service Models.
Cloud computing has given providers an enabling paradigm to massively deliver
and customise different services. There are many cloud providers, such as Amazon,
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IBM, Microsoft or Google, which offer a broad range of configurable services that are
categorised in three service models (Figure §2.1): 1) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
provides processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources
where the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software (e.g. Amazon EC2 [5]
or Rackspace servers [131]); 2) Platform as a Service (PaaS) provides capabilities to de-
ploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created
using programming languages, libraries, services, and tools supported by the provider
(e.g. AppEngine [74] or Heroku [81]). 3) Software as a Service (SaaS) provides applica-
tions running on a cloud infrastructure, which are accessible from various client de-
vices through either a thin client interface, such as a web browser (e.g., web-based
email), or a program interface (e.g. Wordpress [178], Citrix’s DaaS [33] or Dropbox
[50]).
In the following, we present two examples of configurable services in the cloud:
Dropbox as a configurable Storage as a Service, and Amazon EC2 as a Highly-configurable
Computing as a Service.
2.1.1 Dropbox
Dropbox [50] is a file hosting SaaS that offers cloud storage, file synchronization,
personal cloud, and client software. Dropbox allows users to create a special folder on
their computers, which Dropbox then synchronizes so that it appears to be the same
folder (with the same contents) regardless of which computer is used to view it. Files
placed in this folder are also accessible via the Dropbox website and mobile apps.
Dropbox provides fewer configuration capabilities than other services. Dropbox
users can choose among three different plans (basic, professional and business). Addi-
tionally, there are official and unofficial add-ons, mostly created by the Dropbox com-
munity. These add-ons are both in the form of web services such as SendToDropbox
(which allows users to email files to their Dropboxes), or Mover (which facilitates on-
line backup of FTP, Git, MySQL, and other services to Dropbox accounts).
However, the configuration capabilities of Dropbox have a strong impact on the
delivered service. This is especially so in the case of the plans. While the basic plan
provides reduced storage, backup and sharing options at no cost, professional and
business plans increasingly improve these capabilities together with the service price.
17
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Figure 2.2: Excerpt of Dropbox description.
2.1.2 Amazon EC2
Amazon is one of the main cloud commercial providers. In particular, the Amazon
Web Services division [4] provides services for computation [5], storage [6], databases
or content delivery among others. Due to the wide range of services, several PaaS
and SaaS providers like Heroku or Netflix run on top of the Amazon services. The
service offering of Amazon is continuously evolving, and for this reason we work in
this dissertation with a specific snapshot of the provided services from 12th June 2014.
We focus in particular on Amazon EC2, the computing cloud service of Amazon,
to illustrate the configuration capabilities of an IaaS. Amazon EC2 provides “provides
resizeable compute capacity in the cloud” [5] on pay-per-use basis, with different op-
tions to configure the aspects of the computing instances. Additionally, we can add
extra storage to such instances with the EBS service. On the aforementioned date,
Amazon provides six main configuration options for EC2:
• Instance type. EC2 offers 32 different instance types, grouped under different cat-
egories, depending on the purpose: General Purpose, Compute Optimized, GPU
Instances, Memory Optimized and Storage Optimized, distinguishing also be-
tween current and previous generations. Each instance type has a specific RAM
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size, a number of cores and disk storage 1.
• Operating system. Three different Linux distributions (Amazon Linux, Suse and
Red Hat) and a Windows version (Windows Server) with an optional SQL Server
in different flavours (Express, Web and Standard) are available.
• Storage. Amazon provides a fixed disk size for EC2 instances, depending on each
instance type. If the default storage needs to be extended, the EBS service pro-
vides additional storage.
• Geographic location. Amazon offers 8 geographic locations, distributed among
different areas of America, Europe, Asia and Oceania.
• Purchasing mode. EC2 instances may be purchased on demand or in a reservation
way. While users pay per use in both modes, cost hour is lower for reserved
instances in exchange for an upfront payment. In total, there are seven different
purchasing modes.
• Dedication. Additionally, an EC2 instance may run on a dedicated machine, guar-
anteeing an additional isolation in exchange of an additional cost.
All these configuration options and values lead to 68544 potential different con-
figurations. However, there are constraints that bound the number of available con-
figurations. For instance, some instance types are not available for given geographic
locations. In the same way, not all the instances can be reserved or dedicated. Consid-
ering all these constraints EC2 presents 16991 available configurations – this number
will be explained during the next chapters.
2.2 DECISION SPACE REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
2.2.1 Structured Natural Language
Natural language is the most common way of representation by commercial pro-
viders such as Dropbox [50], Amazon [5] or Microsoft [112]. Figure §2.2 and Figure §2.3
show examples of the description of some instances of Amazon EC2 and Dropbox
1We ignore micro instances, since they are intended for short CPU burst purposes and their perfor-
mance is highly variable and unpredictable.
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Figure 2.3: Excerpt of Amazon EC2 description.
capabilities, respectively. The lower the level of the service in the service model, the
more detailed the configuration capabilities are in the description. On the opposite
side, the higher the level of the service, the more oriented to marketing the description
is.
Dropbox [50] is described by means of natural language. Although this service has
only one main configuration option with three values – basic, professional and busi-
ness plans –, the decision space is not really well described. In order to understand the
exact impact of each plan in the rest of configurable terms – storage, sharing options or
backup – it is necessary to carefully read and navigate through the whole documenta-
tion (an excerpt is shown in Figure §2.2).
Amazon EC2 is described in its website [5] by means of natural language and ta-
bles. They use text for describing the big picture and marketing aspects, but also some
constraints; and tables to show the specific configuration options, a.k.a. decision terms,
values and details. In this sense, the different decision terms and values are scattered
among several pages – for instance Amazon groups instance types in two categories
named new generation and previous generation, each in a different page.
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Most of the decision space of EC2 is exhaustively described, but the use of natural
language leads to some ambiguities and unclear aspects. While some non available
configurations are explicit, by means of a N/A mark in the tables – for example, a
cc2.8xlarge light reserved instance in Sao Paulo – , others non available configurations
simply are excluded from the tables – for example, a i2.8xlarge light reserved instance
for the same location. Besides, there are other constraints that are described using
natural language. For example, if we contract a heavy reserved instance we are forced
to pay for a 24x7 usage for he contracted period.
As far as we know, neither providers nor academia propose specific DSLs to de-
scribe the decision space of HCSs. While, as we have seen, providers employ natural
language, in the literature the work of Lamparter et al. [94] is the closest approach to
a DSL. Although natural language is flexible, highly expressive and comprehensible
by most of the consumers, it also present serious drawbacks. Its intrinsic ambiguity, a
lack of structure and exhaustiveness and the heterogeneous descriptions made by ser-
vice providers harden the fully understanding of the service and a posterior automated
processing.
2.2.2 Variability Modelling
Variability is a property of software systems that provides them with the ability
of being customized according to the specific user needs. Operating systems like De-
bian OS or Android, or Software Product Lines (SPLs) are examples of the so-named
variability-intensive systems. While some authors prefer to use the term “highly-configurable
systems”, others prefer the aforementioned variability-intensive systems. Variability
Models (VMs) are used to describe the common and variable aspects of variability-
intensive systems. They represent all the possible configurations of the system, often
in terms of functional features [88], although they can also describe extra functional
properties [18].
In the same way that VMs are used to represent the configurations of variability-
intensive systems, they can be employed also to describe the configuration capabilities
of HCSs. In general terms, a VM is composed by a set of features – or elements –
which are interrelated among them by means of relationships. While VMs represent
the functional features of SPLs and their relationships, they can describe the decision
terms of HCSs and their dependencies.
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Feature Models
One of the most used VMs are the so-called Feature Models (FMs). FMs represent the
commonalities and variabilities of a system in terms of features, which are distinctive
characteristics a user can observe [88]. A FM can de defined as follows:
Definition 2.1 - Feature Model.
A FM is a tuple (F, P) such that F is the set of features of the system and P the set of
available configurations defined as a subset of the powerset of features, i.e. P ⊆ P(F),
such that a configuration is defined by a set of features in F.
Let us take a Smart Home Systems (SHSs) as an example. Its set of features F and a
possible configuration C1 (see Figure §2.4) can be defined as follows:
F = {SmartHome, Lighting,ControlSystem,CellPhone,ControlPanel,
Antithe f tAlarm, Internet, Ethernet,3G,WiFi− b/g,WiFi− n, MoviePlayers,
HDTV42, HDTV32, PCPlayer,Contents,VideoOnDemand, Providers,
Cache, DMS}
C1 = {SmartHome, Lighting,CellPhone, Alarm, HDTV42,
HDTV32, DMS,VideoOnDemand}
In order to define the set of configurations, a FM comprises a set relationships that
limits the allowed feature combinations, so that a configuration must satisfy all the
relationships. Relationships in a FM are mainly hierarchical. Any FM has a root feature
that represents the whole functionality of any configuration. The root feature is refined
in child features, which decompose the behaviour or functionality of the root feature
into subfeatures, which describe the scope of the root feature in more detail. This
refinement process is repeated for the child features to conform a tree-like structure.
Although the hierarchical structure helps to represent the feature refinement, it can
hinder the representation of restrictions that affect features in different branches of
the tree. In these circumstances, cross-tree constraints can be used. Feature diagrams
[133, 142] are probably the most used graphical representation of FMs. Figure §2.4
presents a feature diagram for a SHSs.
FMs have evolved in time adding new elements to the set of features and relation-
ships. So Czarnecki et al. [42] and Riebisch et al. [133] propose Cardinality-Based Feature
Models (CBFMs) as an evolution of basic FMs that introduce cardinalities. They allow
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Figure 2.4: Feature diagram representing a smart home.
to group a set of features and assign them a cardinality that denotes the number of fea-
tures (cardinal) that can be selected at the same time. CBFMs increase the succinctness
of the model, and they are as expressive as basic FMs, as Schobbens et al. [142] proved.
CBFMs use the following kinds of hierarchical relationships in FMs:
• Mandatory: a mandatory relationship affects a parent and child feature. It forces
the child feature to appear in a configuration whenever its parent feature does.
For example, any SHS must have lighting and controlSystem features. If a
videoOnDemand feature is selected, then providers must also be selected.
• Optional: a child feature connected to a parent feature by means of an optional
relationship may be optionally selected whenever its parent feature is. For ex-
ample, the antitheftAlarm and Internet connection are optional features in a
SHS.
• Set relationship: set relationships affect a parent feature and a set of two or more
child features. It contains a set of natural numbers or cardinality that constraints
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the number of child features to be selected in a configuration whenever its parent
feature is selected. For example, if the Internet feature is selected, then 1 to 4
features must be selected from Ethernet, 3G, WiFi-b/g and WiFi-n features.
Alternative relationships can be interpreted as a particular case of set-relationship
with a [1..1] cardinality, where only one child feature may be selected in a config-
uration at the same time if the parent feature is selected. In turn, or-relationships
are those set relationships whose cardinality is [1..N] such that N is the number
of child features. For example, the InternetConnection feature is the parent in
an or-relationship.
Besides hierarchical relationships, cross-tree constraints break the tree-like structure
to represent non-hierarchical relationships. The most used cross-tree constraints are:
• Dependency: a feature depends on another feature if the second one must be part
of a configuration whenever first one is selected. For example, the cache feature
requires for a digitalMediaServer feature to store video and the antitheftA-
larm requires a controlPanel for de/activation.
• Exclusion: two features exclude themselves if both of them cannot be part of
a configuration at the same time. For example the antitheftAlarm feature is
incompatible with a cellPhone feature for security reasons.
Besides features, FMs can collect additional information by using the so-called at-
tributes. An attribute represents relevant information such as feature development cost,
versions, RAM consumption, performance or technological requirements. FMs that
use attributes are known as Extended Feature Models (EFMs) [18]. Figure §2.5 shows an
example of a FM with attributes. It adds information regarding Internet bandwidth
to an excerpt of the FM in Figure §2.4. Each kind of connection provides a different
bandwidth. Since more than one connection can be chosen, the maximum available
Internet bandwidth in the SHS is the maximum bandwidth provided by each chosen
connection.
An EFM may contain constraints that affect attributes which reduce even more the
set of configurations an EFM describes. So for example, if a constraint sets the In-
ternet max bandwidth to at least 80 Mbps then it forces any SHS to have at least an
Ethernet or Wifi-n connection since they are the only features providing such band-
width. Along this dissertation, we will refer using the term FM to FMs, CBFMs and
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Figure 2.5: Excerpt of a feature diagram representing an extended FM
EFMs indistinctly. Since the latter is an extension of the former, we consider both the
same kind of model for the sake of simplicity, as in the same way many authors do
[9, 141, 146].
Multi-features
The concept of multi-feature – a.k.a. cloneable feature – is common in variability-
intensive systems. Features in a FM are unique, which means that no other feature can
refer to the the same functionality. However, with multi-features, it is possible to create
more than one feature instance, although the concept of instance still has an ambiguous
interpretation. The FM in Figure §2.6 shows an example where the ambiguity arises.
A car must have 4 tires, each of which can be hard or soft. Must all the tires be either
soft or hard? Or is it possible to combine them anyhow?
!"#$
%&#'$
("#)$ *+,$
-.//.0$
-1//10$
Figure 2.6: Feature cardinalities may lead to ambiguous situations
Several authors have made proposals to represent multi-features. Riebisch et al.
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[133] proposed a feature cardinality relationship, where a parent and a child feature
are linked by a cardinality which indicates the number of valid instances of the child
features that can be selected in a configuration. The cardinality [0..1] is equivalent to an
optional relationship and [1..1] to a mandatory relationship. Later, Czarnecki et al. [43]
proposed cardinalities both for group relationships and also for single features. How-
ever, the multi-level configuration process that they present in this work lack support
for the latter cardinalities.
Michel et al. [110] formalised the concept of clone in feature diagrams, and dif-
ferentiated between group cardinalities and feature cardinalities. While the former
describes the number of children that can be selected in a group relationship, the latter
refers to how many times a given feature can be repeated. In view of the clones, they
redefine the concept of product, since a feature can be included more than once in a
product.
Cordy et al. [39] introduced the current term – multi-feature – and approach this
using their TVL language. The authors identify the ambiguities introduced by cardi-
nalities, that can be defined on group relationships or single features, and propose an
array-based syntax to refer to multi-features. They also introduce the notion of con-
text, i.e. a subtree of the model that may include multi-features, and the existential and
universal quantification operators for the definition of constraints.
Textual Variability Languages
Besides FMs as general representations, there are specific languages to realise the
variability modelling capabilities of these models. We describe the main textual vari-
ability languages identified and compared in the work of Eichelberger and Schmid
[53]. Most of the following descriptions are extracted from that paper:
• The Feature Description Language (FDL) [48] was constructed by applying de-
sign principles of Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs). In addition to the syntax,
the authors specify a feature diagram algebra.
• The tree-grammar approach [15] represents cardinality-based feature diagrams
using (iterative) tree grammars. In particular, Batory represents constraints in
terms of propositional formulae.
• The Variability Specification Language (VSL) [132] aims for the integration of
prominent feature modeling approaches with configuration links and variable
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entities. In VSL, configuration links are a specific form of references. Variable en-
tities enable the modelling of predefined chains and networks of configurations
interrelated by configuration links.
• The Simple XML Feature Model (SXFM) is a XML based language which enables
its automated analysis. SXFM is used in the feature model repository Software
Product Lines Online Tools (S.P.L.O.T) [105].
• FAMILIAR [1] aims for defining, combining, analysing and manipulating feature
models. Due to the scope of the dissertation, we focus on the variability mod-
elling concepts rather than on the scripting language capabilities.
• The Textual Variability Language (TVL) [35] is intended to overcome the short-
comings of graphical notations like feature diagrams, which are usually inferior
to text formats in terms of tool support and syntax richness. TVL allows to de-
fine attributes and complex constraints, and provides different syntactic sugars to
ease the definition of FMs. TVL*, an extended version of TVL, provides support
for real attributes and multi-features [39].
• µTVL (micro TVL) [34] is a subset of TVL which aims at core feature modeling.
Basically, µTVL drops some types and changes some semantics. Further, µTVL
enables multiple feature trees in one model.
• The CLAss, FEature, Reference approach (Clafer) [12] combines meta-modeling
(of classes) with first-class support for feature modelling. Clafer aims at a mini-
mal number of concepts with a uniform semantics. Clafer provides specialization
and extension layers via constraints and inheritance, explicit containment, cardi-
nalities, multiple instances and (object) references.
• VELVET [137] aims for support for separation of multi-dimensional concerns in
feature-based variability modeling. Some basic concepts in VELVET are inspired
by TVL. VELVET provides several mechanisms to combine the individual mod-
els, i.e., concerns, into a common variability model.
• The INDENICA Variability Modeling Language (IVML) [127] is developed in the
EU-funded project INDENICA on customization and integration of service plat-
forms. IVML is designed as a scalable, textual variability modeling language,
which supports the variability modelling requirements that are relevant to sup-
port the customization of complex service platform ecosystems.
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Variability Modelling Approaches
Expressiveness
Elements Constraints Language Support
Basic FMs [88] f b -
CB FMs [42] f,c,m b -
FDL [48] f,(c),m b 3
Batory [15] f,m l ∼
VSL [132] f,c,a,m b,(l),t 3
SXFM [105] f,c (l) 3
FAMILIAR [1] f l 3
TVL [35, 39] f,c,a,m l,r,t,(m) 3
µTVL [34] f,c,a,m b,l,r,t 3
Clafer [12] f,c,m l,r 3
VELVET [137] f,(c),a l,r 3
IVML [127] f,c,a,m l,r,t 3
FAMA [84, 158] f,c,a b,l,r,t 3
SFMs [154, 162] f,c,a b,l,(r),(t) -
f=features, c=cardinalities, a=attributes, m=multi-features, b=basic cross-tree constraints, l= logical constraints, r=relational
constraints, t=arithmetic constraints, (x)= implicitly supported, 3=support, ∼ =partial support, - =no support
Table 2.1: Comparison of main variability modelling approaches.
• FaMa Framework [158] provides a text language for the definition of cardinality-
based FMs. FaMa is a tool for the automated analysis of FMs, so the input models
for the analysis are defined in this format.
In Table §2.1 we compare the presented variability modelling approaches . This
comparison is based on the work of Eichelberger and Schmid [53], but we focus in par-
ticular on the expressiveness. The expressiveness is measured in terms of elements and
constraints. Four different types of elements – features (f), cardinalities (c), attribute
(a)s and multi-features (m) – and constraints – basic cross-tree constraints (b), logical
constraints (l), relational constraints (r), arithmetic constraints (t) and constraints on
multi-features (m) – are identified. While most of the times these elements are sup-
ported explicitly, sometimes their support is implicit. If such support is implicit we
employ parentheses surrounding the element, and in the case it is explicit we avoid
the parentheses.
As Table §2.1 shows, there is no comprehensive approach which successfully deals
with all the presented aspects. In terms of modelling and expressiveness, TVL [34] can
be considered the most complete approach. However, it presents lacks for describing
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relationships among different instances. We have tried to model with TVL a simple
computing HCS with a discount calculated on the total cost of all the hired instances.
The resulting model (Listing §2.7) shows that there is no way to aggregate the total cost.
SFMs [154, 162] are specialised in the variability configuration and provide support
for automated analysis, although they do not provide specific textual languages to
describe the variability and make decisions on it.
Figure 2.7: An IaaS described using TVL.
1root ComputingHCS{
2ComputingInstance [ * . . * ] {
3OperatingSystem group [ 1 . . 1 ] {
4Windows , Linux
5} ,
6InstanceType group [ 1 . . 1 ] {
7Small , Medium, Large
8} ,
9Region group [ 1 . . 1 ] {
10US, Europe
11}
12/ / I n s t a n c e a t t r i b u t e s
13i n t cost , hours , costHour ;
14}
15/ / HCS a t t r i b u t e s
16i n t discount ;
17i n t t o t a l C o s t ;
18/ / R e q u i r e s c o n s t r a i n t
19Windows −> US ;
20/ / Discount c o n s t r a i n t
21( f o r A l l ( ComputingInstance ){ Region . US} | | f o r A l l ( ComputingInstance ){ Region . Europe} )}
22&& ( ComputingInstance [ 1 ] . c o s t + ComputingInstance [ 2 ] . c o s t + . . . > 10 000)
23−>
24ComputingHCS . discount == t o t a l C o s t * 0 . 0 5 ;
25}
Variability Modelling of HCSs
VMs are trending for the representation of cloud HCS during the last years [69,
128, 176]. HCS descriptions based on variability modelling present several benefits.
First, VMs provide a succinct way to represent – and to depict graphically – the deci-
sion terms of services. Second, these descriptions are unambiguous, since VMs often
present a clear notation – as shown with variability languages in Section §2.2 – and
have been formalised. And third, VMs enable automated analysis techniques that can
be employed to automate the validation and configuration, as in the case of FMs [18],
which provide a catalogue of analysis operations in the Automated Analysis of Feature
Models (AAFM) [19].
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Several of the most relevant works about VMs and cloud HCSs employ FMs for the
modelling. Quinton et al. [128] propose FMs for the configuration process of cloud en-
vironments, considering features as deployable artefacts and automating the deploy-
ment of the configurations. Schroeter et al. [144] also propose the use of FMs for the
configuration of cloud services, together with the definition of a configuration process
model based on staged configurations.
The approach of Wittern et al. is particularly related to this dissertation. Wittern
et al. [177] identify the need to assist the configuration of cloud services, proposing
the so-named Cloud Feature Models (CFMs, based on EFMs) and a Cloud Service Se-
lection Process. CFMs, which incorporate the aggregation of attributes, are used for
representing abstract relevant decisions and concrete cloud offers, and for describing
the specific requirements of decision-makers. For the selection, they propose a pro-
cess, using Business Process Model Notation notation, composed of several tasks, go-
ing from the service modelling to the ranking of different configurations. In a later
approach, Wittern and Zirpins [176] present a similar proposal, the Service Feature
Modelling. However, this work is more oriented to general services and focuses on the
preferences-based ranking of the alternatives.
2.3 USER NEEDS REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
2.3.1 Configuration Models in Variability
The process by which one or more users define the configuration that best fits their
needs by making successive decisions on a particular FM is called a configuration pro-
cess. The decisions made by users in a configuration process are collected in a configu-
ration. Users usually express their decisions in terms of feature selections or removals,
i.e. which features must be part of a configuration or left aside. In EFMs, users can
also make decisions on attributes, restricting the domain by means of arithmetic and
logical constraints. Four main types of configurations are considered in the literature,
as shown in Figure §2.8:
• Individual: in this case – firstly considered by Kang [88] – only one user partici-
pates in the configuration process. A new decision cannot contradict any decision
that has been previously made by the same user. Thus, a feature that is already
selected cannot be removed later.
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Figure 2.8: The main four types of variability configurations processes.
• Staged: in this case, proposed by Czarnecki et al. [42], two or more users perform
the configuration process in stages. At each stage one user makes decisions, up-
dating the configuration of the model. It is possible that a user wants to change a
decision on a feature that has already been selected or removed by another user
in a previous stage. In this sense, the contradiction must be annotated so that
the user that selected or removed the features previously is informed so that the
conflict can be solved among users.
• Parallel: in this case, considered by White et al. [174], two or more users make
decisions at the same time and in any order, enabling users to contradict each
other. So for example, a user might remove a feature that is being selected by
another user at the same time.
• Collaborative configuration: this process, proposed by Mendonc¸a et al. [106],
lies halfway between staged and parallel configuration processes. Multiple users
are allowed to make decisions in parallel but only on a specific part of the FM.
These parts are previously calculated so that conflicts among decisions are avoided.
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Both staged [41] and and collaborative [107] configuration enable mutual exclusion
mechanisms to avoid conflicts. While staged configurations avoid potential conflicts
by a sequential process, where a users only can make decisions on the undecided el-
ements of the system; collaborative configuration propose a refinement on the staged
configuration: multiple users can configure at the same time if they do it in disjoint
areas with no dependencies among them.
However, the parallel configuration of FMs is a non tackled challenge. The usual
way to deal with multi-user configuration scenarios is by means of mutual exclusion
mechanisms, in order to avoid conflicts. However, for scenarios where there are shared
resources in real time, a mutual exclusion approach is not possible. This kind of sce-
narios are usual for smart or pervasive systems, or even in multi-tenant services.
Configuration Models
Users usually express their decisions in terms of feature selections or removals, i.e.
which features must be part of a product or left aside. In order to collect these decisions
Configuration Models (CMs) are structured as follows:
Definition 2.2 - Configuration model.
Given a FM as a tuple (F, P), a configuration for this FM, denoted as γFM is a three-
tuple of the form (S, R,U) in which S, R and U denote three disjoint finite sets of se-
lected, removed and undecided features respectively in such a way that all the features
of F must belong to one and only one of these three sets, i.e.
γFM = (S, R,U)⇔ F = S ∪ R ∪U and S ∩ R ∩U = ∅
When a configuration process starts, all the features are in the undecided set to
indicate that no decision has been made about them. Whenever a user selects a feature,
it is moved from the undecided set to the selected set. If a feature is discarded then it
is moved from the undecided set to the removed set. Depending on the distribution of
features among the three sets, we can define a configuration state as follows:
Definition 2.3 - Configuration states.
A configuration γFM is partial if there are still decisions to be made, otherwise it is said
to be a full configuration. Both states are denoted as partial(γFM) and f ull(γFM).
partial(γFM) ⇔U , ∅
f ull(γFM) ⇔U = ∅
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Whether partial or full, a configuration is said to be valid if there is at least one
product in the corresponding FM that contains all the features in the selected set and
no feature in the removed set; otherwise it is said to be an invalid configuration. Both
states are denoted as valid(γFM) and invalid(γFM).
valid(γFM)⇔ ∃p ∈ P · S ⊆ p ∧ R ∩ p = ∅
invalid(γFM)⇔¬∃p ∈ P · S ⊆ p ∧ R ∩ p = ∅
For example, the following configuration for a SHS is partial since some features
have already been selected, some others have been removed and others are still to be
decided what to do with them:
S = {SmartHome, Lighting,ControlSystem,CellPhone, Internet, Ethernet}
R = {ControlPanel, MoviePlayers}
U = {Antithe f t,Contents,VideoOnDemand, DMS, ...}
Full configurations are the result of a completed configuration process. For the SHS
example, the following configuration is full:
S = {SmartHome, Ligthing,ControlSystem,CellPhone, Internet, Ethernet}
R = {ControlPanel, MoviePlayers, Antithe f t,Contents,Videoondemand, ...}
U = ∅
The following example describes a valid partial configuration for the SHS SPL since
there exists at least one product with the selected features and without the removed
features:
S = {SmartHome, Lighting,ControlSystem,Cellphone, Internet, Ethernet}
R = {ControlPanel, Antithe f talarm,Contents, ...}
U = ∅
The following example describes an invalid configuration since anti-theft alarm de-
pends on a control panel feature, which is removed:
S = {SmartHome, Lighting,ControlSystem,Cellphone, Antithe f tAlarm}
R = {ControlPanel}
U = {Contents, Internet, ...}
Both, valid and invalid configurations can be defined in terms of relationships sat-
isfiability. A relationship is said to be satisfied by a configuration if the selected and
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removed features correspond to the relationship expected behaviour. In those terms, a
valid configuration is the one that satisfies all the constraints, while an invalid config-
uration violates at least one configuration in the FM.
It is frequent in staged and parallel configuration processes to allow users to con-
tradict previous decisions. In this case, features can be selected and removed at the
same time, i.e. the set of features in conflict (C) is C = S ∩ R. These conflicts must be
solved in order to accomplish the configuration process, existing several proposals to
repair them [122, 174].
There are proposals of configuration models in the literature. Some of them are in-
tegrated with variability modelling mechanisms [1, 41, 132, 137] previously described
in Section §2.2, and others are related to configuration processes [41, 107]. Additionally,
some other proposals not originally intended only for configuration can be considered,
such as White et al. [173] which present a technique for selecting highly optimal feature
sets, or Roos-Frantz et al. [135] which present a similar approach for the optimisation
of attributes, but in this case for orthogonal variability models.
Of particular interest are the approach from Zhang et al. [180] and Asadi et al. [9].
Zhang et al. [180] propose to extend the decision making in variability configuration to
quality attributes. And Asadi et al. [9] detail a novel configuration approach, based on
preferences about the user requirements. Users can define their requirements on func-
tional features and attributes, and can also define an order for their constraints, which
will establish the relative importance if it is not feasible to satisfy all the requirements.
2.3.2 Stateful Feature Models
Trinidad [154, 162] proposes incorporating FMs and CMs together in a single model,
the SFM. The resulting model stores together the set of elements E – features, attributes
and cardinalities –, and two sets of constraints, one for FM relationships and another
one for user decisions (see Figure §2.9). SFMs can be considered as fully-configurable
FMs, able to represent user decisions on features, attributes and cardinalities, and dis-
tinguishing also between user and automatic decisions.
SFMs rely on a new vision of configurations as an assignment of states to elements.
In FMs, each configuration is described as a different subset of features. In SFMs, all
the configurations share the same set of elements, denoted by a non-empty set E =
{E1, ..., En} where each Ei is an element in that model, either features or cardinalities.
A configuration is defined as an assignment of states to every element in E such that
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Figure 2.9: A visual metaphore of FMs, CMs and SFMs
each element has a set of available states that depends on the kind of element. This
way, features have selected or removed states to indicate their presence or absence in
a configuration; attributes have allowed or removed ranges; and a cardinality has a
cardinal value as state to indicate the number of features that are in a selected state
within a set relationship.
The SFMs takes extensibility as a major concern through a metamodel described in
[154]. Such metamodel proposes three main abstract aspects, which are the basis of the
approach:
• Elements: any feature or attribute of an SFM, and, in general, any aspect on which
users can make decisions. It is denoted by a non-empty set E = {E1, ..., En}.
• States: an SFM has a set of available state sets AS1, ..., ASn such that ASj is the set
of available states for an element Ej.
• Constraints: an SFM stores both the relationships of the model and the user deci-
sions. It has a set of relationships R = {R1, ..., Ri} that sets the conditions a poten-
tial configuration must necessarily fulfil to be a configuration of the SFM. It also
contains the decisions made by one or more users in a given moment in a set of
constraints U = {U1, ...,Uj}.
Figure §2.10 shows an example of SFM depicted as a stateful feature diagram. State-
ful feature diagrams are a graphical notation of SFMs based on feature diagrams [142].
The representation of elements and relationship constraints is the same that FMs: a
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tree-like structure where features are boxes linked by different kinds of lines that rep-
resent the relationships among features. Cardinalities are also drawn together with the
corresponding set relationship.
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Figure 2.10: An example of a Stateful Feature Diagram
2.3.3 SOUP
Semantic Ontology of User Preferences (SOUP) is a highly expressive, intuitive model
of user preferences [65]. A preference can be intuitively expressed as“I prefer y rather
than x”, where x and y are instances of domain concepts that represent term values
such as the OS or desired storage. This relation between concept instances can be
mathematically interpreted as a strict partial order.
Figure §2.11 presents a UML representation of the upper ontology of SOUP pref-
erence model, where the user basically can express atomic preferences using differ-
ent preference terms that are handled internally by the corresponding ranking mecha-
nism. Then, composite preferences can be used to compose those terms, defining the
relationship between previously expressed atomic preferences. Note that composite
preferences are also handled by a ranking mechanism that offers facilities to combine
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simpler atomic preferences.
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Fig. 2 shows a UML representation of SOUP preference terms. Atomic pref-
erences can be expressed using diﬀerent preference terms, whereas composite
preferences can be used to compose those terms, defining the relation between
previously expressed atomic preferences. Both atomic and composite preferences
are handled by ranking mechanisms that implement the ranking process accord-
ing to the corresponding term definition.
Fig. 2. UML representation of SOUP
In particular, atomic preferences are related to a domain-specific concept that
usually represents a property that should be optimized to fulfill the user pref-
erence over it. SOUP supports both qualitative and quantitative preferences,
depending on the nature of the property referred by the concrete preference.
On the one hand, if the property is qualitative, e.g. the skills of a resource,
one can use a Favorites preference to state that certain values of that prop-
erty are favored against the rest (e.g., skills on a concrete software application).
Conversely, a Dislikes preference can be used to enumerate the values that
should not be provided for the referred property. A FavoritesAlternative al-
lows defining a favorite and an alternative set of property values, meaning that
values contained in the former set are the most preferred, but if there is none
then values from the latter set can also be considered. A FavoritesDislikes
preference is a combination of a Favorites and a Dislikes preference, where
preferred values are the ones in the favored set or at least not in the disfavored
set. Finally, an Explicit preference simply states the preference between two
concrete values of a property (e.g. skills on LibreOﬃce are more preferred than
skills on Microsoft Oﬃce).
On the other hand, quantitative preferences compare numerical values of the
related properties. Thus, a Highest (Lowest) preference means the user prefers
higher (lower) values for the referred property. Around and Between preferences
Figure 2.11: SOUP preferences.
In particular, atomic preferences are related to a domain-specific concept that usu-
ally represents a non-functional property (NFP) that should be optimized to fulfill the
user preference over it. Figure §2.11 outlines the available preference terms from SOUP.
In this dissert tion we focus on some specific quantitativ and qu litative preferences:
Favorit s, Dislikes, Around, Highest and Lowest. A Favourites (a Dislikes) prefer-
ence means that the users prefers (dislikes) a specific val e for a NFP, A Lowest (a
Highest) preference means that the user prefers a lower (higher) NFP value, while
an Around preference favours values close to a particular one. The preference model
supports other facilities to express additional qualitative, quantitative and composite
preferences. A formal description of both atomic and composite preferences of this
model model is presented in [64].
The adaptation of this common preference model to a concrete service selection
scenario enables interoperability between ranking mechanisms, using it as a preference
meta-model, which provides a higher expressiveness compared to each mechanism
isolated.
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2.4 SUMMARY
From the results of this chapter, we obtain several conclusions that motivate our
thesis work presented in this dissertation. First, HCSs are common in the cloud. The
growing configuration options and alternatives offered by cloud providers make cloud
services difficult to understand and configure – even “simple” services such as Drop-
box. It is remarkable that the lower the level in the service model, the higher the num-
ber of configuration options and values – closer to IaaS, higher the number of options.
Second, the current approaches to describe the decision space of HCSs present
lacks. As far as we know, there are no specific proposals or DSLs for their specification,
so their representation mainly relies on natural language and models. While natural
language is expressive and comprehensible by most of the consumers, it may be also
ambiguous, and hardens a posterior automated processing. On the other side, VM
approaches are unambiguous and succinct, and enable automated analysis techniques
(as we will see in Section §3.4), but less expressive and comprehensible.
And third, both commercial and research approaches on cloud HCSs neglect user
preferences. While the provided expressiveness to make decisions varies from one
approach to another, the support to user preferences is null. However, for that aspect
we can go to service discovery and ranking area, where there are preference models
such as SOUP.
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The first rule of any technology used in a business is that automation applied to an efficient
operation will magnify the efficiency. The second is that automation applied to an inefficient operation will
magnify the inefficiency.
Bill Gates (1955),
Businessman
I n this chapter, we describe the state of the art for the automation of Highly-configurableServices. Section §3.1 presents the existing support for the search of the best serviceconfiguration. In Section §3.2 we describe the particular scenario of the cloud migration,
while in Section §3.3 we do the same for the automated reconfiguration of services. Section §3.4
discusses the existing approaches to analyse the variability. Finally, Section §3.5 ends the
chapter.
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3.1 SEARCH OF THE BEST CONFIGURATION
Most of the HCS providers offer web-based apps to configure or simulate a con-
figuration of their services. Amazon provides a calculator for their cloud services [7],
including EC2, EBS, S3 and many others (see Figure §3.1). The services can be con-
figured assigning values to their configurable terms – such as OS or instance type for
EC2. Other providers, such as Rackspace [130] or Azure [111] also provide this kind of
calculators. However, with this tools we cannot search or at least filter configurations
for given user needs. Besides, the kinds of decision we can make are simple – selection
of particular values for the terms – but not complex logical/arithmetic constraints or
preferences.
Additionally, Amazon provides the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) tool to suggest
the best configuration given user needs [3]. This tool let users “describe on-premises or
colocation configuration to produce a detailed cost comparison with AWS”. Although
we can specify the value of terms such as the memory, datacenter location or cpu cores,
some others are not available – OS for example. Besides, we cannot choose a range of
satisfactory values for the terms: the only way to make decisions is selecting a particu-
lar value.
Figure 3.1: Screenshot of the Amazon Calculator.
There are also several web – and independent – applications to assist the search of
the most suitable service configuration, mostly on cloud services. CloudScreener [38]
let search and compare for cloud infrastructure services among multiple providers.
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This application enables the decision making on terms such as cpu, ram or storage for
the search. In a similar way, Cloudorado [37] also provides a cloud services price com-
parison engine. Although both applications enable a higher degree of expressiveness
to declare user needs than Amazon TCO, some works have detected false positives
in the results – in particular for Cloudscreener [73]. We cannot be sure if they keep
updated with the last changes of each provider, since the internal models they use to
describe the decision space are not available.
3.2 CLOUD MIGRATION
Due to the benefits of cloud environments, during the last years the literature presents
significant research on techniques to facilitate the migration of legacy on-premise soft-
ware to the cloud. Cloud benefits, such cost savings, scalability and on-demand fea-
tures, make large companies and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) want to embrace
the cloud. However, this process requires facing a number of issues, such as the need
to carry out feasibility studies, provider selection or code/application modifications.
As a proof of the arisen interest, some secondary studies have emerged recently
to review the works on cloud migration [86, 95]. In particular, Jamshidi et al. [86] pro-
poses a Cloud Reference Migration Model to address such issues. This reference model
encompasses three main phases: planning, execution and evaluation. In particular, this
dissertation is concerned about selecting the most suitable provider and its configura-
tion [95] for the migration. For further approaches and related work, we refer to the
related work presented in Section §6.9.
3.3 AUTOMATED SERVICE ADAPTATION
The operational environment of services is prone to change. These changes may
occur in the required infrastructure resources, for instance due to a partial outage; in
the user’s side, for instance due to changing needs or users leaving and joining the
service; or in other services in which the delivered service relies and which are not
under our control. All these cases require a service adaptation in order to make the
most of the service under the new circumstances. The kind of adaptation to carry out
will depend on the nature of the service and their changes.
For instance, the users of an HCSs and their needs may change at runtime, making
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necessary an adaptation process. This seems to make more sense in multi-tenant ser-
vices, where hardware and software resources and even some configuration capabili-
ties may be shared among multiple users. As an specific example, Wordpress supports
multisites, which aggregate several Wordpress 1 [178] sites into a single installation. In
this case, the global configuration options, such as the default language, the upgrad-
ing policy or the available plugins and themes are shared. Changes in the needs of the
users may require to install or remove some plugins or change the upgrading policy.
Service adaptation is a well-known topic in the literature, so several authors have
put their focus on it. Cardellini et al. [30] present a reference framework for self-
adaptation of service-oriented systems, where the user satisfaction is considered as an
adaptation driver. Caton and Rana [31] propose an approach for cloud infrastructure
provisioning through volunteered resources, relying on autonomic fault management
techniques. In a similar way, Maurer et al. [103] propose an adaptive resource con-
figuration in the cloud for infrastructure management. Nallur and Bahsoon [119] also
propose an adaptive mechanism for cloud services, but in this case for applications
built on top of different services. The adaptation dynamically selects the best value-
for-money services, based on market-based control techniques.
3.4 AUTOMATED SUPPORT OF VARIABILITY MODELS
3.4.1 Automated Analysis of Feature Models
The automated analysis of variability models is about extracting information from
FMs using automated mechanisms [18, 19]. Analysing FMs– and VMs in general – is
an error-prone and tedious task, and it is infeasible to do manually with large-scale
FMs. It is an active area of research and is gaining importance in both practitioners
and researchers in the SPL community. Since the introduction of FMs, the literature has
contributed with a number of operations of analysis, tools, paradigms and algorithms
to support the analysis process.
Benavides et al. [19] describe the most complete catalogue of operations up to now.
From this catalogue we select the most representative operations to illustrate the pur-
pose of the AAFM, and its relationship with the configuration process. These opera-
tions can be sorted into two main categories: model related operations and configura-
1http://codex.wordpress.org/Create_A_Network
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tion related operations.
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Figure 3.2: Process for the Automated Analysis of Feature Models.
Model-related Operations
• Void FM: this operation takes a FM as input and returns a value informing whether
such feature model is void or not. A FM is void if it represents no products. The
reasons that may make a FM void are related with a wrong usage of cross-tree
constraints, i.e. FMs without cross-tree constraints cannot be void.
• All valid configurations: this operation takes a FM as input and returns all the valid
configurations represented by the model.
• Number of valid configurations: this operation returns the number of valid config-
urations represented by the FM received as input. Note that a FM is void if the
number of valid configurations represented by the model is zero.
• Anomalies detection: A number of analysis operations address the detection of
anomalies in FMs, i.e. undesirable properties such as redundant or contradictory
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information. These operations take a feature model as input and return informa-
tion about the anomalies detected.
– Dead features: A feature is dead if it cannot appear in any of the configura-
tions of the FM. Dead features are caused by a wrong usage of cross-tree
constraints.
– False optional features: a feature is false optional if it is included in all the
configurations of the FM despite not being modelled as mandatory.
– Wrong cardinalities: a group cardinality is wrong if it cannot be instantiated.
These appear in cardinality- based FMs where cross-tree constraints are in-
volved.
• Explanations: this operation takes a FM and an analysis operation as inputs and
returns information (so-called explanations) about the reasons of why or why not
the corresponding response of the operation [155].
Configuration-related operations:
• Valid configuration: this operation takes a FM and a configuration (i.e. set of fea-
tures) as input and returns a value that determines whether the configuration
belongs to the set of configurations represented by the FM or not. This operation
is sometimes referred as Valid product [19].
• Valid partial configuration: this operation takes a FM and a partial configuration as
input and returns a value informing whether the partial configuration is valid or
not, i.e. a partial configuration is valid if it does not include any contradiction.
• Filter: this operation takes as input a FM and a partial configuration and returns
the set of valid configurations including the input partial configuration that can
be derived from the model.
• Optimisation: this operation takes a FM and a so-called objective function as in-
puts and returns the configuration fulfilling the criteria established by the func-
tion. An objective function is a function associated with an optimization problem
that determines how good a solution is. This operation is chiefly useful when
dealing with EFMs where attributes are added to features. In this context, opti-
mization operations may be used to select a set of features maximizing or mini-
mizing the value of a given feature attribute.
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Some new operations have been identified after the work of Benavides et al. [19].
This is the case of Henard et al. [80], who propose an operation to fix a FM for support-
ing a given configuration, or White et al. [175], who present a tailored optimisation
operation for spatial deployment.
3.4.2 Automated Analysis of Stateful Feature Models
Recently, Trinidad [154], Trinidad et al. [161] presented a simplified version of the
AAFM for the SFMs, the so named Automated Analysis of Stateful Feature Models (AASFM).
The AASFM proposes a taxonomy of operations that reduces the operations needed to
formalise to a subset of basic operations, while remaining operations are defined on
top of them. In this way, the AASFM provides all the AAFM operations and new ones,
but relying on a small set of basic operations. Although the AASFM identifies de-
ductive and abductive operations, in this dissertation we focus only on the deductive
operations.
AASFM Basic Deductive Operations
• Products listing: this operation lists all the products in a SFM that satisfy the cur-
rent decisions and relationships.
• Validation: a validation operation checks if a SFM is valid or not. It means to
check if the decisions within the SFM satisfies all the relationships.
• Propagation: the propagation operation receives an input SFM and obtains as a
result another SFM where the conclusions that are obtained about the states of all
the elements are added to the set of automatic decisions.
The rest of operations of the AAFM, except the ones about explanations – which
require the abductive operations – can be composed using this three basic ones [154].
3.4.3 Analysis Techniques
The general approach to perform the the automated analysis of both FMs and SFMs
is translating the model into a declarative knowledge representation that can be used
by existing tools or solvers for the extraction of information by automatic means (Figure
§3.2). The most used representations are:
• Propositional logic: a FM is mapped into a propositional formula that can be evalu-
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ated if it is true or false using SAT solvers [23]. Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD)
[172] are tree-like structures built from a propositional formula that represent
the decisions that can be made by users in a configuration process. SAT and
BDD solvers have been used for the AAFM by Batory [15], Czarnecki and Kim
[40], Mendonc¸a et al. [108] and Zhang et al. [183].
• Constraint programming: a FM is mapped into a Constraint Satisfaction Problem
(CSP) so a constraint solver can be used to perform different analysis opera-
tions. We pioneered this approach in 2005 [18] due to its ability to work with
non-boolean attributes. Our efforts in the last years have focused on contributing
to the use of constraint programming for the AAFM [157, 158, 174].
• Description logic: a FM is mapped into a description logic, which is a represen-
tation that describes the knowledge in terms of concepts, roles and individuals
[10]. Wang et al. [170] map a FM into a OWL-DL[16], a realisation of description
logic in terms of ontologies that are analysed by means of RACER tool [77].
• Clausal logic: a FM is maped into a clausal logic. the most used tool to reason on
clausal logics [56] is Prolog [85]. Kang [88] proposed using Prolog for some basic
AAFM operations 22 years ago, which is considered the first contribution for the
AAFM.
• Others: a minority of works have proposed other mappings such as Zhang et al.
[181, 182] that map FMs into SMV model checker. Some authors have also pro-
posed ad-hoc algorithms to solve specific analysis operations [11, 79, 156, 168,
169].
Each representation enables a subset of analysis operations, each of which having a
different performance. So for example a representation can be more suitable for prod-
uct counting while its performance decreases for product listing – which is the case for
BDD.
3.5 SUMMARY
This chapter motivates the need of automated support for HCS-driven solutions.
As we have seen, there is a lack of support, from researcher and practitioners, for the
search of the best configuration. On the one side, the existing commercial configurators
present deficiencies to describe user needs or even false positives in their results. On
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the other side, research approaches, in particular in the area of cloud migration, neglect
tool support. Thus, we need to rely on other existing disciplines that can provide such
automated support. In this sense, the AAFM and their variants – such as the AASFM–
offer a catalogue of operations and analysis techniques which seem to be useful for the
support of HCSs.
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You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change something, build a new model that makes
the existing model obsolete.
Buckminster Fuller (1895 - 1983),
Architect
I n this chapter we present the foundations of HCSs and our proposal for the descriptionof their decision space. Section §4.1 introduces the chapter. In Section §4.2 we definethe main concepts of HCSs, while in Section §4.3 we present SYNOPSIS, a DSL for
the specification of HCSs. Section §4.4 describes the validity criteria for HCSs in SYNOPSIS
notation. In Section §4.5 presents UCL, a SYNOPSIS-based notation to describe user needs on
HCSs. Finally, Section §4.6 ends the chapter.
CHAPTER 4. HIGHLY-CONFIGURABLE SERVICES
4.1 INTRODUCTION
4.2 ABSTRACT MODEL FOR HIGHLY-CONFIGURABLE SER-
VICES
Although the concept of Highly-configurable Service (HCS) has been previously em-
ployed in the literature, as far as we know there is not a clear definition of what means.
Intuitively, we can think of a service with multiple configuration options. However,
the difference between a configurable and a highly-configurable service is ambigu-
ous. Consequently, there neither are specific mechanisms to support the description of
HCSs and their configuration options.
The purpose of this chapter is to precisely define what an HCSs are, and to provide
mechanisms to support the specification of their decision space. For the former goal,
first we clearly define our concept of HCSs, including different examples and notations.
For the latter one, we propose a notation (SYNOPSIS) to specify the decision space of
HCSs– together with validity criteria – and also the user needs on them.
4.2.1 Configurable Services
We consider a service as a resource or functionality delivered by a provider to one
or more consumers. The service is described by a number of terms, in which the con-
sumers can have interest. Traditional human-powered services, as electricity or public
transport, present terms such as the kWh (kilowatt hour) cost for the former or the
transport timetable and the ticket price for the latter. In the same way, web-based ser-
vices also present terms, such as the provider, the maximum number of requests or the
service price.
If some of the service terms have two or more possible values, i.e. they are config-
urable – or decision terms – , we say the service is configurable. For example, Dropbox –
the storage service – and Spotify – the music streaming service – are both configurable
services. These services can be hired with different plans, each providing specific val-
ues for the rest of decision terms. In the case of Dropbox the storage limit or the backup
options depend on the plan, which may be basic, pro or business. The plan is presented
by the provider as a direct choice – or selectable term –, while storage and backup op-
tions depends on the plan, so they are derived terms.
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In this context, we define a configurable services as follows:
Definition 4.1 - Configurable Service.
A configurable service CS is a tuple (S,C, D,V, RS) where S is the set of selectable
terms, C is the set of selectable term values, D is the set of derived terms, V is the set
of derived terms values and RS is a set of constraints that describe the dependencies
among terms.
The selectable terms are defined in a set S = {S1, ...,Sn} such that each element Si ∈
S is linked to a set of term values Ci ∈ C where Ci = {ci,1, ..., ci,j}. A user must choose
one and only one term value for each selectable term to define a configuration. This way,
the set of all the potential service configurations can be defined as the cartesian product
C = C1 × ...× Cn. So for example in Dropbox, a user can only choose a plan among
three options: basic, pro and business. We can represent this scenario as follows:
S = {plan}
C = {Cplan}, s.t. Cplan = {basic, pro,business}
The derived terms that affect a configurable service can be modelled as a set D =
{D1, ..., Dm}where each Di ∈ D can take any value in a set Vi = {vi,1, ...,vi,k}. Following
with the Dropbox example, the cost and maximum storage are derived terms that are
not configurable but their value changes depending on the chosen plan. They can be
modelled as follows:
D = {cost, storage}
Vcost = {c ∈R|c ≥ 0}
Vstorage = {s ∈N|s > 0}
V = Vcost ×Vstorage
With C and V defining all the values that selectable and derived terms can take, C×
V defines the space of values that terms in a configurable service can take. However,
not any combination of them is allowed and values can be bound in different forms,
affecting to the way a service can be configured. For example, cost and storage values
depend on the plan a user chooses. In order to represent such dependencies, we define
a set of constraints RS = {RS1 , ..., RSm} in the space C×V that define the decision space
as follows:
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Definition 4.2 - Decision space.
Let RS = {RS1 ∧ ... ∧ RSm} be a set of constraints on C× V. The decision space (dspace)
of a configurable service is defined as:
dspace(CS) = {(c1, ..., cn,v1, ...,vn) ∈ C×V|RS1 ∧ ...∧ RSm}
The decision space of the Dropbox service can be defined adding the following
constraints to the configurable service description:
RS1 = {c1 = basic⇒ vcost = 0.00∧ vstorage = 5}
RS2 = {c1 = pro⇒ vcost = 5.00∧ vstorage = 1000}
RS3 = {c1 = business⇒ vcost = 10.00∧ vstorage =∞}
These constraints generate the following decision space:
dspace(CSDropbox) = { {basic,0.00,5},
{pro,5.00,1000},
{business,10.00,∞}}
In order to be able to refer to the set of configurations of a configurable service inde-
pendently of the values of derived terms, we define a configuration space as follows:
Definition 4.3 - Configuration space.
Let projC : C×V→ C be a projection function that binds each element in the decision
space to a configuration in C. The configuration space of a configurable service is
defined as:
cspace(CS) ≡ projC(dspace(CS))
The configuration space of Dropbox – which in this case coincides with the potential
set of configurations C – is {basic, pro,business}.
4.2.2 User Configurations
A configurable service requires consumers to choose a configuration in order to be
delivered. In most of the cases, the consumer only has to assign a value to a subset of
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these terms, the selectable ones. In the case of Dropbox the plan determines the con-
figuration of the service; or in Amazon EC2, the region, instance type, OS, purchasing
plan, dedication and extra storage are the selectable terms to be decided. The remain-
ing terms depend on them, but are an important source of information in order to make
a decision about the configuration that best suits the consumer needs. So for example
a consumer may make a decision about Dropbox based on the cost and the storage.
The consumer needs can be defined as a set of constraints RU = {RU1 ∧ ...∧ RUk } that
helps to reduce the decision space to those values that satisfy the provided constraints.
We define the filtered decision space as follows:
Definition 4.4 - Filtered decision space.
Let RU be a set of constraints on the decision space that represents a set of consumer
needs. The filtered configuration ( f ilter) of a given service CS = (S,C, D,V, R) and set
of requirements RU is defined as:
f ilter(CS, RU) = {(c1, ..., cn,v1, ...,vn) ∈ dspace(CS)|RU}
≡ {(c1, ..., cn,v1, ...,vn) ∈ C×V|R ∧ RU}
For example, if a consumer needs a storage service that costs less than 6$ a month,
and provides more than 20GB of storage, the user needs constraints can be defined as
follows:
RU1 = {vcost < 6.00}
RU2 = {vstorage > 20}
In this case, the filtered decision space just contained one tuple in the form (pro,5,1000),
that corresponds to a service configuration {pro}.
4.2.3 Highly-Configurable Services
The configuration capabilities of a service may go further, with the contract of mul-
tiple items – a.k.a. instances – of the service that may have different configurations, or
even additional linked services. This leads to the so-named Highly-configurable Ser-
vices. While some configurable services do not allow this – e.g. Dropbox or Spotify –
others do, such as EC2 or Heroku. In the case of EC2, we can contract different com-
puting instances of different types and in different regions, and even additional storage
through the EBS service, all of them related to the same Amazon account. In the case of
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Heroku, we can also contract different Dynos and Postgres of different types. Different
items of the same service may be interrelated by means of dependencies. For instance,
Amazon – and other similar providers such as Rackspace – provides a volume-based
discount which depends on the total cost of all the items contracted.
We propose the following definition to capture the particularities of HCSs:
Definition 4.5 - Highly-configurable service.
Let CS = S1, ...,Sk be a set of configurable services; let T = {T1, ..., To} be a set of HCS-
specific terms whose values are defined in V = {V1, ...,Vo}; let I = {I1, ..., Ik} be a set
of service items such that each Ii ∈ I is a set Ii = {RUi,1, ..., RUi,n} of consumer constraints
that define the requirements for each item of the configurable service CSi; let N be a
set of invariants in I that limits the number of items for each service; and let RM be a
set of constraints among instances in the set I.
HCS = (CS, T,V, I, N, RM)
If we consider Amazon as an HCS that permits the configuration of multiple in-
stances of EC2 and EBS, having a 10% discount for orders greater than 1,000 $, it could
be modelled as follows:
CS = { CSec2,CSebs}
T = { total, subtotal}
V = { R,R}
I = { ∅,∅}
N = { |Iebs| > 0⇒ |Iec2| > 0}
RM = { subtotal = ∑ij costij,
subtotal > 1,000⇒ total = 0.9 · subtotal,
subtotal ≤ 1,000⇒ total = subtotal}
In an HCS the consumer needs are expressed by means of the I set, where each con-
figurable service that comprises an HCS can be configured as many times as needed,
on the condition that the invariants in N must be always satisfied.
4.2.4 Conceptual Metamodel
Figure §4.1 shows a conceptual model that organises and binds all the concepts
presented in this Section. A service is described by a set of terms. In the case of a
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Service
ConfigurableService
HighlyConfigurableService
Term
DecisionTerm
SelectableTerm
TermValue
Configuration
Item
DecisionSpace
Dependency
DerivedTerm
1
1
1..*1
1 1
1*
1..*
*
2..*1
*
1
1..*1
*
1..*
1..*
1
{disjoint}
Figure 4.1: Highly-configurable Service Conceptual Metamodel.
configurable service, some of these terms are configurable terms with at least two pos-
sible values. If the provider offer different alternatives for a configurable term, we say
the term is selectable – and derived in other case. The different configurable terms
and their dependencies makes up the so-named decision space of the service. Such
decision space encompasses all the available configurations – valid combinations of
configurable term values. In the case a configurable service let hire multiple and con-
figurable items – or instances –, we say the service is a Highly-configurable Service.
Each of the service items can have different configurations.
4.3 SYNOPSIS
SYNOPSIS (SimplY a NOtation to sPecify Service configuratIonS) is a text-based,
human-readable notation to describe the decision space of services. It supports the
specification of the configuration capabilities described in Section §4.2, common to the
services of big providers such as Amazon, Rackspace or Microsoft, while remaining
provider-agnostic. Figure §4.2 shows the SYNOPSIS description of a simple block stor-
age service, which we will use as running example to explain notation.
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Figure 4.2: Simple Block Storage Service in SYNOPSIS.
1Service SimpleBlockStorage{
2
3%Terms
4## Selectable terms
5SSD: boolean;
6Size: int [1,1000];
7Region: {"USA", "EU", "JP"};
8## Derived terms
9costGBMonth: real [0.00,0.15]; ## euros/GB per month
10volumeCostMonth: real [0.00,150]; ## euros per month
11
12%Dependencies
13## pricing
14TABLE
15Region SSD -> costGBMonth;
16"USA" true -> 0.1;
17"EU" true -> 0.12;
18"JP" true -> 0.15;
19"USA" false -> 0.05;
20"EU" false -> 0.06;
21"JP" false -> 0.08;
22ENDTABLE
23
24volumeCostMonth == costGBMonth * Size;
25}
4.3.1 Configurable and Highly-configurable Services
SYNOPSIS notation let define the decision space of configurable services and HCSs–
the latter is an aggregation of the former. A SYNOPSIS document starts with the def-
inition of the service type – Service keyword for configurable services, and Highly-
configurable Service for HCSs. While Figure §4.2 shows a configurable storage ser-
vice, Figure §4.3 shows an aggregation of block storages, giving rise to a storage HCSs.
A configurable service in SYNOPSIS has two sections, to declare terms and de-
pendencies. In the terms section we declare the different terms – both selectable and
derived – and their values, while in the dependencies section we describe the relation-
ships among the different terms.
An HCS in SYNOPSIS has three sections to declare the component services and
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Figure 4.3: Volume Storage HCS in SYNOPSIS.
1Highly-configurable Service VolumeStorage{
2
3%Services
4SimpleBlockStorage[1,*] storage;
5
6%Terms
7totalCostMonth: real [0.00,10000.00];
8discount: real [0.00,1000.00];
9
10%Dependencies
11## cost aggregation
12totalCostMonth == SUM(storage.volumeCostMonth);
13## discount policy
14totalCostMonth > 3000 -> discount == totalCostMonth*0.1;
15}
their cardinality, global terms and global dependencies. For the two latter sections,
the syntax is the same than for configurable services, and is describe in the following
subsections. In the %Services section we declare the service that compose the HCS,
their cardinality – lower and upper bounds for the items – and an alias to be referred.
4.3.2 Decision Terms
Decision terms are declared in SYNOPSIS in the terms section, denoted by the tag
%Terms. As shown in Section §4.2, terms can be classified into two disjoint categories:
selectable terms and derived terms. In this sense, both term types are described in this
section and treated in the same way. The only requirements is that each term should
have at least two different term values.
The declaration syntax in shown in Figure §4.2. First, we define the term’s name,
and after a colon we declare its domain. Such domain can be enumerated, boolean,
integer or real. In the case it is enumerated, the values are surrounded by quotation
marks, separated by commas and enclosed by brackets. In the case of integer or real
values, we have to use the keyword int or real and define the domain by means of the
upper and lower bounds. For real domains, we can specify the float using as positions
as necessary in the declaration.
In Figure §4.2, we can see the four different types of decision terms. We have also
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used comments to separate selectable terms and derived terms. For example, SSD is
a boolean selectable term that indicates if the storage is ssd-based, Size is an integer
selectable term that indicates the storage capacity, Region is an enumerated selectable
term that declares the available regions of the service, and costGBMonth is a real de-
rived term to describe the cost hour of the different configurations.
HCS Terms
As we have said before, an HCS can define global terms that affect the whole ag-
gregation of its configurable services This kind of term is necessary to describe, for
instance, the total cost or the discount of an HCS, which depends on all the aggregated
services. These terms are declared the terms section of the HCS in the same way than
the rest of terms. Besides the standard operators for dependencies, order terms have
available especial types – described in Section §4.3.3.
Figure §4.2 shows a couple of HCS terms: the total cost and the discount. The value
of totalCostMonth is calculated based on the aggregation of the volumeCostMonth of
each storage item, while the discount is calculated as a 10% of the total cost when it
exceeds 3000 euros.
4.3.3 Dependencies
SYNOPSIS provides a set of expressions and operators in order to define the de-
pendencies in the decision space. They include the classic logical, relational and arith-
metic operators, and also aggregation functions to relate HCS terms to standard terms.
There are four main expression types: logical, integer, real and enumerated. Every de-
pendency declared in SYNOPSIS should be logical, although it may be composed by
other expression types. Table §4.1 summarises such expressions 1 2
Additionally, SYNOPSIS provides tables to declare groups of dependencies which
involve the same terms with different values. Figure §4.2 and Figure §4.4 show some
examples of these tables, which are useful to describe, for instance, the characteristics
of given values of a term – as the case of computing instances – or the pricing policies.
The way the work is simple: in the first row, we declare the header of the table, i.e. the
configurable terms, and the dependency relationship – from the left to the right, split
by the implication -> symbol. Each additional row provides the values for each term.
1E represents the set of all enumerated values of the document.
2sum, min and max functions aggregate standard terms into order terms.
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Dependency expressions
Type Expressions
Boolean B ::= b | tb | B&&B | B ‖ B |!B | B-> B | B <-> B | I >
I | I >= I | I < I | I <= I | I == I | I! = I | R > R |
R >= R | R < R | R <= R | R == R | R! = R | E ==
E | E! = E
Integer I ::= i | ti | I + I | I − I | I ∗ I | I/I | −I | I I | sum(ti) |
max(ti) | min(ti)
Real R ::= r | tr | R + R | R − R | R ∗ R | R/R | −R |
sum(tr) | max(tr) | min(tr)
Enumerated E ::= e | te
tb any boolean term, ti any integer term, tr any real term, te any enumerated term.
b ∈ {true, f alse}, i ∈Z,r ∈R, e ∈ E
Table 4.1: Expression Types for SYNOPSIS
4.4 VALIDITY CRITERIA
A configurable service may present different anomalies regarding its configuration
capabilities. For example, it is possible that some values of a configurable term are
no selectable under any circumstance, or that a configurable term is not such config-
urable. In this section, we define the validity criteria for configurable services, which
is composed by three levels and five anomaly types. In particular, the levels are as
follows:
1. Warning level: this level encompasses anomalies that do not damage the config-
uration capabilities of the service.
2. Term error level: this level encompasses anomalies that damage the configura-
tions capabilities of the service, and in particular of given values and terms.
3. Service error level: the errors of this level makes the service no configurable or
directly inconsistent.
In order to illustrate the anomalies, we use in the following a running example
of a Simple Computing Service defined in SYNOPSIS notation (Figure §4.4). This ex-
ample is a simplified version of typical computing services, such as Amazon EC2 or
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Rackspace Servers. We have specified three different configurable terms – instance
type, OS and Region – and the memory, virtual CPU and cost of the service. We also
describe their characteristics and pricing policy by means of two tables, and additional
constraints.
Figure 4.4: Simple Computing Service in SYNOPSIS.
1Service SimpleComputingService{
2
3%Terms
4## Selectable terms
5InstanceType: {"S", "M", "L", "XL"};
6OS: {"Debian","Windows"};
7Region: {"USA", "EU", "JP"};
8## Derived terms
9InstanceMemory: int [1,8]; ## GB
10InstancevCPU: int [1,4]; ## cores
11costHour: real [0.0,1.0]; ## euros/hour
12
13%Dependencies
14Region == "JP" -> InstanceType != "XL";
15InstanceType == "Windows" -> InstanceMemory >= 2
16
17TABLE ## instance characteristics
18InstanceType -> InstanceMemory InstancevCPU;
19"S" -> 1 1;
20"M" -> 2 2;
21"L" -> 4 3;
22"XL" -> 6 4;
23ENDTABLE
24
25TABLE ## pricing
26InstanceType OS -> costHour;
27"S" "Debian" -> 0.1;
28"M" "Debian" -> 0.2;
29"L" "Debian" -> 0.4;
30"XL" "Debian" -> 0.8;
31"S" "Windows" -> 0.15;
32"M" "Windows" -> 0.3;
33"L" "Windows" -> 0.5;
34"XL" "Windows" -> 1;
35ENDTABLE
36}
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4.4.1 Warning Level
We name this first validity level as the warning level. As the name denotes, the
warning of this category does not affect the configuration capabilities of the service, but
may harden the understanding of the decision space. In particular, we have identified
one anomaly in the warning level: the redundant dependency.
A redundant dependency has no effect on the decision space of the service. If such
dependency is removed, the resultant decision space remains unaltered, what can be
defined as follows;
Definition 4.6 - Redundant dependency.
redundant((S,C, D,V, RS), RSi ) ≡ dspace(S,C, D,V, RS) = dspace(S,C, D,V, RS − {RSi })
In Figure §4.5 we see an example of redundant decision space for the computing
service of Figure §4.4. The dependency says “if instance is XL, the instance memory
should be greater than 5”, while at the same time we say in the first table of Figure §4.4
that the memory of an XL instance is 6. In this way, such dependency does not modify
the decision space, and can be classified as redundant.
Figure 4.5: Example of Redundant Dependency.
1...
2## a redundant dependency
3InstanceType == "XL" -> InstanceMemory > 5;
4...
4.4.2 Term Error Level
We name this second validity level as the term error level. Although in this level the
service still presents multiple configurations, these two errors damage its configuration
capabilities. We identify two types of errors that affect single values and terms: dead
values and false decision terms.
A dead value in a selectable term is a value which cannot be selected under any
circumstances. In this way, although the value can be apparently chosen, existing de-
pendencies make it non selectable. A dead value can be defined as follows:
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Definition 4.7 - Dead value.
A value of a selectable term is dead if there is no configuration in the decision space
where that value can be chosen:
dead(CS,Ci,j) ≡ @(c1, ..., cn,v1, ...,vm) ∈ dspace(CS) · ci = Ci,j
In Figure §4.6 we see an example of a dead value for the computing service of Fig-
ure §4.4. Since there is no any instance type whose memory is more than 5 GB, the
‘‘Debian’’ value for the OS selectable term cannot be selected under any circum-
stance and consequently is dead.
Figure 4.6: Example of Dead Value and False Decision Term.
1...
2## a constraint that generates a dead value
3## and a false configurable term
4OS == "Debian" -> InstanceMemory > 5;
5...
If all the term values but one of a given decision term are dead, we say the term is
a false decision term. Although the term shows an appearance of configurable, there
is no possible decision: the consumer is forced to select a single value. We define false
decision terms as follows:
Definition 4.8 - False decision term.
A decision term is false if it must be chosen in every configuration in the decision space.
A false decision term makes all the remaining alternatives for its configuration option
to be dead.
f alseDecision(CS,Ci,j) ≡ ∀(c1, ..., cn,v1, ...,vm) ∈ dspace(CS) · ci = Ci,j
In the same Figure §4.6 we also see an example of a false decision term for the
computing service of Figure §4.4. Given that the term OS only has two values, the dead
of one of them makes the term a false decision term. In this case, the consumer cannot
choose among two OS: she has to select ‘‘Windows’’ always.
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4.4.3 Service Error Level
We name this third validity level as the service error level. In this level, the service
presents one or none configurations, so consequently these errors are the most critical
ones. We identify two types of service errors: false configurable service and inconsis-
tent service.
A service is a false configurable service when there is only a single available config-
uration. In other words, all the decision terms of a false configurable service are false
decision terms, i.e. there is no real choices:
Definition 4.9 - False configurable service.
A service is false configurable if its decision space contains only one possible configu-
ration.
f alseCon f igurable(CS) ≡ |cspace(CS)| = 1
In Figure §4.7 we see a set of dependencies that make the service of Figure §4.4 a
false configurable service. In this way, only one configuration can be selected: OS ==
‘‘Windows’’, Region == ‘‘EU’’, InstanceType = ‘‘S’’.
Figure 4.7: Example of False Configurable Service.
1...
2## constraints that makes the service
3## non-configurable (only 1 configuration)
4OS == "Debian" -> InstanceMemory > 5;
5Region == "USA" -> OS == "Debian";
6!Region=="JP";
7Region =="EU" -> costHour < 0.3;
8...
In the case all the values of a decision term are dead, we say that the service is an
inconsistent service. This means that there is no available configuration for the ser-
vice, and consequently it cannot be delivered to the consumer. We define inconsistent
configurable services as follows:
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Definition 4.10 - Inconsistent configurable service.
A configurable service is inconsistent if its decision space is empty.
inconsistent(CS) ≡ dspace(CS) = ∅
In Figure §4.8 we see the dependencies of the previous examples with an additional
one, which makes the service of Figure §4.4 inconsistent. There is no available config-
uration which satisfies all these dependencies.
Figure 4.8: Example of an Inconsistent Service.
1...
2## constraints that makes the service
3## non-configurable (only 1 configuration)
4OS == "Debian" -> InstanceMemory > 5;
5Region == "USA" -> OS == "Debian";
6!Region=="JP";
7Region =="EU" -> costHour < 0.3;
8OS == "Windows" -> Region != "EU";
9...
4.4.4 Discussion
All the aforementioned errors but the warnings can be interpreted in terms of a
single, basic error type: the dead value. Particular combinations of dead values over
one or more terms lead to the rest of errors. In this sense, a false decision term is a term
whose all its values but one are dead. A false configurable service is a service whose
all its terms are false decision terms. i.e. all the values but one of all these terms are
dead. And an inconsistent term is a service where one or more terms have not available
values, i.e. all the values of such term/s are dead.
Furthermore, variants of the presented errors may appear depending on the con-
sumer. For example, there may be conditional dead values, which are restricted to
particular consumers. This is the case of Amazon EC2 and the GovCloud 3 area, which
is “an isolated Region designed to allow US government agencies and customers to
move sensitive workloads into the cloud”.
3http://aws.amazon.com/es/govcloud-us/
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4.5 USER CONFIGURATION LANGUAGE
We propose the User Configuration Language (UCL), a notation based on SYNOPSIS
to describe the needs of the consumers of a service. Figure §4.9 presents an example
that includes most of the constructions of the language. While SYNOPSIS is oriented
for providers to declare the decision space of a service, UCL is oriented to consumers
to express what they need on the service. In a UCL document, a consumer can express
needs in terms of service items, requirements and preferences. In the following, we
describe these three aspects.
Figure 4.9: User needs on the Simple Block Storage Service.
1Needs on VolumeStorage{
2
3%Items
4storage["vol1","vol2"];
5
6%Requirements
7storage["vol1"].Size == 500;
8storage["vol1"].Region == "USA";
9storage["vol2"].Size >= 200;
10
11
12%Preferences
13Favorites(storage["vol2"].SSD);
14Dislikes(storage["vol2"].Region, "JP");
15Lowest(SimpleBlockStorage.totalCostMonth);
16}
4.5.1 Service and Items
In the header of a UCL file, we declare on which configurable service or HCS we
declare our needs. In the case of an HCS, we must define in section %Items how many
items we want of each component service, together with their alias, using an associa-
tive array syntax. After that, we use these aliases to express our needs on the services.
For instance, in Figure §4.9 we declare two SimpleBlockStorage items, vol1 and vol2.
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4.5.2 User Requirements
In the second section of a UCL document, we declare our requirements on the pre-
viously defined items. A requirement can be defined as a constraint which must be
satisfied by a given configuration. The available operators and expressions to define
requirements are the same than for the Dependencies section of SYNOPSIS (see Ta-
ble §4.1). In Figure §4.9 we can see three requirements for the two items previously
declared. We employ an object-oriented notation, where a dot separates the alias of the
service item (left side) from the term (right side).
4.5.3 User Preferences
In the third and last section of a UCL document, we declare our preferences on the
items. These preferences are a subset of the SOUP user preferences [65], employed
for the ranking of services. For our case, we have adapted five SOUP preferences in
order to describe fuzzy user preferences on the configurable terms of a service. We
employ a prefix syntax, where the preference operator receives one or two arguments
depending on the specific preference. To refer to the service items, we employ the
previously defined aliases. The preference operators are as follows:
• Favorites defines a boolean or enumerated term value desired by the user. It re-
ceives the term and specific value as inputs – in the case of a boolean term, only
the term is required. For example, Favorites(storage["vol1"].Region,"US").
• Dislikes defines a boolean or enumerated term value not desired by the user. It
receives the term and specific value as inputs – in the case of a boolean term, only
the term is required. For example, Dislikes(storage["vol1"].SSD).
• Highest defines a preference on the highest possible value for a given real or inte-
ger term. It receives the term as input. For example, Highest(storage["vol1"]-
.Size).
• Lowest defines a preference on the lowest possible value for a given real or in-
teger term. It receives the term as input. For example, Lowest(SimpleBlock-
Storage.totalCostMonth).
• Around defines a preference on a real or integer term to be around a specific value
defined by the user. It receives the term and the specific value as inputs. For
example, Around(storage["vol1"].costGBMonth,0.1).
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In Figure §4.9 we can see some user preferences. While the two first preferences are
expressed on item level terms, the last one refers to an HCS term. For that case, we
employ the name of the service – as the static attributes in java – as alias.
4.6 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have provided intuitive and formal definitions of what a config-
urable and Highly-configurable services are. As far as we know, this is the first time
that a precise definition of a HCS is proposed. We have also proposed a set of validity
criteria to determine if HCSs present anomalies in their configuration space, or even if
they are such configurable.
The lacks found in the literature has motivated us to propose SYNOPSIS, a DSL
to describe the decision space of HCSs. SYNOPSIS makes possible the textual spec-
ification of configurable services and their composition – HCSs. This specification is
heavily inspired in textual variability languages, and in particular in TVL (see Sec-
tion §2.2). Additionally, we have defined UCL, a DSL for the description of user needs
which takes inspiration from the syntax and structure of SYNOPSIS. In UCL, users can
define the items, requirements and preferences they need on HCSs.
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5HCS AUTOMATED ANALYSIS
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He who would search for pearls must dive below.
John Dryden (1631 - 1700),
Poet
I n this chapter, we detail our approach for the automated analysis of HCSs. In Section§5.1 we introduce the chapter. Section §5.2 describes the mapping of HCSs to SFMs. InSection §5.3 we present the analysis operations for configurable, while in Section §5.4 we
do the same for the HCSs. Finally, a brief summary is presented in Section §5.5.
CHAPTER 5. HCS AUTOMATED ANALYSIS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Although SYNOPSIS provides a way to specify HCSs and a set of validity crite-
ria, analysis techniques are still required to enable automated support. For this aim,
we need first to provide SYNOPSIS with formal semantics. In this sense, if the target
domain of the formalisation enables analysis operations, we could compose the oper-
ations of HCSs on top of them. For this reasons, we choose SFMs as the target domain:
we can take advantage of the AASFM operations for the analysis of HCSs.
After the formalisation, we should design a set of analysis operations to, at least,
1) automate the checking of the validity criteria and 2) assist consumers in their de-
cision making on HCSs. Each validity criterion leads to an analysis operation, while
users may require several operations for the decision making, e.g. to check if their re-
quirements on a HCS are feasible or to search for the best configuration. Additionally,
more analysis operations can make sense for explaining detected anomalies or for the
verification of the decision space.
5.2 FORMAL SEMANTICS
5.2.1 Primary Goal
Our primary formalisation goal is to provide HCSs with automated analysis tech-
niques. Therefore, according to Hofstede and Proper [82], we should choose the for-
malisation style accordingly – Primary goal principle. Our choice is to follow a transla-
tional style, i.e. give the semantics to HCSs by the definition of a mapping to another
model – a target domain. In this case, we assign formal semantics to HCSs through a
mapping to SFMs, presented in Section §2.3.
The main strong point of mapping HCSs to SFMs is taking advantage of the anal-
ysis operations of the AASFM. SFMs are intended to describe all the possible configu-
rations of variability-intensive systems and assist their configuration, while providing
a catalogue of analysis operations. As shown in Figure §5.1, the translation of HCSs
to SFMs enables the use of the AASFM analysis operations, so we can build the HCSs
analysis operations on top of them.
Hofstede and Proper [82] also state with the semantic priority principle that the for-
malisation focus should be on semantics, not on syntax. Therefore, for a translational
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Figure 5.1: Overview of our approach for the automated analysis of HCSS.
semantics style, the semantic distance between the two models should be short. This
also makes SFM suitable as target domain, since SFMs are employed for the descrip-
tion and configuration of variability, in a similar way than our purpose of describing
and configuring HCSs.
5.2.2 Mapping CSs to SFMs
Let us assume that we have an algorithm map : CS× RU 7→ SFM that generates an
SFM from a given configurable service. This algorithm creates an abstract feature for
each selectable term in the HCS, linking them together with an abstract root feature
by means of mandatory relationships. Every term value for each selectable term also
corresponds to a leaf feature, that is linked with the parent feature that corresponds to
its selectable term. So for example, the Dropbox example selectable terms generate the
following elements and relationships as a result of the mapping:
S = {plan}
C = {Cplan}, s.t. Cplan = {basic, pro,business}
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E× D = {FRoot, Fplan, Fbasic, Fpro, Fbusiness : {sel,rem}}
R = {mandatory(FRoot, Fplan), alternative(Fplan, Fbasic, Fpro, Fbusiness)}
Derived terms are mapped into attributes whose respective domains are defined by
the set of term values. The derived terms in the Dropbox example are:
D = {cost, storage}
V = {{c ∈R|c ≥ 0},{s ∈N|s > 0}}
In this example, two attributes are created, one for each derived term. The domain
is taken from the set of values and the constraints that reduce them are mapped into
relationships on their respective attributes:
E× D = ...∪ {FRoot.cost :R, FRoot.storage :N}
R = ...∪ {FRoot.cost ≥ 0, FRoot.storage > 0}
The dependencies among terms defined in the set of constraints RS are mapped into
relationships in the same form that refer to the corresponding feature and/or attributes
instead of the terms. The following constraints are defined in the Dropbox example:
RS1 = {c1 = basic⇒ vcost = 0.00∧ vstorage = 5}
RS2 = {c1 = pro⇒ vcost = 5.00∧ vstorage = 1000}
RS3 = {c1 = business⇒ vcost = 10.00∧ vstorage =∞}
In order to keep track of the relationships between terms in the HCS and elements
in the SFM, a traceability table is built across the mapping process. Table §5.1 presents
the traceability table for this example. The following relationships are obtained when
terms in RS are substituted by the corresponding elements in the SFM:
R = ...∪ { Fbasic = sel⇒ FRoot.cost = 0∧ FRoot.storage = 5,
Fpro = sel⇒ FRoot.cost = 5∧ FRoot.storage = 1000,
Fbusiness = sel⇒ FRoot..cost = 10∧ FRoot.storage =∞}
User needs describe the requirements and preferences. For the Dropbox example
we have the following requirements:
RU1 = {vcost < 6.00}
RU2 = {vstorage > 20}
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Dropbox Traceability Table
Selectable Term Feature
plan ∈ S Fplan
basic ∈ Cplan Fbasic
pro ∈ Cplan Fpro
business ∈ Cplan Fbusiness
Derived Term Attribute
cost ∈ D FRoot.cost
storage ∈ D FRoot.storage
Table 5.1: Traceability table between HCS and SFM elements for the Dropbox example
Every user need in RU is mapped onto SFMs the same manner than the service
constraints, but they are added to the user decisions structure U in the SFM.
U = {FRoot.cost < 6, FRoot.storage > 20}
In order to take user preferences into account, each element in the SFM is assigned
a p attribute that takes values in [0,1] that remarks the interest of a user in a feature or
attribute. p = 1 indicates the highest possible interest, while p = 0 indicates the low-
est. The overall interest in a configuration is reflexed by the global preference attribute
FRoot.p, which is the average value of all the p attributes in the SFM. So one configura-
tion is preferred to another when the p value of the first is greater that the p value of
the second.
E× D = { FRoot.p, Fbasic.p, Fpro.p, Fbusiness.p : [0,1],
FRoot.pcost, FRoot.pstorage : [0,1]}
R = ...∪ { FRoot.p = (Fbasic.p + Fpro.p + Fbusiness.p + FRoot.pcost + FRoot.pstorage)/5}
This way, we create a simple preference structure on top of which user preferences
can be defined in quantifiable terms. Table §5.2 shows how preferences are mapped
onto preference attributes.
Following we present the SFM generated for the Dropbox example, which is shown
in Figure §5.2 using a simplified stateful feature diagram:
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storage:"int"[1,∞]"GBs"
cost:"[0,12]"€"per"month"
Dropbox"
Plan"
Basic"
Pro"
Business"
1..1"
Basic→ storage = 5&&cost = 0
Pro→ storage =1000&&cost =10
Business→ storage ==∞&&cost =12
Figure 5.2: Dropbox SFM resulting from the mapping algorithm
E× D = { FRoot, Fplan, Fbasic, Fpro, Fbusiness : {sel,rem},
FRoot.cost :R, FRoot.storage :N,
FRoot.p, Fbasic.p, Fpro.p, Fbusiness.p : [0,1],
FRoot.pcost, FRoot.pstorage : [0,1]}
R = { mandatory(FRoot, Fplan), alternative(Fplan, Fbasic, Fpro, Fbusiness)
FRoot.cost ≥ 0, FRoot.storage > 0,
Fbasic = 1⇒ FRoot.cost = 0∧ FRoot.storage = 5,
Fpro = 1⇒ FRoot.cost = 5∧ FRoot.storage = 1000,
Fbusiness = 1⇒ FRoot..cost = 10∧ FRoot.storage =∞,
FRoot.p = (Fbasic.p + Fpro.p + Fbusiness.p + FRoot.pcost + FRoot.pstorage)/5}
U = { FRoot.cost < 6, FRoot.storage > 20}
Table §5.2 summarises the rules to be applied in the mapping process.
5.2.3 Mapping HCSs to SFMs
An HCS is an aggregation of Configurable Service (CS) that are linked together by
global terms and constraints. Mapping an HCS into an SFM implies at first mapping
all the CSs within into separate SFMs. Specifically, a separate SFM is created for each
instance or item of the CS, enabling a different set of user needs for each instance,
according to the I set. Let us consider the Amazon example, with a configuration of
two EC2 instances and one EBS instance as follows:
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mapCS : CS× RU 7→ SFM
Common elements
Root feature
E = E ∪ FRoot : {sel}
Preference attribute
E = E ∪ FRoot.p : [0,1]
Configuration space
Selectable terms Abstract features
S = {S1, ...,Sn} FS = {FS,1, ..., FS,n}, E = E ∪ FS
∀FS,i ∈ FS · R = R ∪mandatory(FRoot, FS,i)
Selectable terms values Leaf features
C = {{c1,1, ..., c1,j}, ...,{cn,1, ..., cn,j}} FC = {FS1,1, ..., FSn,j}, E = E ∪ FC
Relationships
∀FS,i ∈ FS · R = R ∪ alternative(FS,i, FSi ,1, ..., FSi ,j)
Attributes
∀FS,i ∈ FS · {FS,i.p : [0,1]}, E = E ∪ pSi
Derived terms
Terms and values Attributes
D = {D1, ..., Dm} A = {FRoot.attD1 : V1, ..., FRoot.attDm : Vm}, E = E ∪ A
V = {V1, ...,Vm} ∀Di ∈ D · {FRoot.pDi : [0,1]}, E = E ∪ pDi
Service constraints
Service constraints Relationships
RS in C×V Constraints on FS and/or A
Consumer needs
Requirements User decisions
RU in C×V Constraints on FS and/or A
Preferences User decisions
Favorites(Si) f = sel⇔ f .pSi = 1∧ f = rem⇔ f .pSi = 0
Dislikes(Si) f = rem⇔ f .pSi = 1∧ f = sel⇔ f .pSi = 0
Highest(Di) Froot.pDi =
Aij−Aminij
Amaxij −Aminij
Lowest(Di) Froot.pDi =
pmax−Aij
Amaxij −Aminij
Around(Di,v) Froot.pDi =
max(v−Aminij,Amaxij−v)−|Aij−v|
max(v−Aminij,Amaxij−v)
Preference structure Relationship
〈C×V,&〉 FRoot.p = ∑Fi∈F Fi .pSi+∑Di∈D FRoot.pDi|F|+|D|
Table 5.2: Mapping configurable services into SFMs
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CS = { CSec2,CSebs}
I = { {RUec2,1, RUec2,2},{RUebs,1}}
In this case, each configurable service instance generates a SFM that joins the CS
together with a set of user needs. The so-obtained SFMs are joined together with a
unique SFM as follows:
SFM = mapCS(CSec2, RUec2,1) + mapCS(CSec2, R
U
ec2,2) + mapCS(CSebs, R
U
ebs,1)
Where + : SFM× SFM→ SFM is a function that joins any two SFMs as follows:
(E1, D1, R1,U1) + (E2, D2, R2,U2) = (E1 ∪ E2, D1 ∪ D2, R1 ∪ R2,U1 ∪U2)
The resulting SFM has three different roots, that must be joined by means of a
unique root feature. For that sake, we create a FHCS root feature that is linked to the
root of each instance by means of a mandatory relationship. It results as follows:
E× D = ...∪ { FHCS, Fec2,1Root , Fec2,2Root , Febs,1Root : {sel,rem},
R = ...∪ { mandatory(FHCS, Fec2,1Root ),
mandatory(FHCS, F
ec2,2
Root ),
mandatory(FHCS, F
ebs,1
Root )}
Let us consider an example where a term subtotal is defined as the sum of the cost
of all the instances in I and total is a term that helps to define a discount policy, that
applies a 10% discount for orders higher than 1,000$. This information is described in
the HCS as follows:
T = { total, subtotal}
V = { R,R}
RM = { subtotal = ∑ij costij,
subtotal > 1,000⇒ total = 0.9 · subtotal,
subtotal ≤ 1,000⇒ total = subtotal}
The terms in the HCS are mapped into attributes in their corresponding domain.
As in for CSs, a traceability table must be constructed in order to keep track on the
elements in the SFM that corresponds to elements in the HCS. It would help in tracing
the results of AASFM operations back into HCS terms. Table §5.3 shows an example
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Dropbox Traceability Table
Selectable Term Feature
HCS FHCS
RUec2,1 ∈ Iec2 Fec2,1Root
RUec2,2 ∈ Iec2 Fec2,2Root
RUecs,1 ∈ Iebs Febs,1Root
Derived Term Attribute
subtotal ∈ T FHCS.subtotal
total ∈ T FHCS.subtotal
Table 5.3: Traceability table between HCS and SFM elements for the Dropbox example
of traceability table for our example. The following elements and relationships are
created from the above information:
E× D = ...∪ { FHCS.total :R, FHCS.subtotal :R}
R = ...∪ { FHCS.subtotal = Fec2,1Root .cost + Fec2,2Root .cost + Febs,1Root .cost,
FHCS.subtotal > 1,000⇒ FHCS.total = 0.9 · FHCS.subtotal,
FHCS.subtotal ≤ 1,000⇒ FHCS.total = FHCS.subtotal}
Last, an overall preference variable is created and assigned to the FHCS feature. Its
value is the average of the p factor of each instance in the HCS:
E× D = ...∪ { FHCS.p : [0,1]}
R = ...∪ { FHCS.p = Fec2,1Root .p + Fec2,2Root .p + Febs,1Root .p
Table §5.4 summarises and generalises the rules to be applied in the mapping pro-
cess.
5.3 CONFIGURABLE SERVICE ANALYSIS OPERATIONS
Mapping a configurable service into a SFM enables the use of analysis operations
in the AASFM catalogue to extract relevant information from a configurable service. In
this Section we present a catalogue of CS analysis operations, distinguishing between
core and compound operations. A core operation cannot be defined in terms of any
other operation. Each of the proposed core operations is solved relying on AASFM
operations as shown in the following subsection.
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5.3.1 Core operations
Configurations Listing
Finding all the configurations that can be made for a configurable service can also
be defined in terms of an AASFM operation. Finding all the products in the SFM, we
could obtain all the configurations in a CS. But the result of this operations is a set
of products, each of which is an assignment of states for each element in the model
(sel or rem for a feature, a value in the domain for an attribute, ...). So we need a
map−1 : P(E)→ C×V function that maps products in the SFM with configurations in
the configurable service. The implementation of this function relies on the traceabil-
ity table created across de mapping process. The all configurations operation can be
defined as follows:
Operation 1 - Listing.
Let CS be a configurable service and RU a set of user needs. Let products : SFM→ D
be an operation defined in the basic catalogue of the AASFM, which obtains all the
products for a given SFM. The listing operation is defined as follows1
listing(CS, RU)
 products(mapCS(CS, RU))
Configuration Ranking
Searching for the best configurations given a set of user needs is a very important
operation. User requirements and preferences help a consumer to describe their needs
in qualitative and quantitative terms. The proposed mapping provides a semantics for
the preferences that enable the ranking of all the products in terms of its p attribute.
The AASFM has an optimisation operation that ranks all the products according to
a given criterion. In our case, the optimisation criterion is the maximisation of the p
value, since p = 1 represents the top most preference. According to this, we can define
the configuration ranking operation as follows:
Operation 2 - Configuration Ranking.
Let CS be a configurable service and RU a set of user needs. Let optimise : SFM× 〈D,&
〉 → D be an operation defined in the basic catalogue of the AASFM, which ranks all
the products for a given SFM according to a 〈D,&〉 criterion. The configuration ranking
1Tracing the results from the AASFM back to terms in the CS domain is a recurring operation. For
the sake of simplicity, we use the
 symbol to avoid any reference to mapping functions.
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operation is defined as follows:
con f igRanking(CS, RU)
 optimise(mapCS(CS, RU))
Inconsistent Configuration Explanation
When a configuration is detected to be invalid or no product at all is obtained when
performing the listing or configuration ranking operations, we still need an explana-
tion why is it not possible to find any valid configuration. The AASFM catalogue
provides an operation to obtain explanations why a given set of user decisions is not
valid, providing a set of minimal (and therefore most possible) explanations that could
help the consumer in the correction of the configuration. An inconsistent configuration
explanation can be defined in the following terms:
Operation 3 - Inconsistent configuration explanation.
Let CS be a configurable service and RU a set of user needs. Let whyNotCon f : SFM→
U be an operation defined in the basic catalogue of the AASFM, which obtains the
minimal explanations why a configuration is not valid. The wrong configuration ex-
planation is defined as follows:
explainCon f ig(CS, RU)
 whyNotCon f (mapCS(CS, RU))
Inconsistent Service Explanation
In this last operation, the explanation is obtained in terms of the user needs that
must be relaxed or removed to be able to find any solution to an invalid configuration.
Sometimes the CS defines no configuration at all due to contradicting dependencies.
These erroneous dependencies must be detected in order to repair the CS model. The
AASFM catalogue also provides an operation to explain why an SFM is void due to
contradicting relationships. Since relationships correspond to dependencies in the CS,
this operation can be used to obtain the minimal explanations why a CS is invalid in
terms of the conflicting dependencies. This operation can be defined in the following
terms:
Operation 4 - Wrong service explanation.
Let CS be a configurable service. Let whyNotRels : SFM→ R be an operation defined
in the basic catalogue of the AASFM, which obtains the minimal explanations why an
SFM is not valid. The wrong service explanation is defined as follows: map−1S : R→ RS
explainService(CS)
 whyNotRels(mapCS(CS,∅))
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5.3.2 Compound operations
The CS core operations are implemented relying on AASFM operations. However,
there exist many other useful operations that can be defined on top of core operations.
Next we present a non-exhaustive list with some examples of compound operations:
Operation 5 - Redundant dependency.
Let CS be a configurable service and RSi ∈ RS a service constraint defined in CS. Let
remove : CS × R → CS be a function that removes a constraint from the appropriate
configurable service in an HCS. The redundant dependency operation can be defined
in terms of the AASFM as follows.
redundant(CS, RSi ) ≡ con f igurations(MS,∅) = con f igurations(remove(CS, RSi ),∅)
Operation 6 - Dead value.
Let CS be a configurable service and Ci,j ∈ Ci be a value for the Si selectable term,
both of them defined in CS. The term Ci,j is dead if it is not possible to select it in a
configuration, so this operation can be solved simulating a consumer that demands
such value, being defined as follows:
dead(CS,Ci,j) ≡ ¬valid(CS,{Si = Ci,j})
Operation 7 - False decision term.
Let CS be a configurable service and Ci,j ∈ Ci be a value for the Si selectable term, both
of them defined in CS. The term Ci,j is false if it must be chosen in every configura-
tion in the decision space, so this operation can be solved simulating a consumer that
demands any value other than the false one. This operation is therefore defined as
follows:
f alseDecision(CS,Ci,j) ≡ ¬valid(CS,{Si , Ci,j})
Operation 8 - Inconsistent service.
Let CS be a configurable service. This CS is not configurable if it defines no configura-
tion at all due to contradictory constraints, which can be detected as follows:
inconsistent(CS) ≡ count(CS,∅) = 0
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Operation 9 - False configurable service.
A configurable service is false configurable if it only defines one possible configuration.
In other words, the cardinal of the configuration space is exactly one. This operation
can be defined as follows:
f alseCon f igurable(CS) ≡ count(CS,∅) = 1
Operation 10 - Configurations counting.
Let CS be a configurable service. This operation returns the total number of configura-
tions existing in the decision space of the CS.
count(CS) ≡ |con f igurations(CS,∅)|
Operation 11 - Valid requirements.
Let CS be a configurable service and RU a set of user requirements to be validated. This
operation checks if the given user requirements are valid for the CS.
validReqs(CS, RU) ≡ |con f igurations(CS, RU)| > 0
Operation 12 - Best configuration.
best(CS, RU) ≡ con f igRanking((CS, RU),max{FRoot.p})
Operation 13 - Explain dead value.
Let CS be a configurable service with a dead value Ci,k for the term Di. This operation
returns the minimal set of explanations which makes Ci,k a dead value.
explainDeadValue(CS,Ci,k) ≡ explainCon f ig(CS,Si = Ci,k)
5.4 HCS ANALYSIS OPERATIONS
5.4.1 Core operations
Operation 1 - Valid configuration.
We can define the valid configuration operation relying on the valid : SFM→ {true, f alse}
operation defined in the basic catalogue of the AASFM as follows:
validCon f iguration(HCS) ≡ valid(mapHCS(HCS))
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Operation 2 - All configurations.
We can define the valid configuration operation relying on the products : SFM → D
operation defined in the basic catalogue of the AASFM, which obtains all the products
for a given SFM, as follows:
con f igurations(HCS)
 products(mapHCS(HCS))
Operation 3 - Best configurations.
... optimise : SFM×〈D,&〉 → D operation defined in the basic catalogue of the AASFM,
which ranks all the products for a given SFM according to a 〈D,&〉 criterion, as follows:
best(HCS)
 optimise(mapHCS(HCS),max{FHCS.p})
Operation 4 - Wrong configuration explanation.
... whyNotCon f : SFM → U operation defined in the basic catalogue of the AASFM,
which obtains the minimal explanations why a configuration is not valid, as follows:
explainCon f ig(HCS)
 whyNotCon f (mapHCS(HCS))
5.4.2 Compound operations
Suppose we have a reset : HCS→ HCS function that empties all the elements in I,
removing any configuration.
Operation 5 - Valid HCS.
validHCS(HCS) ≡ validCon f iguration(reset(HCS))
5.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have presented our approach to automate the analysis of con-
figurable and highly-configurable services. For this purpose, we have provided HCSs
with formal semantics through a mapping to SFMs, which enable the use of the AASFM
as a basis for the automated analysis of HCSs. A set of core operations for the HCSs–
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operations that cannot be expressed in other way than in terms of the AASFM– have
been defined on top of the core operations of the AASFM. And later, a set of compound
analysis operations have been built on top of the core HCS operations. In this way, we
assist the HCS validity criteria described in Section §4.4, the decision making of users
on HCSs. The automated analysis also provides explaining operations for the errors
found in both tasks and algebraic operations for the verification and comparison of
HCSs.
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mapHCS : HCS 7→ SFM
Common elements
Root feature
E = E ∪ FHCS : {sel}
Preference attribute
E = E ∪ FHCS.p : [0,1]
Configurable services
Items SFM
CS = {CS1, ...,Ck} ∀Ii ∈ I,∀RUj ∈ Ii ·mapCS(CSi, RUj )I = {I1, ...Ik}
Items Constraints
I = {I1, ...Ik} ∀Ii ∈ I,∀RUj ∈ Ii · R = R ∪ {mandatory(FHCS, FijRoot)}
HCS Terms
Terms and values Attributes
T = {T1, ..., Tm} A = {FHCS.attD1 : V1, ..., FHCS.attDm : Vm}, E = E ∪ A
V = {V1, ...,Vm} ∀Di ∈ D · {FHCS.pDi : [0,1]}, E = E ∪ pDi
HCS Constraints
Dependencies Relationships
RM Constraints on A
Consumer needs
Preference structure Relationship
〈C×V,&〉 FHCS.p =
∑Ii,j∈I F
Ii,j
Root.p
|Ii,j|
Table 5.4: Mapping HCSs into SFMs
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The measure of intelligence is the ability to change.
Albert Einstein (1879 - 1955),
Theoretical physicist
I n this chapter, we present the content of the paper accepted for publication in the Fu-ture Generation Computer Systems of Elsevier. Section §6.1 introduces the paper, whileSection §6.2 briefly describes the state of the art in variability modelling and analysis.
Section §6.3 states the problem we tackle in this work. Section §6.4 describes our modelling
methodology for the configuration space of an IaaS, while Section §6.5 presents a modelling
case study with Amazon EC2. Section §6.6 presents our analysis approach for the search of
the optimal configuration, and explains the details of the analysis operations. We present an
implementation of our approach in Section §6.7, and we evaluate it in Section §6.8. Related
work is described in Section §6.9. Finally, Section §6.10 discusses our proposal and proposes
future directions in our research.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
The clear benefits of cloud-based infrastructures are increasing the number of com-
panies that are migrating their private and expensive data centers to the cloud. An
IaaS enables the dynamic provisioning of computational & data resources (often on-
demand), reducing costs (for short term workloads), speeding up the start-up process
for many companies, and decreasing resource and power consumption (among other
benefits).
Deciding the most suitable provider is often challenging, as each provides a number
of possible configurations. As an example of the dimension of this problem, there are
over 100 public cloud providers [36], and just for EC2 [5], the Amazon Web Services
(AWS) computing service, we have identified 16,991 different configurations1. As each
user/company that plans to use a cloud computing infrastructure is likely to have their
own specific requirements, it is necessary to identify the most relevant provider and
subsequently the most suitable configuration. Identifying such configuration within
a large potential search space is a tedious and error-prone task that requires for an
automated support.
In recent times, software tools and research contributions have emerged to support
this decision process, but we have found these to have limitations, providing either
incomplete configuration spaces or/and imprecise results. On the commercial side,
providers such as Amazon or Rackspace provide tools that suggest specific configu-
rations for migrating an on-premise infrastructure [3, 130]. However, such tools ig-
nore some configuration options, forcing for example in the case of Amazon to choose
Linux as the only operating system. Other companies, like CloudScreener [38], pro-
vide their own comparators to decide which provider and configuration best fit user
needs. Nonetheless, such tools lack information about the configuration space they
work with, and some tests have revealed false positives in their optimal results. Re-
cent academic work [58, 151] also suffers from similar concerns, as they generally only
consider a small subset of the available configurations of services like EC2 or Azure
virtual machines. In order to overcome these limitations, any approach must ensure
for each provider to model its complete configuration space.
In this work, we assist the customer in determining the most suitable configuration
of an IaaS. For that purpose, we present the case study of AWS EC2. As outlined pre-
viously by us [69], AWS is one of the most variable and complex providers in terms of
1The basis for this number is explained further in this paper.
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configuration options and pricing. Indeed, understanding EC2 configuration space can
be challenging, as it is scattered across several pages, tables and paragraphs. We be-
lieve that modelling a complex provider eases the task of modelling simpler providers.
Additionally, AWS is one of the most widely used IaaS providers, being present in all
the current configuration tools. For focusing on one provider, enables us to check their
precision and compare to our approach. Among all the different services AWS offers,
we focus on EC2 and EBS– additional disk for computing instances, which are consid-
ered as core infrastructure services.
We interpret an IaaS as a variability-intensive system, so we can rely on variability
modelling and analysis techniques to support the configuration process. In particu-
lar, we propose the modelling of IaaS– and EC2 in concrete – as FMs, a kind of model
widely used for variability-intensive systems. In this way, first we represent the config-
uration space in a complete, structured and compact manner, and second we provide
the user with a model to ease the configuration process. This modelling enables the use
of the so-named AAFM, a set of analysis operations that extracts information from the
models, which we subsequently use to assist decision-making. We use some of them to
verify the validity and completeness of the FM with respect to the service configuration
space, and to determine which configuration is the most suitable for any given require-
ments. We interpret the most suitable configuration as the one that meets customer’s
requirements and optimises the cost. Our approach presents two main benefits: first,
we consider the complete configuration space, so that the real optimal solution is ob-
tained for given customer requirements; second, assisting the configuration process
for such a highly-configurable service like AWS EC2 enables the same approach to be
used for other providers, such as Azure or Rackspace.
For evaluation purposes, we (i) verify our proposed model, (ii) compare our ap-
proach to existing commercial applications in term of expressiveness and accuracy, and
(iii) check and improve the performance of our approach. To verify our model, we de-
scribe the EC2 FM using a plain-text language, extract the list of configurations within
our model, and check that it matches exactly the available configurations of EC22. The
validation of the analysis is performed by means of two different implementations:
FaMa Framework – a well-known tool for the AAFM– and a reasoner based on the
IBM CPLEX solver. We compare the performance of both approaches, where the later
implementation shows improved and negligible execution times when calculating the
most suitable configuration. We also compare the obtained results with the output of
2We exclude spot instances and micro instances since they are not intended to be persistent, and EBS
optimised instances because we do not consider IOPS provisioning for EBS.
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CloudScreener, which can be improved by the use of our approach.
This paper extends our previous work [69] in several ways. In particular, we pro-
vide i) an explicit description of the configuration problem, ii) a modelling method-
ology to describe the configuration space of an IaaS as a FM, iii) a verification of the
configuration space represented by the FM by means of analysis operations and iv) an
evaluation of the expressiveness, accuracy and performance of our approach.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section §6.2 briefly describes the state
of the art in variability modelling and analysis. Section §6.3 states the problem we
tackle in this work. Section §6.4 describes our modelling methodology for the con-
figuration space of an IaaS, while Section §6.5 presents a modelling case study with
Amazon EC2. Section §6.6 presents our analysis approach for the search of the opti-
mal configuration, and explains the details of the analysis operations. We present an
implementation of our approach in Section §6.7, and we evaluate it in Section §6.8. Re-
lated work is described in Section §6.9. Finally, Section §6.10 discusses our proposal
and proposes future directions in our research.
6.2 FEATURE MODELS
Feature Models (FMs) [88] are used to represent all the possible products that can be
built in variability-intensive systems such as SPLs. FMs are tree-like data structures
where each node represents a product feature. Figure §6.1 shows a FM that represents
general features of a fictional IaaS provider. Features are bound by means of hierar-
chical (mandatory, optional and set) and cross-tree relationships. These relationships
define how features can be combined in a product, defining the configuration space of
the system. In a FM, a feature does not necessarily represent a specific functionality but
can be used as abstract features [153] which represent domain decisions such as Linux
based feature (Figure §6.1). IaaS is the root feature that represents the overall func-
tionality of the system. It has two children, an optional feature (white circle) named
Storage, and a mandatory feature (black circle) named OS. Both features present set re-
lationships whose cardinality indicates the number of child features that can be chosen
at the same time.
FMs can also have attributes that represent non-functional properties, leading to
attributed FMs. These attributes are linked to a specific feature. In the FM sample,
the size attribute is linked to the Storage feature, and monthly cost attribute is linked
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Figure 6.1: Example of a FM
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Figure 6.2: IaaS Configuration Space Description and Analysis as a FM.
to the root feature. Optionally, it is possible to define constraints that describe the
relationships among attributes.
FMs contain valuable information about all the possible configurations and their
properties. From a FM we can deduce a number of possible outcomes, such as the total
list of possible products, the set of common features among products, the set of prod-
ucts that meet a given criterion and the product with a minimum cost. Analysing the
FM manually is a tedious and error-prone task. Many researchers have focused on the
AAFM [18, 19], that currently offers over 30 different analysis operations, each of them
solved by means of different declarative approaches such as constraint programming,
SAT problems or binary decision diagrams.
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6.3 PROBLEM
Migrating existing applications to the cloud has received significant interest re-
cently. Cloud benefits, like cost savings, scalability and on-demand features, make
large companies and SME want to embrace the cloud. However, this process requires
facing a number of issues, such as the need to carry out feasibility studies, provider se-
lection or code/ application modifications. Recently, a Cloud Reference Migration Model
has been proposed [86] to address such issues. This reference model encompasses three
main phases: planning, execution and evaluation.
Selecting the most suitable provider and its configuration are relevant decisions in
the migration planning process. Each provider offers several configuration options,
each with up to dozens configuration values, which may be slightly or very differ-
ent from one vendor to another. Moreover, the information and constraints about the
configuration space are often poorly organised. For instance, the configuration options
and values of EC2 are scattered among three different pages, making it difficult to man-
ually search for suitable configurations. Rackspace presents the configuration space of
its servers also in a similar way. The size, interconnections and organisation of the con-
figuration space makes configuration a tedious and error-prone process requiring an
automated solution.
In this work, we identify and tackle two challenges, as depicted in Figure §6.2
1. Model the configuration space of a cloud provider in a structured and compact way.
Configuration information is commonly described in an unstructured way us-
ing natural language, and therefore subject to ambiguity. It is necessary to model
and structure it to enable ease of use and understanding of the services by an
end-user, and to enable automated support. Most of the academic works that
have approached migration issues [24, 58, 128, 150, 151, 163, 165] deal with re-
duced subsets of the providers’ configuration spaces. However, when we plan
for cloud adoption (or migration), we have to address the whole configuration
space to find the most suitable configuration.
2. Assist the search of the most suitable configuration. Even with a well-structured con-
figuration space, most of the providers offer thousands of different configura-
tions. Assisting the search for the most suitable configuration would save time
and effort for the users, and could ensure that the selected configuration really
fits customer needs. In this paper, we define the most suitable configuration as
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Servers and characteristics
Purpose Instances Cores RAM Disk Location OS Hours / Months
Production 2 2 4 2 TB Europe Linux-based 730 / 12
Pre-production 1 2 4 250 GB - Linux-based 160 / 12
Perf. testing 1 8 4 1 TB - RedHat 40 / 12
Table 6.1: Migration case study
the one that fulfils the customer requirements and minimises the total cost.
6.3.1 Scenario
We present a migration scenario of a SME, which has multiple application servers
and a server for pre-production tasks. They plan to migrate to the the AWS cloud,
and they look for servers with the characteristics shown in Table §6.1. In addition to
the the two application and one pre-production servers, they are currently involved
in new developments that require performance testing. Therefore, they also need a
large compute-intensive instance for testing. The application instances must be run-
ning 24/7, while the pre-production instance is needed 40 hours per week. The perfor-
mance testing instance will be used around 40 hours per month.
We have chosen AWS and EC2 as the provider and service under study for several
reasons. First, AWS is one of the most widely used providers of infrastructure services.
Second, the number of configuration options and values of EC2 leads to thousands of
different configurations that necessitates automated assistance. Finally, the complex
price policy turns the modelling into an even more challenging task.
6.4 MODELLING
In this section, we describe our approach to model an IaaS configuration space as a
FM. First, we present a brief taxonomy of the typical IaaS configuration options offered
by commercial providers. We then propose a modelling methodology to describe such
configuration options as a FM.
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6.4.1 IaaS Configuration Options
IaaS commercial providers aim to address the needs of different kinds of customers.
From those looking for on-demand virtual machines to big companies such as Netflix
requiring massive computation and storage, IaaS providers offer them multiple config-
uration options to meet their requirements. For this taxonomy of the IaaS configuration
space, we have studied four main providers: Google [75], Amazon [5], Microsoft [112]
and Rackspace [131]. Most of the providers enable configuration options based on the
following factors:
• Instance type. Each instance type determines the basic characteristics of the com-
puting instance – RAM and number of cores. Depending on the provider, a de-
fault storage, linked to the instance, is also offered. The instance type range is
usually broad, from small instances with a single core to large clusters.
• Operating system. Most of the providers offer different flavours of Windows and
Linux OS.
• Storage. Although some providers offer a default storage depending on the in-
stance type, all of them allow to hire additional storage linked to the instance.
This storage is usually limited to a number of GBs per instance, and can be based
on Solid State Disks (SSDs).
• Geographic location. The infrastructure services offered by IaaS providers are de-
livered through different datacenters, spread across multiple geographic loca-
tions around the world.
• Purchasing mode. While all the providers offer their services on-demand, usually
billing the use per hour, most of them also provide additional commitment plans
or purchasing modes to hold their customers while they get significant savings.
6.4.2 Modelling Methodology
In order to describe the aforementioned configuration options as a FM, we provide
a description about the method we follow. Lee et al. [96] propose some guidelines to
identify and organise features that we extend to support attribute modelling as follows:
1. Tree definition. The tree structure of the FM, i.e. the features and their relation-
ships, is defined at first.
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Mapping
EC2 Example FM
Config point Location Abstract feature
Config value US Virginia Leaf feature
Usage data Months Attribute
Service att. Cost hour Attribute
Table 6.2: Iaas mapping to EFM
(a) Features definition. A feature [88] is a tree node which can be selected or
removed. Traditionally, two types of features have been considered: leaf
features to express the configuration values that define the configuration
space, and abstract features to organise semantically related features. We
interpret all the values that make any two IaaS configurations to be different
as leaf features in the FM. We also identify a number of abstract features,
that we will define as the configuration options. These features may also be
grouped, such OS, geographical location, or instance type – see Table §6.2.
(b) Relationships definition. Once we have defined the leaf features and the con-
figuration options and its possible values from the provider documentation,
we create the tree like structure by means of relationships. The root feature
is placed at the top representing the whole configuration space of the IaaS.
At a second level, all configuration options are placed as children of the root
feature, having either a mandatory or an optional relationship depending on
the optional character of the feature. At a third level, all the leaf features are
placed as child of the corresponding configuration option. Since only one
leaf feature can be selected at a time for each configuration option, they are
grouped by means of a set relationships with a 1..1 cardinality. Once all the
leaf features are placed in the model, we introduce some intermediate ab-
stract features to ease configuration and to represent higher-level decisions.
2. Attributes definition. At this point, there exist elements that cannot be modelled
as features, because their domain is not boolean and/or because their values is
the result of a calculation from other attributes or features. For example, an in-
stance cost per hour is clearly a non-boolean value that depends on the cost of
the selected features. Such elements are modelled as attributes – with units and
domain – and are linked to their related feature. We also identify two kinds of
attributes, as shown in Table §6.2:
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• Usage data: information about the usage which is provided by the customer,
e.g. instance hours per month.
• Service derived attributes: attributes whose values are obtained from other de-
cisions, like the RAM size or number of cores of an instance, which depend
on the instance type.
3. Constraints definition. Finally, we define constrains on the features and attributes
of the FM to adequately represent the IaaS configuration space. These constraints
encompass the instance cost hour, availability, characteristics and additional de-
pendencies. For most of the cases, the only source to obtain constraints associated
with the configuration space is the cloud provider’s website. While the extraction
of some constraints is trivial, others have to be inferred from the description of
the service in natural language. An example of the former is the pricing of the in-
stances, usually structured in tables, such as in Amazon, Rackspace or Microsoft
Azure. For instance, consider the following constraint:
(M3.large AND OneYear AND Sydney AND RedHat AND Public) IMPLIES
(upfrontCost==249 AND costHour==0.235)
In order to automate the extraction of this kind of constraints, we can use web
scraping techniques. It is important to note that the configuration space of com-
mercial providers evolves often, so manual adjustments in the scraper or ad-
vanced scraping techniques may be required in such cases. However, the ex-
traction of other constraints, such the total cost per year of the infrastructure
Total Cost = Cost Hour × Hours Per Month × Number Of Months +
Upfront Cost + EBS cost
cannot be automated, and must be formulated manually.
6.5 MODELLING CASE STUDY: AMAZON EC2
In this section, we exemplify our modelling approach by means of a case study: the
description of Amazon EC2 as a FM. First, we briefly describe the main aspects and
configuration options of EC2. Second, we present the EC2 FM, result of the method-
ology described in the previous section. Finally, we suggest some guidelines for the
configuration of an EC2 instance using the EC2 FM.
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Figure 6.3: Feature Model of EC2 and EBS
6.5.1 AWS Elastic Compute Cloud
AWS provides services for computation, storage, databases, clusters or content
delivery among others. Due to the wide range of services, several PaaS and SaaS
providers like Heroku or Netflix run over AWS. As defined by Amazon, EC2 “pro-
vides resizable compute capacity in the cloud” [5] on pay-per-use basis. In this paper,
we work with the AWS snapshot for EC2 and EBS of 12th June 2014. On this date,
Amazon provides five main configuration options for EC2, which match the general
configuration options of IaaS providers depicted in the previous section:
• Instance type. EC2 offers 32 different instance types, grouped under different cat-
egories, depending on the purpose: General Purpose, Compute Optimized, GPU
Instances, Memory Optimized and Storage Optimized, distinguishing also be-
tween current and previous generations. Each instance type has a specific RAM
size, a number of cores and disk storage. In this point, we ignore micro instances,
since they are intended for short CPU burst purposes. Consequently, they lack
disk storage, and their performance is highly variable and unpredictable.
• Operating system. Three different Linux distributions (Amazon Linux, Suse and
Red Hat) and a Windows version (Windows Server) with an optional SQL Server
in different flavours (Express, Web and Standard) are available.
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• Storage. AWS provides a fixed disk size for EC2 instances, depending on each
instance type. If the default storage needs to be extended, the EBS service pro-
vides additional storage. In this sense, we must say that we do not consider
provisioned IOPS (input/output operations per second) EBS, and neither EBS
optimised instances, that “enable EC2 instances to fully use the provisioned on an
EBS volume’’.
• Geographic location. Amazon offers 8 geographic locations, distributed among
different areas of North America, Europe, Asia and South America.
• Purchasing mode. EC2 instances may be purchased on demand or in a reserva-
tion way. While users pay per use in both modes, cost hour is lower for reserved
instances in exchange for an upfront payment. In total, there are seven differ-
ent purchasing modes. We exclude here spot instances, because Amazon de-
termines their price and availability dynamically based on supply and demand.
Indeed, AWS recommend the use of spot instances only for time-flexible and
fault-tolerant tasks.
Additionally, an EC2 instance may run on a dedicated machine, guaranteeing an
additional isolation in exchange of an additional cost.
6.5.2 EC2 Feature Model
The resulting EC2 FM is defined in a plain-text language and presents 81 features,
17 attributes and more than 20 000 constraints 3. It is based on the description of EC2 of
the day 12 June 2014 [5]. The huge amount of constraints needed to represent pricing
and instances availability makes necessary to automate their extraction by means of
a web scraper, whose details are explained in Section §6.7. Due to the difficulty of
representing the complete model using feature diagrams, only an excerpt is shown in
Figure §6.3.
The root feature, EC2 Instance, groups the configuration options and defines 4 at-
tributes: totalCost, costMonth, upfrontCost and totalStorage. There are 6 configuration op-
tions where only one leaf feature can be selected at the same time: (i) OS is composed
by Linux and Windows variants. We include some abstract features and SQL Server
options for more flexibility in the decisions. Since SQL Sever Express is included by
default in any Windows variant, we exclude it from the FM. (ii) The additional Block
3Available at https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/1019151/EC2FM.pdf
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Storage is defined as optional, and can be SSD or magnetic based. It has three attributes:
extraStorage for the size, costGB for the GB cost per month, and costMonth, which value
is calculated as extraStorage × costGB. (iii) Instance contains general purpose, high
mem, high CPU, high IO and GPU features. Due to spatial constraints the specific
instances types are shown separately in Table §6.3. We define 6 attributes for this con-
figuration option: cores for the number of cores of the instance, ram for the memory,
ecu for the EC2 Compute Units, costHour, defaultStorage for the default storage of the
instance, and ssdBacked to show if the instance storage is SSD backed. (iv) Dedication
determines if the EC2 instance is based on shared or dedicated hardware resources.
This kind of isolation implies additional cost, so we have defined an attribute, named
fee, to represent it. (v) Location groups all the available locations for EC2 instances
by continent and state/country. Finally, (vi) Purchase represents the purchasing op-
tions, and also defines use hours and number of months, by means of usage and period
attributes.
Instance types
Category Specific types
General purpose M3.medium, M3.larg. M3.xlarge, M3.2xlarge,
M1.small, M1.medium, M1.large, M1.xlarge
Compute opt C3.large, C3.xlarge, C3.2xlarge, C3.4xlarge,
C3.8xlarge, C1.medium, C1.xlarge, CC2.8xlarge
Memory Opt M2.xlarge, M2.2xlarge, M2.4xlarge, CR1.8xlarge,
R3.large, R3.xlarge, R3.2xlarge, R3.4xlarge,
R3.8xlarge
Storage Opt I2.xlarge, I2.2xlarge, I2.4xlarge, I2.8xlarge,
HS1.8xlarge, HI1.4xlarge
GPU G2.2xlarge, CG1.4xlarge
Table 6.3: EC2 instance categories and specific types
6.5.3 Customer Requirements on EC2 FM
Representing the EC2 configuration space as a FM has several benefits. Our model
represents the EC2 configuration space in a compact and well-structured way, so it is
easy for the customer to see the big picture. Abstract features let users make high-
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Requirements
Instance Location OS Dedic. Cores RAM Storage Usage Period
Production IR LinuxBased Public 2 4 2,000 730 12
Pre-production - LinuxBased Public 2 4 250 160 12
Testing - RedHat Public 8 4 1,000 40 12
Table 6.4: Customer requirements for the case study
level decisions, and attributes like RAM, storage and period add the ability to make
decisions about user terms besides EC2 configuration terms. Moreover, FMs enable
the use of the AAFM analysis operations to assist the decision-making.
We propose to represent customers’ infrastructure requirements relying on the EC2
FM. Customers can make decisions on the different configurations points of our model.
They can decide whether to select a feature or not, and specify preferences about at-
tributes. At least, customers should make the next mandatory decisions:
• Assign values to attributes period and usage.
Optionally, we recommend costumers to make decisions on the following elements:
• Select a child feature of OS, Dedication and Location.
• Remove or select a child feature of EBS.
• Assign values to ram, cores/ecu (one of them) and ssdBacked.
We take the case study of Section §6.3.1 and Table §6.1 as an example. Table §6.4
shows the decision making we propose for each server. As we can see, we select ab-
stract feature for some cases, which give us higher-level decisions, and specific features
in others. For attributes, the value is constrained with a greater or equal relational con-
straint (≥), since it is possible that EC2 cannot match exactly the value.
6.6 FM ANALYSIS
Modelling the configuration space of an IaaS as a FM enables the extraction of infor-
mation by means of AAFM operations. Benavides et al. [19] define the AAFM as “the
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process of extracting information from FMs using automated mechanisms”. The AAFM pro-
vides a catalogue of analysis operations, where each operation retrieves different kinds
of data from the model. An analysis operation can be interpreted as a black-box proce-
dure that receives a FM and any operation-specific parameter as inputs and retrieves
a different kind of output data depending on the operation. Examples of AAFM oper-
ations are products listing (that enumerates all the products described by a FM), valid
configuration (that checks whether it is possible to find at least one product given user
requirements), or error checking (that searches for different kinds of semantic errors).
The main goal of this work is to automate the search of the most suitable config-
uration of a given IaaS provider – AWS EC2 in our case – that meets a set of user
requirements. Prior to configuration search, we need verify that the FM correctly rep-
resents the configuration space of service. For that purpose, we identify two tasks to
perform that can be solved relying on AAFM capabilities: (1) error checking, to ensure
the absence of semantic errors [157] in the FM and (2) product listing, to obtain a list of
all the possible configurations. In this section we detail the use of AAFM operations in
order to accomplish these tasks.
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Figure 6.4: AAFM operations support for EC2 configuration
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6.6.1 Error Checking
As Trinidad et al. propose [157, 174], it is a good practice to check that a FM is
free of errors prior to perform any further analysis operation. When cross-tree con-
straints and attributes are used, contradictory information can be introduced in a FM
provoking undesirable effects and making the FM not to represent the configuration
space correctly. The AAFM provides the Error Checking operation (Figure §6.4.a) that
determines if a FM has any of four kinds of errors:
1. Void FM: a FM that describes no product at all due to contradictory relationships
or constraints.
2. Dead features: a feature that cannot be selected and therefore appears in no prod-
uct.
3. False-optional features: a feature that despite of being modelled as optional, must
be selected as far as its parent feature is selected being a de facto mandatory fea-
ture.
4. Wrong cardinals: any number of child features in a set relationship that cannot
be selected at the same time.
Just in case any error were found, the AAFM provide an error explanation opera-
tion that proposes different reasons why the errors appear in a model. These explana-
tions can be used to identify the source of the errors and repair them manually.
6.6.2 Configurations Listing
Despite error checking is a good practice that increases the confidence in the correct-
ness of a FM, it does not guarantee that the FM represents all and just all the products
in a configuration space. We need to list all the available configurations in the IaaS
FM and check each of them against the retrieved information of the IaaS provider. We
explain how we check them or the particular case of EC2 in Section §6.7.
Throughout this paper, we have been referring to the enormous size of the EC2
configuration space. In particular, we have referred to the potential number of config-
urations (22,848 for EC2), i.e. all the possible combinations of the different values of
its configuration points, and to the available configurations (16,991). The reason is that
not all the potential configurations are really available. For example, some locations
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and purchasing modes exclude the availability of several instance types. In order to
obtain the list of available configurations, we use the All Products operation [19]. This
operation, as its name denotes, returns the list of products that a FM represents. But
first we still need to match the concepts of IaaS configuration and FM product.
We consider a configuration as the set of required decisions to make in order to run a
cloud service instance. In the case of an IaaS computing instance, such decisions match
the configuration points previously defined: OS, instance type, dedication, location
and purchasing mode. Additionally, for EC2 we have to decide also on the dedication.
In a FM, a product is a set of selected features that satisfies all the relationships and
constraints [19]. It is necessary to remark that this definition matches for basic FMs
that contain no attributes. This makes necessary to review the product concept for
attributed FMs.
In an attributed FM, users can not only make any decision about features, but also
about attribute values. A product is defined when a decision is made about all the
features and yet all the relationships and constraints are satisfied. Due to the reasoning
techniques used to perform the AAFM, it is not possible to list the products defined
by an attributed FM with precision. An approximated way to perform this operation
consists of removing attributes and their constraints from the model to obtain a basic
FM just with features and relationships. Using this basic FM, we can perform the All
Products operation to get the list of the available products of an attributed FM.
In an attributed FM, attribute constraints could discard certain combinations of fea-
tures because of the values of their linked attributes. When attributes and constraints
are removed from the FM, these combinations are available again, so we cannot expect
that the set of basic products coincides with the set of attributed products. In order
to check if a basic product is also a valid attributed product, the Valid Configuration
operation can be used to check if it satisfies all the constraints in the attributed FM. Re-
peating this operation for each basic product in the list, we obtain the list of attributed
products that satisfies all the relationships and constraints in an IaaS FM.
Figure §6.4.b depicts the process to obtain the list of IaaS configurations. First, the
IaaS FM is transformed into a basic FM, removing all the attributes and their related
constraints. In the specific case of EC2, EBS feature is also removed, since in this point
we are only interested in EC2 configurations. Afterwards, we invoke All Products
operation, which returns the list of available basic products, and for each of them, we
check if it is valid for the attributed model. In this way, we obtain the number of total
EC2 configuration: 16,991.
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6.6.3 Most Suitable Configuration
Once the FM is checked to define the IaaS configuration space correctly, we can per-
form any analysis operation with confidence. The main goal of this work is assisting
the users in the search of the most suitable configuration. Previously, we have defined
the most suitable configuration as the one that satisfies customer requirements while
the cost is minimised. This problem can be interpreted as an optimisation problem,
where user requirements are hard constraints and the optimisation criterion is min-
imising the cost.
Prior to solving any optimisation problem, we should check that the user require-
ments are valid and define at least one configuration in the configuration space. The
AAFM provides the Valid Partial Configuration operation that takes a FM and a set of
user decisions as inputs, and returns a boolean value indicating if these decisions are
consistent with the FM and therefore it is possible to find at least one product for such
requirements.
Once the requirements are checked for validity, an optimisation problem can be de-
fined and solved using the Optimisation operation. The optimisation operation takes
as inputs a FM, a set of user decisions and an objective function and returns a configu-
ration that satisfies the decisions and optimises the function. In our case, the objective
function refers to the minimal TotalCost attribute value. Figure §6.4.c shows our pro-
posed approach.
6.7 IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION
In this section, we describe the implementation and verification details of our ap-
proach. First, present the implementation of the analysis operations of Section §6.6.
Second, we briefly motivate and describe the web scraper we employ to build the EC2
FM. And finally, we detail the implementation and verification of the EC2 FM.
6.7.1 Analysis Operations Implementation
The analysis operations proposed in Section §6.6 are implemented in the FaMa
Framework. FaMa Framework4 [158] is an AAFM open-source tool that supports more
4www.isa.us.es/fama
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than 20 different analysis operations with 4 different reasoners. What we had to de-
velop was the proposed transformation from attributed FMs to basic FMs in Section §6.6,
in order to obtain the number of configurations of an IaaS FM.
FaMa employs different logical paradigms, such as propositional logic or CSP, to
perform the AAFM. This means that the FM is translated to logic variables and con-
straints, which are interpreted and resolved by off-the-shelf solvers. Features and at-
tributes are mapped as variables, while relationships and constraints are mapped as
different kinds of constraints. Depending on the AAFM operation, additional inputs
can be mapped, and different operations are invoked on the solver. More details about
the AAFM and its mappings, and details about the operations are available in [19].
However, the traditional mapping of the AAFM– and consequently FaMa – presents
performance issues for specific operations, and especially for the Optimisation oper-
ation. For this reason, we have decided to add a new reasoner to FaMa, based on
the CPLEX CP Optimizer solver 5, to tackle these performance problems. This new
reasoner implements the Optimisation operation, and present three main changes:
• Alternative FM mapping. Traditionally, the default mapping to CSP that solvers
proposed in the literature maps each feature to a boolean variable [18]. This is
the mapping that all the FaMa reasoners adopt. In our alternative implementa-
tion, however, we have mapped each of the six configuration options of the EC2
FM as an integer variable. Each variable has as many values as leaf features the
configuration option has.
• CPLEX tuples. By default, every FM constraint is translated to a solver constraint
by the FaMa reasoners. Nonetheless, in models with thousands of constraints
this may lead to an overhead in the solvers. For this kind of models, CPLEX pro-
vides tuples, which improve dramatically the performance by describing all the
elements within a set one by one. Our alternative implementation represents the
availability and pricing constraints using CPLEX tuples. We also modelled at-
tributes internally as integers, since CPLEX tuples lack support for real numbers.
Anyway, the impact in the accuracy of the total cost is negligible, as Table §6.8
shows.
• Search strategy. We use a customised search strategy, defining the configuration
options of EC2 as the decision variables of the problem.
5http://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/cplex-cp-optimizer/
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6.7.2 EC2 Web Scraper
As stated in Section §6.5, the EC2 FM presents more than 20,000 constraints. Most
of such constraints determine the exact cost hour of each configuration, and the config-
urations that are not available for different reasons. The constraints are presented by
AWS in tables in its EC2 website, but its number make its manual processing tedious
and error-prone.
The retrieval of the pricing and availability constraints from Amazon EC2 can be
considered as an additional challenge. There is no standard interface to retrieve this
information directly from the provider. This requires the use of automated techniques,
such as web scraping [124] on the provider’s website, to get the data. Although we
perform this technique to build the model, it is an implementation aspect to verify
our proposal – it is a means to our end but not the end itself. Another issue related
to the information retrieval is the evolution or variation of the configuration space.
This happens often in commercial cloud services, and requires manual work to adjust
the scraper and or update manually the model. We are aware of this limitation, and
therefore in this paper we work with a snapshot of Amazon EC2 from 12th June 2014.
We have developed a web scraper to automatically extract the constraints from the
EC2 website. We have to remark that this is a basic and non-adaptable scraper, i.e. it
is not intended to adapt itself for the changes and evolution of the EC2 website, but to
automate the constraints extraction. The scraper is developed in Java using the jSoup
library 6 and takes as input the FM tree and attributes, and their correspondence with
the elements in the EC2 website. It processes the characteristics and pricing tables, and
produces as output the characteristics of each instance type – RAM, ecu and cores –
and the pricing tables of EC2 as FM constraints in the FaMa plain text format – see
next subsection for this format. In the case that a configuration does not appear in
the pricing tables it means that is unavailable, so the scraper generates a constraint to
remove such configuration from the EC2 FM.
This scraper only extracts instance characteristics, pricing and availability constraints.
Changes in the instance pricing or availability are supported by our EC2 scraper. How-
ever, any change in the configuration options or their values, or in the presentation or
format of the EC2 website would require manual fixes on the scraper. Indeed, during
the realisation of this paper, we have made adjustments on the scraper two times due
to changes in the website format and the addition of new instances.
6http://jsoup.org/
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6.7.3 EC2 FM
Although there are several formats to define FMs, we have chosen the FaMa plain
text format [84, 158]. The most well known notation is the so-named feature diagram,
employed for the excerpt of Figure §6.3. This format is adequate for illustration pur-
poses and simple FMs. However, in our case, our EC2 FM is large and complex enough
to use a text format. There are different alternatives for FM text formats [53], but only
a few of them provide automated analysis support. Since we take advantage of the
analysis operations already provided by FaMa, we use the FaMa notation to define the
EC2 FM in plain text.
The proposed methodology to build an IaaS FM relies on a deep understanding of
the service and on automated information retrieval mechanisms. While in this paper
we have implemented a basic scraper for the latter, some errors may appear due to
the former during the definition of the tree, the attributes or some constraints. Con-
sequently, we find useful to employ some of the analysis operations of Section §6.6 to
verify the model. On the one side, we want to calculate the completeness and correct-
ness of the EC2 FM with respect to the retrieved configuration space information. On
the other side, we want to ensure that the EC2 FM is free of FM errors, as described
also in Section §6.6. Note that finding errors in the FM may not imply that there are
errors on the building on the model, but on the configuration space of the service.
Completeness and Correctness
We need to ensure that the EC2 FM gathers all the available EC2 configurations, but
no more. That is, we need to check the completeness and correctness of the EC2 FM.
For this purpose, we employ several of the operations explained in Section §6.6 and
Figure §6.4. First, we parse the tables of the EC2 website to get the EC2 available con-
figurations. Then, we check that each and every retrieved configuration is contained in
the EC2 FM, by means of the Valid Configuration operation. In this way, we measure
the completeness of the EC2 FM. If all the valid EC2 configurations are represented in
the FM, we get the number of configurations of the FM, and compare with the number
of configurations retrieved from the tables. If the number is the same, we can say that
our EC2 FM is correct and complete.
The EC2 FM required several iterations to correctly represent the configuration
space. Initially, the model represented several spurious configurations, due to some
unavailable configurations are just excluded from the EC2 pricing tables instead of
be marked as “N/A”. After three rounds of fixes, we made the necessary changes to
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Expressiveness Comparison
EC2 FM AWS TCO CS
Multi-provider No No Yes
OS Generic & specific Linux Generic
Location State & Continent AWS areas Area
Dedication Yes No No
Usage data hours/ month % of 3 years 4 values
Period 1 to 48 months % of 3 years 1, 3, 6, 12, 24, 36 months
RAM GB GB GB
Comp. unit ecu, cores processors, cores CS units
Storage GB GB GB
Table 6.5: Expressiveness comparison among EC2 FM, Amazon TCO and Cloud-
Screener.
remove the fake configurations and consider all the available ones.
Error Checking
In this step, we verify, using FaMa and its analysis operations, the validity of the
EC2 FM. As stated in Section §6.6.1, the error checking operation detects behaviours
that suggest a wrong modelling, or errors in the configuration space. The execution of
this operation in FaMa detects no errors.
6.8 EVALUATION
In this section we compare, in terms of optimal cost and expressiveness, the results
obtained by our approach with the results obtained in commercial tools, in particular
CloudScreener (CS) and Amazon TCO. Besides, we present an experimental study to
check the performance of our prototype.
6.8.1 Comparison to Other Approaches
Our first comparison study shows that, in terms of expressiveness, our EC2 FM
provides the users more freedom to express decisions than two “competitors”: AWS
TCO tool and CloudScreener. AWS TCO [3] is a tool provided by Amazon to “compare
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Comparison of Results
ECU/ Cloud Screener Our approach
OS Area CSPU RAM Config Cost/h Reqs. Config Cost/h
C1 Linux US East (VA) 12/6 8 m3.large 0.14 $ No m3.xlarge 0.28 $
C2 Linux South Am. 4/2 9 m3.xlarge 0.381 $ Yes m2.xlarge 0.323 $
C3 Win Singapore 8/4 40 hs1.8xlarge 5.901 $ Yes r3.2xlarge 1.292 $
C4 Linux US West (CA) 68/34 160 r3.8xlarge 3.12 $ Yes r3.8xlarge 3.12 $
C5 Win Europe 16/8 5 c3.xlarge 0.376 $ No c3.2xlarge 0.752 $
Table 6.6: Comparison of results with CloudScreener. m3.large instances present 7.5
GB of RAM, while c3.xlarge instances present 14 ECU.
the cost of running your applications in an on-premises or collocation environment to
AWS”. CloudScreener [38] is a web application to “easily identify your need in terms of
infrastructure and compare available offers upon many criteria”. While both of them provide
web interfaces, we use the EC2 FM for expressing user requirements. Table §6.5 shows
a comparison about the main elements of the three approaches. Except for choosing
among different providers, our approach presents more configuration options for the
measured configuration aspects. For instance, AWS TCO ignores all the OS but Linux.
About CloudScreener, for example, they only offer four fixed values to express hours
per month information.
The second comparison study, about the optimality of the results, shows how our
analysis approach improves the results of CloudScreener, which sometimes even vio-
lates the user requirements. For this comparison, we have taken 5 test cases. We have
used them as input for our analysis, and also for the web application of CloudScreener
using the “expert mode”. The inputs and results of the comparison are shown in Ta-
ble §6.6, and a record of the process is also available 7. In order to facilitate the com-
parison, we have even set as constant the following properties: Storage ≥ 0, period =
1, usage = 24 h/day = 730 hours/month, and dedication = public, since CloudScreener
ignores dedicated instances. CloudScreener uses an own unit, CSPU, to define the
computing power, as “an equivalent to EC2 unit (ECU)”. Therefore, we divide by 2
the ECU of our inputs when translating to CloudScreener. As Table §6.6 shows, our
approach improves CloudScreener results for four of the five test cases. CloudScreener
results for C1 and C5 are not even valid, since they violate customer requirements –
RAM for C1 and ECU for C5 –. For C2, and specially for C3, our analysis improves the
7http://youtu.be/apQmFV5ilUA
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instance selection, obtaining a cheaper instance that still satisfies user needs.
Experimental settings
Cases ECU RAM Disk Usage Period SSD OS Loc. Dedicated
Group 1 [1,20] [1,10]
[1, 1 000]
[1, 730] [1, 36] bool enum enum boolGroup 2 [6,60] [10,40]
Group 3 [20,108] [40,244] [1 000, 10 000]
Table 6.7: Experimental settings groups and ranges.
6.8.2 Performance Study
Although the migration is not a real-time task, we want to ensure that our approach
performs the analysis in a reasonable time.
With the intention of testing our analysis approach and its performance, we have
implemented an automated generator of user requirements for EC2. This generator
produces decisions about the main configuration options described at the end of Sec-
tion §6.5, that is, location, OS, dedication, instance characteristics and usage data. Most
of the decisions are randomised on the domain of the configuration option, as Ta-
ble §6.7 shows. For instance, location value may be a specific area like Virginia, or
a group of areas like NorthAmerica. In contrast, we have managed in a different way
RAM, ECU and storage values. Such properties have large domains, but instance types
are distributed exponentially along the domain, as Figure §6.5 shows with its logarith-
mic scale. Consequently, we have defined three different groups of test cases, in order
to aim for areas where different instances can satisfy customer requirements. We have
generated 200 test cases for area, for a total of 600 test cases.
Both analysis approaches – FaMa and CPLEX-based reasoner – produce the same
output configurations, but in terms of performance, our CPLEX-based reasoner out-
performs FaMa up to several orders of magnitude. While FaMa lasts for minutes in
most of the cases, the alternative implementation outputs the same result in less than
a second. As shown in Table §6.8, the average difference in the analysis time is three
orders of magnitude (103), while the standard deviation follows the same scale. Total
cost errors, due to the round of real variables to integer variables, are negligible, since
average and standard deviation values are around cents of dollars.
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Figure 6.5: Instance types distribution in terms of RAM and ECU (log10 scale). Each
coloured rectangle denotes a different area of test cases.
Implementation Comparison
Performance (ms) Total cost diff.($)
Impl. Avg. (µ) SD (σ) Avg. (µ) SD (σ)
FaMa 1.73× 105 1.9× 105
0.4 0.33
Alternative 5.19× 102 2.15× 102
Table 6.8: Comparison between FaMa based impl and our alternative impl in terms of
performance and output
6.9 RELATED WORK
6.9.1 Cloud Migration
Jamshidi et al. [86] present a systematic literature review of existing research works
(up to 23) about planning, executing and validating migration of legacy systems to-
wards cloud-based software. The authors identify a reference model for the migration
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process, where they classify the different works depending on their scope. They also
identify a general lack of tool support for the migration process, which we try to palli-
ate in this paper. Frey et al. [55, 57, 58] propose an overall migration approach, based
on the concept of CDO (Cloud Deployment Option). A CDO represents “a combination
of a specific cloud environment, deployment architecture, and runtime reconfiguration
rules for dynamic resource scaling”. This approach provides CDOSim [55], a simula-
tor to evaluate CDOs costs and response times, and CDOXplorer [58], an evolutionary
algorithm to search for well-suited CDOs in terms of response time, cost and SLA vio-
lations. Both approaches are integrated in CloudMig [57], a suite to assist the migration
of applications to the cloud. Differently from our work, which is focused on infrastruc-
ture migration, they are concerned about migrating applications. Khajeh-Hosseini et
al. [90, 91] describe the challenges the users face when they plan to adopt the cloud.
They introduce the cloud adoption toolkit to tackle such challenges, which provides
a framework to assist the users in the decision process. This tool provides support to
analyse, among others, technology suitability, energy consumption and cost predic-
tion of providers and configurations. However, they provide exhaustive information
rather than automating the search for the most suitable configuration. CloudGenius
framework, an approach by Menzel and Ranjan [109], provides a process and decision
support for migrating to the cloud. Their approach comprises a formal mathematical
model and a migration process, whose goal is to lead to a VM image and cloud infras-
tructure selections. However, the tool support is still in a preliminary stage. Beserra
et al. [24] present CloudStep, a decision process to support the migration of legacy
applications to the cloud. CloudStep relies on template-based profiles of the migrating
company, its legacy application and the candidate providers. Such profiles are cross
analysed to identify and solve constraints, and to create a migration strategy. Kwon
and Tilevich [93] propose an automated transitioning for applications to use cloud-
based services. This approach can be seen as a crosscutting concern of the migration to
the cloud, and in particular of our proposal to assist the configuration.
There is a number of works that focus on algorithms to automatically evaluate or
rank cloud services configurations. Truong and Dustdar [164] present a service for
estimating, monitoring and analysing costs associated with scientific applications in
the cloud. They rely on cost models and experiment with real-world applications.
Trummer et al. [163] interpret the outsourcing of part of the IT-stack as a constraint
optimisation problem, that they solve using existing solvers. Tsai et al. [165] consider a
similar approach, choosing between different cloud providers using data mining and
trend analysis techniques, and looking for minimising cost. In a related research, Sun-
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dareswaran et al [150] propose indexing and ranking cloud providers using a set of
algorithms based on user preferences. Venticinque et al. [167] describe an approach to
collect cloud resources from different providers that continuously meet requirements
of user applications. The related work of Borgetto et al. [26] is oriented to software
reallocation in different virtual machines in order to decrease energy consumption.
Some other works propose processes and methodologies to assist the migration,
and identify factors and tasks. The work of Mohagheghi and Sather [114] presents
some software engineering challenges related to migrating legacy systems to cloud
services. They identify application modernization and understanding cloud technolo-
gies as the main issues. Tak et al. [151] identify cost key factors when migrating to
the cloud. Different deployment alternatives, based in Azure and Amazon services,
are benchmarked and detailed in terms of cost. Lloyd et al. [97] discuss which factors
should be accounted when deploying to a cloud. The authors focus on bottlenecks
which appear when scaling applications, and the impact of provisioning variation.
Zardari and Bahsoon [179] rely on goal oriented requirements engineering (GORE)
and specific tasks to assist users in the adoption of cloud services.
6.9.2 Variability, Ontologies and Cloud Services
Applying Software Product Lines and variability techniques to cloud services is
attracting attention. Quinton et al. [128] propose a software product lines based ap-
proach that supports stakeholders while configuring a cloud environment and auto-
mates the deployment of such configurations. They also use FMs for the configura-
tion process, but while they consider features as deployable artefacts of cloud environ-
ments, we consider features as configuration points and specific values of commercial
cloud services. In the same line, Schroeter et al. [144] use FMs to configure IaaS, PaaS
and SaaS, and also present a process to manage the configuration of several stakehold-
ers at the same time. Dougherty et al. [49] also uses FMs to model IaaS, but the goal in
this case is reducing energy cost and energy consumption, towards the development
of a “green cloud”. In a different way, Cavalcante et al. [32] proposes the extension
of traditional software product lines with cloud computing aspects. Our work differs
from these approaches in a key way: while they focus on deployable cloud environ-
ments, and consider features as deployable artefacts, we focus on commercial cloud
services, and consider features as configuration points and specific values of the ser-
vices. Wittern et al. [176, 177] present the so-named service feature modelling, for the
representation of service design concerns, and to capture their potential combinations.
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They also also provides a method [176] to rank service design alternatives based on
stakeholder preferences. While they focus on capturing diverse aspects of cloud ser-
vices in a general way, we focus on the complete modelling and analysis of a particular
service, EC2, and compare our approach against commercial applications.
The use of ontologies has been proposed by several authors to assist the modelling
and selection of cloud services. Han et al. [78] construct a cloud ontology consist-
ing of a taxonomy of concepts of Cloud services, in order to support a cloud ser-
vice discovery system. Dastjerdi et al. [45] propose an ontology-based discovery to
provide QoS aware deployment of appliances on Cloud service providers. Ngan et
al. [121] also present a semantic cloud service discovery and selection system, based
on OWL-S. The proposed system supports dynamic semantic matching of cloud ser-
vices described with complex constraints. Garcia-Rodriguez et al. [134] propose a
semantically-enhanced platform to assist the process of discovering the cloud services,
stored in a semantic repository, that best match user needs. While ontologies are an
excellent option for a modelling approach, they present performance issues and rea-
soning lacks on integer and real variables, which are inherent to the problem we tackle
in this paper.
6.9.3 Commercial Approaches
Configuring and analysing cloud platforms/providers is continuing to receive sig-
nificant attention also from the business community. Besides previously referred Cloud-
Screener [38], there are a number of companies and start-ups providing comparisons,
benchmarks and configuration support for cloud services. Cloudorado [37] also pro-
vides a cloud services price comparison engine. CloudHarmony [36] is a startup which
looks for obtaining metrics about cloud providers performance, and provides a com-
parison framework for many services providers. PlanForCloud [126] is another start-
up, focused on configuring and simulating cost of several cloud platforms, like Ama-
zon, Azure or Rackspace. They provide interesting options, like creating elastic de-
mand patterns, and filtering by options like OS or computing needs.
As shown in the evaluation section, our proposal improves the expressiveness and
configuration results returned by some of these approaches. In particular, Cloud-
Screener returned false positives for the search of the best configuration that we im-
proved with our analysis. However, we still lack cross-provider support. In future
works, where we will consider different cloud providers and metrics, we may extend
our evaluation with some of these approaches.
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6.10 SUMMARY
We have presented an approach to assist the configuration selection when migrat-
ing an in-house computing infrastructure to the cloud. In terms of expressiveness,
our modelling approach provides greater degree of freedom for the customer when
making decisions about such configuration, compared to commercial applications like
AWS TCO and CloudScreener. In terms of accuracy, we have proved that our analysis
approach improves results compared to CloudScreener, which sometimes even vio-
lates user requirements. In terms of performance, we have implemented an analysis
prototype to obtain the most suitable configuration whose execution times are negligi-
ble, being most of the times less than a second.
For such purposes, we have presented a modelling methodology to describe an
IaaS as a FM. Modelling the configuration space of a large cloud provider, such as
AWS, as a FM provides a well-structured and compact representation to express user
infrastructure requirements. The resulting model still contains, for the particular case
of EC2, lots of information, with a huge number of constraints – more than 20,000. The
addition of abstract features and attributes eases the decision making, since informa-
tion like RAM, period of commitment or total storage is closer to the user than specific
instance types, purchasing options or EBS extra storage.
We have also proposed the use of the AAFM to assist the configuration when mi-
grating to an IaaS. With the support of the AAFM operations, user requirements can
be validated and employed to obtain suitable EC2 configurations. From the variabil-
ity management perspective, we have (1) demonstrated the applicability of the AAFM
for the configuration cloud services, (2) defined the product listing for attributed FMs,
and (3) proved that off-the-shelf AAFM mappings, such as the one provided by FaMa
framework, can be improved to dramatically reduce execution times.
Our approach can be generalised to other scenarios – including those considered
in this work, primarily focusing on a migration to the cloud. In a recent work [71],
we propose the adaptation of a multi-tenant service to satisfy the changing needs of
the users. In this sense, our analysis approach could be applied to IaaS reconfigura-
tion scenarios where the user needs to change and the current configuration becomes
unsuitable. Our analysis approach could also be integrated with existing tools. An
integration, for instance with the AWS calculator, would provide us with a reliable
way to get the exact pricing of EC2, and it would provide the calculator with capabil-
ities for the automated search of the most suitable configuration for given needs. The
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modelling methodology has also the potential for a cross-provider analysis. However,
in this case, we would have to propose a common IaaS FM, and also address issues
related to ontology alignment between the concepts of different providers.
However, our approach still has limitations and room for improvement, that may
motivate new works in this area. In addition to a cross-provider analysis, we think that
FMs and our modelling methodology could be employed for different cloud services.
We also consider defining a metamodel for the configuration of cloud services, based
on FMs, but with specific mechanisms to get beyond some limitations of FMs and the
current language. For instance, there should be a better and more compact way to
define price policies and temporal-aware requirements [102, 116]. It is also necessary
to enable a way to express constraints over several instances of the same services, such
as the discount policies for multiple hired services, which is a current limitation of FMs.
On the customer’s side, FMs lack mechanisms to express fuzzy needs or preferences
[63] as well as requirements. An extension would provide users with greater capability
to specify their needs. The aforementioned AWS calculator could be used also to verify
that we have described the EC2 pricing policy correctly. Finally, we think that we
can derive additional benefits from the AAFM. It is necessary to analyse in depth the
applicability of all the existing operations of AAFM to the services field.
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7USER-CENTRIC ADAPTATION
ANALYSIS OF MULTI-TENANT
SERVICES
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Everything changes and nothing stands still.
Heraclitus (535 - 475 BC),
Philosopher
I n this chapter, we present the content of the paper submitted (and currently in the secondround of revision) to the Transactions of Autonomous and Adaptive Systems of ACM.In Section §7.1 we introduce the paper, while Section §7.2 provides some background on
multi-tenancy, DaaS and feature modelling. Section §7.3 illustrates our DaaS case study and
Section §7.4 introduces the user-centric adaptation problem and, in particular, the adaptation
analysis. Section §7.5 describes how multi-tenant services and preferences are modelled to
support the analysis, which in turn is presented in Section §7.6. Section §7.7 discusses our
experimental results and Section §7.8 points out the open issues that will be addressed in future
work. Section §7.9 compares our approach with relevant related work, and finally Section §7.10
concludes.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-tenancy allows cloud providers to deliver the same service to different cus-
tomers, which share physical and/or virtual resources transparently [25, 120]. De-
pending on the adopted cloud service model, users can share resources at different
levels, from hardware resources (e.g., CPU, storage) to software applications. Multi-
tenancy can support different degrees of isolation. In particular, the lower the degree of
isolation, the bigger the resources and cost savings, but the smaller the configurability.
Limited configurability [113] is a major drawback, especially when user preferences are
not known in advance. Several approaches [13, 92, 113, 143, 144] have been proposed
to support dynamic configuration management of multi-tenant services. Nonetheless,
these contributions consider an isolated multi-tenant model (i.e. each user is assigned
to a different service instance), and focus on deploying different isolated variants of a
service instance at runtime.
Social adaptation [2] considers changes in the user collective judgement as a new
adaptation driver. Other approaches [30, 98] consider conflicting users preferences
and limited infrastructural resources in the construction of adaptive software systems.
These approaches identify a system architecture [98] or configure a service-oriented
application that maximises QoS preferences [30] when changes in the operational en-
vironment take place. However, as far as we are aware, a user-centric approach has
not been previously proposed for the adaptation of multi-tenant services in cloud sce-
narios. To achieve this aim, additional challenges have to be addressed. First, it is nec-
essary to provide users with high-level mechanisms to define and change their prefer-
ences on the possible service configurations. Second, the adoption of a pay-as-you-go
business model allows users to join and leave a cloud service dynamically, which can
have an impact on the consumption of the infrastructural resources and may reduce
the satisfaction of the user preferences. Therefore, changes in the number of users and
modifications of their preferences have to be considered as a main adaptation trigger
for the reconfiguration of multi-tenant services.
In this paper, we characterise the user-centric adaptation of multi-tenant services
problem, focusing on the adaptation analysis. In our previous work [71] we high-
lighted the challenges to be addressed for engineering the activities of the MAPE (Mon-
itoring, Analysis, Planning, Execution) loop [89] necessary to support user-centric adap-
tation and proposed a preference-based analysis that maximises in a balanced way the
satisfaction of user preferences, which are expressed on the possible service config-
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urations. In this paper we extend our analysis by incorporating infrastructural and
obtrusiveness aspects. Infrastructural aspects are necessary to guarantee that available
infrastructural resources can handle the workload generated by the selected service
configuration and the tenants of the service. Obtrusiveness aspects are taken into ac-
count to reduce the nuisance produced by a service reconfiguration. Our adaptation
analysis can be triggered when the users or the operational environment (including
available service configurations and infrastructural resources) change at runtime.
We illustrate and motivate our approach by utilising different cases of virtualised
desktops. Compared to our previous proposal, which focused on a hosted shared
DaaS, this paper extends the applicability of our analysis to different DaaS delivery
models and, more generally, to different multi-tenant services. We model the avail-
able service configurations, also referred as configuration space, the infrastructural re-
sources and the workload by using FMs [88]. We represent the user preferences by
adopting an existing preference model [65]. Our adaptation analysis is interpreted as a
multi-objective constrained optimisation problem built on top of the AAFM [19]. The
optimisation problem is solved by using metaheuristic algorithms [99], which have
been proved suitable for FM optimisation in existing work [76, 140]. We evaluate the
effectiveness of the analysis on simulated scenarios where different tenants – and their
users – join and leave a DaaS and change their preferences. The results obtained from
our experimental evaluation are encouraging as they demonstrate that our adaptation
analysis is able to calculate reconfigurations that improve and balance the satisfaction
of users preferences in a few seconds.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section §7.2 provides some back-
ground on multi-tenancy, DaaS and feature modelling. Section §7.3 illustrates our
DaaS case study and Section §7.4 introduces the user-centric adaptation problem and,
in particular, the adaptation analysis. Section §7.5 describes how multi-tenant services
and preferences are modelled to support the analysis, which in turn is presented in
Section §7.6. Section §7.7 discusses our experimental results and Section §7.8 points
out the open issues that will be addressed in future work. Section §7.9 compares our
approach with relevant related work, and finally Section §7.10 concludes.
7.2 BACKGROUND
This section provides some background on multi-tenancy, Desktop as a Service de-
livery models, and feature models.
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7.2.1 Multi-tenancy
Multi-tenancy is defined as multiple customers, organizations or processes (tenants)
sharing common physical or virtual computing resources while remaining logically indepen-
dent [120]. Typically, a tenant groups a number of users, which are the stakeholders in the or-
ganization [25]. Shared resources can vary depending on the cloud service model; each
model provides resources belonging to different levels of abstraction. The IaaS model
offers computer - physical or virtual machines - and other resources, such as raw block
storage, file or object storage, virtual local area networks (VLANs), IP addresses, and
firewalls. To deploy their applications, users install operating system images and their
application software on the cloud infrastructure. In the PaaS model, providers deliver
a computing platform, typically including operating system and a solution stack with
database management systems (DBMS) and/or application servers. Cloud users can
run their software solutions without managing the underlying hardware and software
layers. In the SaaS model, users can access applications and data. The more resources
are managed by cloud providers, the more resources are shared by multiple different
users.
A Desktop as a Service (DaaS) is a specific case of SaaS providing a virtual desktop
and a set of applications as a service to a single or multiple tenants. Providers like Cit-
rix1, VMWare2, and Amazon3 are increasingly offering a wide range of DaaS solutions.
In this paper we focus on the case of multi-tenant DaaS relying on the delivery models
provided by Citrix [33].
7.2.2 Desktop as a Service Delivery Models
DaaS delivery models differ depending on the specific provider. In particular, as
shown in Figure §7.1a, Citrix provides two main delivery models for DaaS: Hosted
Shared and Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI).
The hosted shared model consists of multiple user desktops shared among different
tenants and hosted on a single server-based operating system. Although it provides
a low-cost, high-density solution, applications must be compatible with a multi-user
server based operating system. In addition, because multiple users are sharing a single
operating system, they are prevented from performing actions that may negatively
1http://www.citrix.com/solutions/desktop-as-a-service/
2http://www.vmware.com/products/desktop-virtualization
3http://aws.amazon.com/workspaces/
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affect other users, such as installing new applications or changing system settings.
VDI Model
OS Image
Desktop A
Desktop B
Desktop C
Tenant A
Tenant B
Tenant C
Desktop
Tenant C
Tenant B
Tenant A
Hosted Shared Model
(a)
DaaS$
vDisk$
Delivery$
Model$
VDI$
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Assigned$
1..1$
1..1$
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Figure 7.1: a) DaaS delivery models b) Example of a FM.
The VDI model hosts custom desktop instances on remote servers. Each desktop
instance is associated with a different tenant and relies on a centralised master im-
age. VDI supports more customisation than the hosted shared model since each tenant
uses a different desktop instance. However, the specific shared and exclusive aspects
depend on the concrete VDI implementation and its options. For example, Citrix sup-
ports pooled VDI and assigned VDI (with personal vDisk) [33]. A pooled VDI provides
a clean random virtual desktop each time a user accesses the service. An assigned VDI
allows the users to customise the desktop, save applied changes after logging out, and
connect to the same virtual machine at each login.
The choice of a delivery model depends on the number of users, their profile (i.e.
intensity of desktop usage) and diversity, the applications adopted more often, and
the available infrastructural resources. In the case of a hosted shared model, all the
features are shared among all the tenants, while in the case of a VDI model, the shared
aspects depend on the concrete VDI configuration. Table §7.14 shows the impact of
different user profiles on the required infrastructural resources (CPU and RAM) for
different DaaS delivery models. CPU requirements determine the maximum number
of users of a specific type that can be allocated for each core. While RAM requirements
indicate the amount of RAM (in MB or GB) necessary to serve the requests of each
user. In the next section we present a DaaS case study for the aforementioned delivery
models.
4We assume to use Windows Server 2012 and Windows 8 for VDI and hosted shared models, respec-
tively, and a processor speed of 2.7 GHz and Intel Westmere processor architecture.
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Impact of user profiles
CPU: users per core (MIPS per user) RAM per user
Profile Apps Pooled VDI Assigned VDI Shared VDI Shared
Light 1-2 office apps 15 (1340) 13 (1546) 21 (957) 1 GB 340 MB
Normal 2-10 office apps. light
multimedia use
11 (1827) 10 (2010) 14 (1435) 2 GB 500 MB
Heavy Multimedia or app de-
velopment
6 (3350) 5 (4020) 7 (2871) 4 GB 1 GB
Table 7.1: Impact of the user profiles on the required infrastructural resources for dif-
ferent DaaS delivery models [33].
7.2.3 Feature Models
Feature Models (FMs) [88] are used to represent all the possible products that can be
built in variability-intensive systems such as SPLs. FMs are tree-like data structures
where each node represents a product feature. Features are bound by means of hierar-
chical (mandatory, optional, and set) and cross-tree relationships. These relationships
define how features can be combined in a product, defining the configuration space
of the system. Figure §7.1b shows an example of a FM diagram that represents the
variability of DaaS delivery models. DaaS is the root feature that represents the over-
all functionality of the system. It has two children, an optional feature (white circle)
named vDisk, and a mandatory feature (black circle) named Delivery Model. The
latter feature is decomposed by a set relationship whose cardinality indicates the num-
ber of child features that can be chosen at the same time. Note that in a FM, non-leaf
features [153] can be used to represent high-level decisions and group lower-level deci-
sions. For example, the VDI feature is used to group two possible VDI implementations
(Pooled and Assigned).
FMs also represent cross-tree constraints, attributes and complex constraints. Cross-
tree constraints are constraints between features belonging to different branches of the
model, such as the dependency between features vDisk and Assigned, indicating that
the adoption of a personal vDisk requires the selection of an assigned VDI implemen-
tation. Attributes are additional properties associated with a feature. For example,
the totalCost attribute of the DaaS feature is a real number describing the cost of a
specific DaaS configuration. Finally, complex constraints describe arithmetic, logical,
and relational constraints on features and attributes. They can be used, for example, to
bound the possible values that attributes can assume.
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7.3 CASE STUDY
In this section, we present a Windows-based DaaS case study that we use to mo-
tivate and illustrate our work. First, we describe the configuration space of the DaaS
that can be delivered by using a hosted shared or a VDI model. Second, we illustrate
how different user profiles and DaaS configuration options impact on the infrastruc-
ture (CPU and RAM). Finally, we show a multi-tenant scenario, where each tenant
groups users having compatible DaaS configuration preferences.
7.3.1 DaaS Configuration Space
We present a Windows-based DaaS example where each instance uses different
delivery models: hosted shared (HS), pooled (PVDI) and assigned VDI (AVDI). We
assume that every DaaS instance provides several applications: 1. a LaTex compiler
and editor, 2. MS-Office, 3. a PDF reader, 4. GIMP as image editor, 5. Eclipse as IDE,
and 6. SPSS for statistical analysis. An instance setup is defined by four configuration
options: regional settings, gadgets (desktop widgets), maintenance tasks, and updates
frequency. Tenants can indicate their preferred configuration options, and the satis-
faction of such preferences depends on the delivery model. Table §7.2 indicates the
configuration options that are shared in the different delivery models. If a configura-
tion option is shared by multiple tenants, conflicts among different preferences may
arise. For example, in a hosted shared model, different tenants may have different up-
date frequency preferences for Eclipse and MS-Office; while in an assigned VDI model
such option can be customised for each tenant, avoiding any possible conflict.
7.3.2 Infrastructural Constraints
In this section we characterise the workload generated by the service users and its
configuration in order to assess whether the infrastructural resources available at the
service provider are satisfactory to provision a DaaS instance, while avoiding service
outages. The workload generated by the activity of each user depends on the applica-
tions s/he executes more often. We profile users along the three categories identified
by [33]: light, normal and heavy. The delivery model has an impact on the number
of users per core a DaaS is able to handle and on the required RAM size. Table §7.1
shows an estimation of the workload generated by each user profile depending on the
DaaS delivery model and expressed in terms of Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS)
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DaaS configuration options
Shared options Workload Peaks
HS PVDI AVDI DaaS configuration options Values MIPS RAM
! % % Regional Settings { UK, US, ES } - -
! % % Gadgets
Weather {On, Off} - -
Calendar - -
! ! % Maintenance
Defragmenter {On, Off} 10 000 3 GB
Indexing 15 000 4 GB
Backup {Daily, Weekly, Monthly} 7 000 1 GB
! !
%
Updates
Java
{Daily, Weekly, Monthly}
3 000 0.2 GB
% Eclipse 2 000 0.1 GB
% MS-Office * 3 000 0.4 GB
! OS * 5 000 1 GB
* MS-Office updates period should be smaller than that used for OS updates.
Table 7.2: Shared DaaS configuration options depending on the delivery model and
their workload peaks.
and memory size 5. Beside the workload generated by the users, the current service
configuration also has an impact on the workload. Although this impact is not pub-
licly described by providers, it can be easily profiled in a system. For the possible DaaS
configuration options envisaged in our example scenario, we assume to have the peak
workloads shown in the last two columns of Table §7.2. Note that a peak workload
represents the maximum workload that can be reached at a given time instant.
7.3.3 Users, Preferences and Conflicts
In our example scenario we assume to have three different tenants sharing the same
DaaS instance. Each tenant groups a given number of similar users whose preferences,
used applications and profiles are presented in Table §7.3. Preferences expressed on
the same configuration options may lead to conflicts. For example, tenants 1 and 2
have different – but equivalent – preferences for the regional settings that do not create
conflicts. Tenants 2 and 3 have contradicting preferences for the indexing feature, mak-
ing it impossible to satisfy both preferences at the same time. Tenant 1 prefers weekly
5While the RAM and users per core calculations are provided by Citrix, the MIPS are estimated based
on the MIPS of an Intel Westmere Core i7 980X (hex-core) 3.3 Ghz processor. We have to adjust the clock
frequency to the Westmere 2.7 Ghz of Table §7.1. The MIPS for a single core are 147,600∗2.76∗3.3 ≈ 20100.
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Tenants profile and preferences
# Users Apps Profile Preferences
Tenant 1 45 Medium
- US reg. settings (1)
- MS-Office - Office updates (3)
- GIMP - Weekly backups
- Weekly OS Updates (3)
Tenant 2 60
- Latex
Light
- No UK regional settings (1)
- MS-Office - Indexing (2)
- Defragmentation
Tenant 3 31
- Eclipse
Heavy
- Monthly office updates (3)
- MS-Office - No Indexing (2)
- PDF Reader - Calendar Gadget
Table 7.3: Tenants’ usage profile and preferences. Potential conflicting preferences are
associated with the same number.
OS updates, while tenant 3 favours monthly office updates causing a potential conflict.
Indeed, the satisfaction of both preferences may cause a violation of the constraint that
requires that office updates period must be smaller than the OS update period (Ta-
ble §7.2). Note that the complete satisfaction of all the preferences is infeasible in most
of the cases, and therefore it is necessary to trade-off conflicting preferences.
Similarly to other cloud service models, a multi-tenant DaaS satisfies the requests
of its tenants elastically. This means that the tenants may join and leave the service
or change their preferences or number of users at runtime. For example, the users
in tenant 3 work at fixed times, and therefore they join and leave the DaaS almost
at the same time in the workdays. While the users of the rest of the tenants access
the desktop at different times (including weekends), especially when project deadlines
are close. Similarly, the current service configuration may become sub-optimal because
tenant preferences vary during the system life-time. For example, users of tenant 3 may
prefer to deactivate Eclipse updates while finishing a development sprint. In all these
cases, the current users and their preferences have a direct influence on the selection
of a specific service configuration. Furthermore, modifications of the available service
configurations might lead to changes in the tenant preferences. For example, if some
of the backup features are removed, the users might change their preferences w.r.t. the
new configuration space.
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7.4 TOWARDS USER-CENTRIC ADAPTATION OF MULTI-
TENANT SERVICES
In this section, we present the foundations of our user-centric adaptation approach
for multi-tenant services. In particular we provide a big picture of the user-centric
adaptation problem and focus on the analysis for supporting service reconfiguration.
7.4.1 User-Centric Adaptation Problem
We consider the user-centric adaptation as the process that reconfigures a system
when the users or the operational environment change, in order to maximise user sat-
isfaction. The adaptation actions perform a system reconfiguration by changing the
values of the configuration options. We propose to perform the adaptation when any
event that may have an impact on the users satisfaction is detected, such as changes
in the user preferences, in the available system configurations or in the computational
resources. However, system adaptations can in turn reduce the system usability. There-
fore it is necessary to balance the trade-off between the preferences satisfaction and the
obtrusiveness of the adaptation actions.
As shown in Figure §7.2, the activities of the MAPE loop can support user-centric
adaptation as follows:
(a) Monitoring (M) has the objective to capture user related changes, modifications
of the available system configurations, and variations of computational resources.
Any of these changes can trigger a new adaptation. User related changes include
modifications of the users preferences on the available system configurations or
variations of the number of users per tenant, which in turn can affect the global
preferences of a tenant. Monitoring users preferences can be performed, for ex-
ample, by asking for explicit users feedback [2]. Modifications of the configura-
tion space may be due to, for example, new applications supported by the DaaS
or system updates. Infrastructure changes are related to modifications of allo-
cated resources or changes of the constraints on the maximum resources that can
be allocated. Note that all these changes can have an impact on how the users
preferences are satisfied. Additionally, the monitoring also has to keep track of
the adaptation frequency, which may affect the performance of tasks performed
by the users [148] and, therefore, preclude the execution of a reconfiguration.
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Figure 7.2: User-Centric Adaptation MAPE (Monitoring, Analysis, Planning, Execu-
tion) Loop.
(b) Analysis (A) has the objective to identify the best system configuration(s), which
optimises a set of metrics. In particular, a reconfiguration should maximise the
satisfaction of the user preferences by taking into account the available infras-
tructural resources. As changes from one configuration to another can have a
negative impact on the usability of the system [59], the reconfiguration should
also minimise the adaptation cost a.k.a “obtrusiveness”. For example, a reconfig-
uration that modifies the look and feel or the regional settings in a DaaS is more
obtrusive than another one that modifies the backup frequency. Frequent adap-
tations can also increase the obtrusiveness. This issue is further discussed and
parametrised in sections §7.5.1 and §7.6.3, respectively.
(c) Planning (P) receives as input a candidate reconfiguration identified during anal-
ysis and identifies an adaptation strategy indicating how this reconfiguration
should be applied at runtime. For example, changes in the application look and
feel might not be applied until specific users terminate the interaction with the
system. A reconfiguration that modifies the backup frequency can only be ap-
plied after the next scheduled backup.
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(d) Execution (E) has the objective to apply an adaptation at runtime. For example,
in the case of a VDI DaaS, a variant of existing application instances should be
deployed dynamically, as proposed in [13, 144]. While, for a hosted shared DaaS
model the single application instance should be modified when possible.
For our DaaS case study, depending on the chosen delivery model, the value of a
configuration option can be tenant-specific, i.e. enabling a different configuration for
each tenant, or tenant-shared, i.e. common to all the tenants. However, as a multi-
tenant service, all the delivery models present a – higher or lower – number of shared
configuration options. We propose to adapt the shared configuration options dynami-
cally. In this way, our approach can be applied to different delivery models by chang-
ing the options that are included in the configuration space considered during the anal-
ysis. Note that admin aspects that are common to all the tenants, such as security con-
figurations (e.g., firewall, antivirus), are out of the scope of our adaptation problem.
Indeed, given their criticality, their configuration can only be performed by the admin
staff at the provider organisation.
Our user-centric adaptation approach can be applied to other multi-tenant service
models, such as SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. An example of multi-tenant SaaS is Wordpress6,
which is an open source blogging tool and a content management system providing
different customisation options and plugins. Similarly to a DaaS, Wordpress supports
multisites7, which aggregate several Wordpress sites into a single installation. In this
case, the shared resources among tenants are the global configuration options, such
as the default language, the upgrading policy, and the available plugins, themes, and
blog entries. In a PaaS model the deployment environment (e.g., DBMSs, web servers)
can be reconfigured to adequately host multiple applications – representing the tenants
in this case – having different needs. Virtualised computing instances and storage ser-
vices are examples of multi-tenant IaaS. Such services rely on the underlying hardware
resources that are shared among different tenants. For example, Amazon offers micro
instances to increase CPU capacity for a short time in order to handle load peaks. Since
micro instances do not have fixed performance requirements, in this scenario our ap-
proach can be used to decide which micro instance receives additional computational
cycles. This choice depends on the current and changing needs of the tenants and on
the available computational capacity of the physical CPU instance shared among the
tenants.
6https://wordpress.org/
7http://codex.wordpress.org/Create%20A%20Network
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7.4.2 Adaptation Analysis for Service Reconfiguration
In this paper we focus on the analysis activity of the MAPE loop. In particular, we
define the analysis problem as a tuple of the form
(C, I, T, fC, fT, (u1, . . . ,un),ρ),
such that C represents the set of configurations that are available in the service; I char-
acterises the infrastructural resources; T represents the set of tenants, fC : C → I and
fT : T→ I are the functions that identify the impact (workload) that each configuration
and each tenant has on the required infrastructural resources, respectively; ui : C→ R
are utility functions for each tenant in T defining the tenant satisfaction for any given
configuration in C; and ρ : C × C → R is a function that quantifies the obtrusiveness
that a change from one configuration to another produces.
Assuming that it is possible to define a function U : C → R that computes the
global satisfaction of all the tenants for a given configuration, a candidate reconfigura-
tion ct+1 ∈ C can only be enforced if it outperforms the current one (ct), i.e. U(ct+1) ≥
U(ct) + ρ. Note that we assume that a tenant groups different users who share com-
patible preferences and the same profile. The clustering of the user preferences into
different tenants is performed during the monitoring phase and is an open issue that
will be addressed in future work.
7.5 MODELLING
In this section we describe how the multi-tenant service (Section §7.5.1) and the user
preferences (Section §7.5.2) are modelled to support the analysis. We use FMs to repre-
sent the multi-tenant service including the configuration space (C), the infrastructural
resources (I), the workload generated by a service configuration and the users ( fC, fT),
and the obtrusiveness of a service reconfiguration (ρ). We adopt the SOUP preference
model [65] to represent the user preferences.
7.5.1 Service Modelling
Service modelling usually involves multiple and interrelated configuration options.
For example, Amazon EC2 features present more than 20,000 constraints defining 16,991
different configurations [69]. Our choice to use FMs to model multi-tenant services is
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Figure 7.3: a) Service modelling. b) Analysis inputs and outputs.
motivated by the fact that FMs are expressive enough to represent increasingly com-
plex systems such as cloud services [69], and content-management frameworks [139].
This section leverages our DaaS case study to describe how we use FMs to model multi-
tenant services.
Configuration Space
Figure §7.4 shows a FM for the DaaS case study. Each configuration option is mod-
elled either as a feature or as an attribute. Features represent boolean options that can
be selected or removed. Attributes can assume values in an integer, real or enumerated
domain, being suitable to represent non-boolean options. In our case study, the main
configuration options are represented by five features: Gadgets, Regional Settings,
AppUpdates, Maintenance and OSUpdates. These features are in turn decomposed by
sub-features representing possible configuration options. For example, if the Gadgets
feature is selected, it is necessary to specify whether the Weather forecast gadget, the
Calendar gadget or both of them are selected. Since the Maintenance feature must
be selected mandatorily due to its relationship with the root feature, the Backup fea-
ture must also be selected, while features Indexing and Defragmenter are optional.
For the Backup feature, a daily, weekly, or monthly backup period must be chosen as
indicated by the period attribute.
Infrastructure and Workload
In real-world contexts, services have limited infrastructural resources which should
be satisfactory to handle the workload determined by the current service configuration
and users. We propose to incorporate infrastructure and workload information into the
FM by means of attributes and complex constraints. In our example, infrastructure and
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Figure 7.4: DaaS configuration space expressed as a Feature Diagram – a FM graphical
notation.
workload are defined in terms of CPU speed (in MIPS) and RAM size, although other
indicators such as incoming and outgoing bandwidth or storage could also be consid-
ered. Listing 7.1 shows an excerpt of the infrastructure and workload definition in the
FM using the FaMa plain text notation [158]. In particular, the syntax for an attribute
definition is Feature.attributeName : Domain[range], zero-value;. This indi-
cates the value an attribute assumes when the corresponding feature is removed.
Available infrastructural resources are defined by attributes cores, availableCPU
and availableMemory associated with the WindowsDaas feature. They represent the
number of CPU cores, and the available CPU and memory, and are assigned a fixed
value that could only be modified if the infrastructure changes. The attributes repre-
senting the overall workload are CPUWorkload and memoryWorkload and are also as-
sociated with the WindowsDaas feature. The value of these attributes must always be
smaller than the CPU and the RAM available; this is represented in terms of constraints
in the FM (first two constraints in Listing 7.1). The value of these attributes may also
vary at runtime depending on the current service configuration and on the number of
users.
The overall CPU and RAM workload determined by a service configuration is ex-
pressed the by the WindowsDaas feature attributes configCPUWL and configMemoryWL,
respectively. The value of such attributes is computed as the sum of the CPU and RAM
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workload determined by each selected leaf feature. This operation is expressed by two
constraints in the feature diagram (last two constraints in Listing 7.1). Each leaf feature
is associated with attributes feature.configCPUWL and feature.configMemoryWL rep-
resenting its CPU and RAM workload respectively. For example, as shown in List-
ing 7.1, the Weather and Indexing features require 30MB and 0.5GB of RAM, respec-
tively, when they are selected. When a feature is removed from a configuration, it
does not require resources and zero-values in the attribute definitions are used for this
purpose. The workload values associated with each leaf feature can be obtained from
real-time data collected while the feature is selected, or from estimations, when the
feature is currently removed.
The CPU and RAM workload determined by the users is represented by the Win-
dowsDaas feature attributes userMemoryWL and userCPUWL, respectively. This workload
is usually variable and non-linear, and depends on the user number and profile. Ide-
ally, during the monitoring phase upper bounds for userMemoryWL and userCPUWL can
be predicted. However, since the scope of the solution of this paper is on the analysis
phase, we use simulated workloads for the example described in Section §7.6.2.
Listing 7.1: Excerpt of DaaS infrastructure, workload and obtrusiveness modelling for
memory using FaMa plain text format
1%Attributes
2# Available infrastructure and workload attributes
3WindowsDaaS . availableMemory : Real [ 2 5 6 ] ; ## in GBs
4WindowsDaaS . availableCPU : Real [ 4 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ] ; ## in MIPS
5WindowsDaaS . memoryWorkload : Real [0 to 5 1 2 ] ;
6WindowsDaaS . CPUWorkload : Real [0 to 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 ] ;
7
8# Attributes to compute the current memory workload
9WindowsDaaS . userMemoryWL : Real [0 to 2 5 6 ] ;
10WindowsDaaS . configMemoryWL Real [0 to 2 5 6 ] ;
11Weather . configMemoryWL : Real [ 0 . 0 3 ] , 0 ;
12Indexing . configMemoryWL : Real [ 0 . 5 ] , 0 ;
13. . .
14# Attributes to compute the obtrusiveness
15Gadgets . obtrusiveness : [ 3 ] ; ## high obtrusiveness value
16Indexing . obtrusiveness : [ 2 ] ; ## medium obtrusiveness
17JavaUpdt . obtrusiveness : [ 1 ] ; ## low obtrusiveness
18. . .
19%Constraints
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20WindowsDaaS . CPUWorkload < WindowsDaaS . availableCPU ;
21WindowsDaaS . memoryWorkload < WindowsDaaS . availableMemory ;
22WindowsDaaS . memoryWorkload == WindowsDaaS . configMemoryWL
23+ WindowsDaaS . userMemoryWL ;
24WindowsDaaS . configMemoryWL == Weather . configMemoryWL
25+ Calendar . configMemoryWL + Defragmenter . configMemoryWL
26+ Indexing . configMemoryWL + Backup . configMemoryWL + . . . ;
27. . .
Obtrusiveness
To model the obtrusiveness of a service configuration we leverage the conceptual
framework proposed by Ju and Leifer [87]. This framework determines the obtrusive-
ness level of each interaction of the system with the user by considering the attention
dimension, i.e. whether an interaction takes place in the background (the user is un-
aware of the interaction with the system) or in the foreground (the user is fully con-
scious of the interaction). Taking inspiration from this work, we consider user aware-
ness about changes as a factor that affects the obtrusiveness level of a reconfiguration.
In our case, a change is performed when a selected feature is removed, a removed fea-
ture is selected, or a configuration option attribute – such as update period – changes
value. In this context, the obtrusiveness level produced by changes is the sum of the
obtrusiveness level produced by each modified feature. For this reason, we associate
an obtrusiveness attribute with each feature in the FM. The higher the user aware-
ness about a change in a feature, the higher the obtrusiveness of the feature. In par-
ticular, the features whose changes affect the graphical user interface, such as Gad-
gets and Regional Settings have high obtrusiveness (3). Features that might cause
a slight degradation in the system performance, such as Maintenance, have medium
obtrusiveness (2). For example, Indexing is a background task that consumes some
CPU and has medium obtrusiveness. Finally features that are almost transparent to
the users such as AppUpdates and OSUpdates have low obtrusiveness (1). Listing 7.1
shows an example of the obtrusiveness definition for the Gadgets and Indexing fea-
tures. In Section §7.6.3 we explain how these values are used to include obtrusiveness
information in the adaptation analysis.
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7.5.2 User Preferences Modelling
In FMs, users can describe their preferences in terms of hard requirements, where
a feature must be either selected or removed and attributes must only assume one
specific value in their domains. This approach hinders the negotiation process among
different users, making it harder to find a relaxation of conflicting requirements.
Although a service cannot satisfy conflicting hard requirements, it can provide a
balance between conflicting preferences. We adapt five preference terms of the SOUP
model [65] to express fuzzy user preferences on a given service. SOUP is a highly in-
tuitive and expressive preference model, which was initially designed to express pref-
erences for service discovery and ranking. However, it has been adapted to different
scenarios, such as resources allocation in business processes [29]. We detail the adapted
preferences as follows:
• Favorites expresses a preference on a selected feature. For example, a user may
prefer the Indexing feature to be selected.
• Dislikes expresses a preference on a removed feature. For example, a user may
dislike the JavaUpdate feature.
• Highest expresses a preference on maximising the value of a given attribute. For
example, a user may prefer the highest value for the OSUpdate.period attribute.
• Lowest expresses a preference on minimising the value of a given attribute. For
example, a user may want the lowest value for the JavaUpdate.period attribute.
• Around expresses a preference on a specific attribute value. The closer the at-
tribute value to a target value, the higher the preference satisfaction. For exam-
ple, a user may want the OfficeUpdate.period attribute to be close to “weekly”
value.
In this way, the different users – grouped by tenants – can employ fuzzy operators
to define their satisfaction. Initially, described preference terms were intended to define
a partial ranking between a set of services [65]. In our work we compute the satisfaction
of each tenant (i) for each configuration option (j) as a real number pij ∈ [0,1]. This
choice allows us to measure the preference satisfaction of each tenant i in terms of a
fitness function (ui) described in the next section.
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7.6 ANALYSIS
The goal of our analysis is to identify a service reconfiguration that improves the
satisfaction of the users preferences compared to the current configuration. The anal-
ysis takes as input the service model, including the configuration space, the infras-
tructure and workload, and the features obtrusiveness, the users preferences model,
and the current service configuration, as shown in Figure §7.3b. The analysis problem
is interpreted as an operation of the Automated Analysis of Feature Models (AAFM), as
described in Section §7.6.1. A candidate configuration is computed by taking into ac-
count the preferences satisfaction and the obtrusiveness determined by its application
at runtime. These aspects are considered in the preference-based optimisation (Sec-
tion §7.6.2) and the obtrusiveness-aware optimisation (Section §7.6.3), respectively.
7.6.1 Automated Analysis of Feature Models
AAFM is a discipline that deals with “the automated extraction of information from
FMs using automated mechanisms” [19]. We leverage existing mappings from FMs to
logic paradigms and off-the-shelf solvers to to implement our adaptation analysis. In
particular, in this paper we use the optimisation operation provided by the AAFM
framework to perform our adaptation analysis. This operation takes a FM and an ob-
jective function as input, and returns the configuration fulfilling the criteria established
by the function. To optimise the value of the attributes defined in the FMs, relative or-
der preferences have been considered in previous work [9]. However, as far as we are
aware, no approach has considered how to optimise fuzzy, high-level user preferences
expressed in a similarly to those described in Section §7.5.2. Therefore, we have tai-
lored the objective function of the optimisation operation of the AAFM framework to
support our preference-based optimisation.
7.6.2 Preference-based Optimisation
We interpret our preference-based optimisation as a multi-objective constrained op-
timisation problem. From all the available combinations of configuration values, only a
subset satisfies all the configuration space, infrastructure and obtrusiveness constraints
for a given time lapse. The set of preferences associated with each tenant is considered
as a different objective function; from that subset it is possible to obtain a Pareto front
with solutions that are equally efficient. Table §7.4 shows how preference satisfaction is
computed for the analysis. Each preference defines a satisfaction degree pij comprised
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Preferences satisfaction
Preference Element Satisfaction Measure Example
Favorites(f) Feature f = selected =⇒ pij = 1 Favorites(Indexing)
Dislikes(f) Feature f = removed =⇒ pij = 1 Dislikes(JavaUpdate)
Highest(att) Attribute pij = value−lowerBoundupperBound−lowerBound Highest(OSUpdate.period)
Lowest(att) Attribute pij =
upperBound−value
upperBound−lowerBound Lowest(JavaUpdate.period)
Around(att,d) Attribute pij = inverseDistance(value,d) Around(OfficeUpdate, Weekly)
Table 7.4: Preferences satisfaction.
between 0 and 1, depending on the value of the element referred by the preference.
The fitness function of each tenant, ui = ∑j pij , aggregates its preferences. Since the
Pareto front may be composed of a number of equally efficient solutions, we need to
rank them in order to choose a single one. Since we aim to identify an egalitarian
solution, we take inspiration from cooperative game theory and the concept of an im-
partial arbitrator: from two optimal solutions, an impartial arbitrator chooses the most
equitable one [118]. We define a variation of the Nash product (∏i ui), the so-named
Normalised Nash Product, to compare the different solutions belonging to the Pareto
front, as follows:
NNP =∏
ui · wi
UiMAX
where wi is the number of users of tenant i, and UiMAX is the maximum possible pref-
erence satisfaction of each tenant ui. If different configurations have the same NNP
value, we select the one minimising the resources usage. The rest of the section illus-
trates our analysis approach through the scenario presented in Section §7.3.
We consider a hosted shared delivery model, where all the resources are shared
among the tenants, as shown in Figure §7.4. We also consider the preferences of each
tenant, their number of users for two subsequent time instants (t and t+ 1) as shown in
Table §7.5. At time t there are three tenants and the DaaS is running configuration c1,
described in Table §7.6, which provides the satisfaction ui for each tenant i (Table §7.5).
In the next time instant, a new tenant is added, and the preferences and the number
of users associated with each tenant also change. Consequently, the utility value of the
current configuration (ui(c1)) changes accordingly, becoming sub-optimal. Therefore,
the analysis is triggered, returning a new configuration, c2 (Table §7.6), which delivers
improved utility values ui(c2). The most remarkable improvements are for tenant2 and
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Preferences reconfiguration scenario
t t+1
Preferences wi ui(c1) Preferences wi ui(c1) ui(c2)
t1
√
US
45 4
√
US
49 4 4
√
OfficeUpdt
√
OfficeUpdt
Backup.period ≈Weekly Backup.period ≈Weekly
OSUpdt.period ≈Weekly OSUpdt.period ≈Weekly
t2
¬ UK
60 2
¬ UK
53 2.66 3.66
√
Indexing
√
Indexing√
Defragmenter
√
Defragmenter
OfficeUpdt ≈Monthly
t3
⇑ OfficeUpdt.period
31 2.5
⇑ OfficeUpdt.period
40 2.5 2.5¬ Indexing √ Defragmenter√
Calendar
√
Calendar
t4 0 -
√
UK
23 0.5 1.5JavaUpdt.period ≈Monthly
⇓ OfficeUpdt.period
NNP (105) 2.2 9.1
*Legend. ti : Tenanti ,
√
: Favorites, ¬ : Dislikes, ⇑ : Highest, ⇓ : Lowest, ≈ : Around
Table 7.5: Preferences reconfiguration scenario* for a hosted shared delivery model
(changes in bold).
Sample configurations
Gadgets Reg. Set. App. Updates Maintenance OS Update
c1 Calendar US OfficeUpdt.period =
Weekly
Defragmenter,
Backup.period =
Weekly
OSUpdate.period
= Weekly
c2 Calendar US OfficeUpdt.period
= Weekly,
JavaUpdt.period
= Monthly
Defragmenter,
Indexing,
Backup.period =
Weekly
OSUpdate.period
= Weekly
Table 7.6: Enabled features and attribute values for configurations c1 and c2.
tenant4, whose preference satisfaction increases from 2.66 to 3.66 and from 0.5 to 1.5,
respectively. The improvement of the global satisfaction is also indicated by the NNP
value increasing from 2.2 to 9.1.
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Workload impact
c1 c2
Workload Workload
Tenant Profile wi MIPS RAM (MB) wi MIPS RAM (MB)
T1 Medium 45 114213 17098 49 71647 28352
T2 Light 60 74507 10127 53 33953 24303
T3 Heavy 31 84249 84249 40 154094 37511
T4 Heavy - - - 23 57136 31316
Configuration workload 25000 5520 43000 9816
Total workload 297969 72505 359830 131298
Table 7.7: Estimation of the workload impact on the infrastructure.
As described previously, the available infrastructural resources must be satisfactory
to handle the workload generated by the users at each tenant and by the candidate re-
configuration. The workload determined by the users is not linear and peak MIPS and
RAM workloads should be estimated based on the monitored data. For our DaaS sce-
nario, we generate artificial user workload by means of a Gaussian distribution, simi-
larly to [103]. For each tenant, we generate a number from a Gaussian distribution, tak-
ing µCPU = wi ∗ AvgCPUWorkload and µRAM = wi ∗ AvgRAMWorkload – where the
average workloads for the CPU and the RAM are extracted from Table §7.1, given the
profile and delivery model – and σCPU =
µCPU
4 , σRAM =
µRAM
4 . The workload generated
by the candidate reconfiguration is calculated as the sum of the peak workloads (Ta-
ble §7.2) of each selected configuration options indicated in the last row of Table §7.6.
The total estimated workload is shown in Table §7.7, as the sum of the tenants work-
load and the configuration workload. In this case, we assume that the required CPU
and memory can be provisioned by the available infrastructural resources depicted in
Listing 7.1.
7.6.3 Obtrusiveness-aware Optimisation
We characterise the obtrusiveness level of each service reconfiguration as
ρ(Ct+1,Ct,∆t) = ∑
m∈di f f (Ct+1,Ct)
ρm + max{δ0 − ∆t,0}
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where Ct+1 ∈ C is the candidate configuration; Ct is the current configuration; di f f is a
function that obtains the set of features whose state (selected or removed) or attributes
differ between two configurations; ρm is the obtrusiveness level assigned for a given
feature (defined through the obtrusiveness attributes in the FM); ∆t is the time elapsed
since the last reconfiguration; and δ0 is the minimum time interval that must pass be-
tween two subsequent reconfigurations in order not to disrupt the service usability. δ0
can be estimated from monitored data.
In this scenario, we add the constraint ρ < ρMAX to the analysis problem, in order
to ensure that the obtrusiveness of the reconfigurations from the Pareto front is below
a certain threshold. ρ is also set as an additional objective to compute the Pareto front.
For our example scenario, the di f f function between c1 and c2 (Table §7.6) returns
the set {Indexing, JavaUpdt}. According to the model excerpt of Listing 7.1, ρm =
Indexing.obtrusiveness+ JavaUpdt.obtrusiveness= 2+ 1 = 3. Considering δ0 =
24 hours, and ρMAX = 4 hours, at least 20 hours should pass between two subsequent
reconfigurations. If ∆t = 28 hours, ρ = 3+max{−4,0} = 3< ρMAX, and, therefore, the
obtrusiveness of the candidate reconfiguration is below the maximum threshold.
7.7 EVALUATION
In this section we illustrate the evaluation of our approach. We describe the imple-
mentation of our analysis (Section §7.7.1) and explain the experiments we conducted
to assess its effectiveness and performance (Section §7.7.2). Finally, we present and
discuss our results (Section §7.7.3).
7.7.1 Implementation
We have implemented a prototype to perform our preference-based optimisation
that uses jMetal, a Java-based metaheuristics framework to solve multi-objective op-
timisation problems [51]. jMetal provides a number of metaheuristic algorithms to
compute a Pareto front of the problem. Among all the algorithms that jMetal provides,
we have chosen two genetic algorithms which are widely used for the analysis of FMs
[76, 140]. Genetic algorithms are search algorithms that work via the process of natu-
ral selection. They begin with an initial population of potential solutions, which then
evolves through different generations – via mutations and crossovers – toward a set of
more optimal solutions. In particular, we employ FastPGA [54] and NSGAII [46]. Al-
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though both algorithms are elitist, NSGAII establishes different non-domination levels
when ranking the – fixed sized – population, while FastPGA merges and ranks the
previous and current generation into a single – and adaptive sized – population. Due
to their complementarity we decided to compare the behaviour of the two algorithms
for our analysis. Since the notation we used to describe the configuration space (FaMa
plain text notation [158]) only supports integer attributes at the moment, we model
enumerated domains as an integer range. For the genetic algorithms, the FMs are
encoded as an array of boolean variables to represent features selection and integer
variables to represent attributes values.
Metaheuristics are partial-search algorithms and for this reason they may consider
solutions which violate some constraints of the FM. To avoid this problem we set the
correctness of the solution as an additional objective, by taking inspiration from [140].
We measure the violated constraints of a configuration using Choco8, a Java CSP solver.
The current configuration of the service is taken as input and seeded among the initial
population. For the first execution, we seed a random valid configuration of the ser-
vice. The intention is twofold: speed up the generation of valid solutions and generate
some solutions close to the current one. The resulting Pareto front is ranked by the
NNP value (Section §7.6). If all the returned points of the Pareto front have a NNP = 0
– due to each ui = 0, our analysis chooses the solution that maximises the average
satisfaction of the tenants.
7.7.2 Experiments
Our goal in this experimentation is checking the effectiveness of our analysis. We
compare the results obtained by using FastPGA and NSGAII with those obtained by
using a random search algorithm. We measure analysis effectiveness in terms of per-
formed reconfigurations and achieved satisfaction. Performed reconfigurations are
measured as the percentage of times the analysis finds a candidate configuration im-
proving the NNP value compared to the current one. Achieved satisfaction is mea-
sured as the weighted average of the user preferences satisfaction.
For the experiments, we consider a scenario where tenants change, i.e. they join and
leave the system, and their preferences and number of users vary between different
system snapshots, as described in Table §7.5. We define a snapshot as the state of the
tenants and their preferences for a specific time instant (t). For every snapshot, we run
8http://www.emn.fr/z-info/choco-solver/
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Changes
Change t-1 t
#Tenants T = n T ∈ {n− 1,n + 1}
#Pre f s Pi = mi Pi ∈ {mi − 1,mi,mi + 1}
#Users Wi = wi Wi ∈ [WMIN,WMAX]
Table 7.8: Amount of changes between two consecutive snapshots at t− 1 and t.
Experimental study characteristics
Features Atts. CTC
FM1 18 7 1
FM2 20 14 6
FM3 28 18 9
FM4 29 21 9
FM5 30 21 9
Table 7.9: Characteristics of the FMs used for the experimental study.
the analysis to reconfigure the service. We compare the satisfaction achieved by each
reconfiguration for the time t to the satisfaction achieved by the previous configuration
at the same time.
For our experiments, we define a set of tenants T, each of them is associated with
a set of preferences Pi and users Wi. The number of tenants T is defined in the integer
range [TMIN, TMAX], the number of preferences per tenant i Pi is defined in the inte-
ger range [PMIN, PMAX], and the number of users Wi is defined in the integer range
[WMIN,WMAX], considering also that ∑Wi ≤ WTOTAL. For each snapshot (see Ta-
ble §7.8) either one tenant leaves or a new tenant joins the service, but the rest of the
tenants may experience changes in their preferences. In particular, if an existing tenant
is affected by a change, this can indicate that a new preference is added or an old one
is removed. The number of users associated with each tenant (determining its weight)
may vary between WMAX and WMIN values. To simulate the changes between con-
secutive snapshots, we implemented a random generator of tenants and preferences.
Given a FM and an integer k ∈ [PMIN, PMAX], this generator creates T different tenants,
each one with a set of different k preferences over features and attributes of the FM.
Once a preference has been defined on an element, such element is excluded for future
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preferences of the same tenant to avoid contradictions. After the initial snapshopt is
generated, the generator takes as input the set of current tenants, and returns a new
set of tenants by adding/removing new/existing ones as shown in Table §7.8. It also
performs changes in the preferences of the tenants Pi and their number of users wi.
We consider the configuration space of five services, represented as FMs having
increasing complexity. The first FM represents our DaaS scenario in its hosted shared
version, and we have employed BeTTy [145], a well-known FM generator, to create
the remaining FMs. For our evaluation, we assume that the estimated workload can
be provisioned by the available infrastructural resources. For instance, the service
provider may rely on a third-party infrastructure provider, such as Amazon, which ef-
fectively handles elastic provisioning. Table §7.9 shows the characteristics of the gener-
ated FMs, where CTC identifies the number of cross-tree constraints (non-hierarchical
constraints) of each model. For each FM, we simulated 25 different change scenarios.
We randomised the number of snapshots per scenario n in the integer range [5,10]. Ini-
tial values and ranges for the remaining parameters are as follows: Tmin = 2, Tmax = 5,
Pmin = 2, Pmax = 10, WMIN = 10 and WMAX = 80. Since each different tenant im-
plies a new objective, we select the same upper limit (Tmax = 5) chosen in related
papers on multi-objective optimisation for FMs [140]. We consider WTOTAL = 200,
since such value is close to the maximum number of users supported by a single real
hosted shared DaaS9. For the FastPGA and NSGAII algorithms, we rely on the de-
fault parameters suggested by jMetal: Evaluations = 25000, PopulationSize = 100,
CrossoverProbability = 0.9, and MutationProbability = 0.05. For the Random Search
algorithm – provided by jMetal – we have increased the default number of evaluations
(25000) to Evaluations = 100000.
7.7.3 Experimental Results and Discussion
Table §7.10 shows the average satisfaction of the tenant preferences obtained for our
experiments, how often a reconfiguration (Ct) improves the NNP value of the previous
one (Ct−1), and the average execution time for FastPGA, NSGAII and random search
algorithms. We can see that the average satisfaction achieved by the genetic algorithms
ranges between 45% and around 70%. Although such satisfaction might not seem to
be a good result, it is necessary to take into account that the preferences of the different
9Using 2xE5-2470 2.3 GHz processors, IBM was able to support 206 users:
http://blogs.citrix.com/2013/10/29/extreme-density-5768-hosted-shared-desktops-in-a-single-blade-
chassis/
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tenants may conflict most of the times, making infeasible to achieve full satisfaction
for such cases. However, genetic algorithms clearly outperform the random search,
especially w.r.t the achieved average satisfaction.
The percentage of improved reconfigurations – NNP(Ct)>NNP(Ct−1) – ranges be-
tween 25% and 65% for FastPGA and between 30% and 62% for NSGAII. Although at
a first glance this may seem a poor result, it is necessary to consider that this number
highly depends on the changes between consecutive system snapshots. The more the
changes, the more the chances to decrease the satisfaction of the previous configura-
tion, and the more the chances to find an improved reconfiguration. Besides, since we
look for egalitarian solutions, our algorithms discard solutions that may have a bet-
ter average satisfaction but ignore the preferences of particular tenants, i.e. one of the
tenants has 0 satisfaction, which leads to NNP = 0. Both genetic algorithms perform
better than the random search, which cannot return any improved reconfiguration in
most of the cases and whose execution time is about four time higher. This is because
in a constrained optimisation problem we need to consider the constraints in order to
return valid solutions. While we could add the correctness to the solution as an addi-
tional objective for the genetic algorithms, this was not possible for the random search.
The execution time for the genetic algorithms is between 6 and 19 seconds, suggesting
that the our analysis can be performed at runtime.
Figure §7.5 indicates the average satisfaction improvement for the successful re-
configurations, which range between 8% and 12% in absolute terms, i.e. the worst
result returns 0% satisfaction, and the perfect result in a conflict-free scenario returns
100% satisfaction. In general terms, NSGAII algorithm performs better than FastPGA,
especially with larger models: except for FM1, NSGAII outperforms the rate of im-
provements obtained by using FastPGA. For the first FM, the random search algorithm
performs worse than the genetic algorithms, but better than its own behaviour for the
rest of the FMs. This is due to the fact that the configuration space of the first model
is smaller than the other FMs and allows the random search to find some acceptable
solutions.
7.8 OPEN ISSUES
In this paper we do not address all the challenges necessary to support user-centric
adaptation of multi-tenant services. In this section we describe the open issues by
grouping them depending on the activities of the MAPE loop they belong to.
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Analysis results
Avg. satisfaction NNP(Ct) > NNP(Ct−1) Avg. execution time (ms)
FM FastPGA NSGAII RS FastPGA NSGAII RS FastPGA NSGAII RS
FM1 71.49% 72.15% 62.93% 64.86% 61.98% 30.06% 8254 6293 23704
FM2 56.53% 61.56% 28.01% 41.81% 49.7% 0% 13473 11150 43445
FM3 50.74% 49.3% 30.31% 25.71% 30.05% 0% 17684 15767 63238
FM4 55.01% 64.67% 30.28% 44.25% 47.05% 0% 18138 16035 65049
FM5 45.87% 56.39% 30.83% 24.55% 38.59% 0% 18822 16941 67378
Table 7.10: Results of the preference-based analysis for FastPGA, NSGAII and random
search (RS) algorithms.
(a) Monitoring: in this work we assume that the monitoring phase is able to obtain
all the data required for the analysis. However, for a comprehensive approach
we need to propose specific ways to extract user preferences, monitor the work-
load determined by the service configurations and the users, and measure user
satisfaction and reconfiguration obtrusiveness – for instance by means of empir-
ical studies. Modifications in the configurations determined by system changes
or updates should also be detected and monitored.
(b) Analysis: one of the main limitations of the analysis is the simplicity of our work-
load estimation. In future work it will necessary to use monitored data to predict
resources usage determined by a specific configuration and users profiles; ad-
ditional aspects, such as thrashing, should also be incorporated. Moreover, we
recognise that although our assumption of uniformity within tenant groups is
simplistic, it was very useful to develop the initial prototype of our analysis. In
future work, we will use a more precise and updated model of user behaviour
and preferences within each tenant.
(c) Planning: the reconfiguration actions of the service must be planned systemati-
cally, in order to avoid inconsistent service states and user interruption.
(d) Execution: a reconfiguration engine on the specific service – a DaaS in our case –
remains to be implemented in order to execute planned configuration changes.
Furthermore, other aspects may threaten the validity of our approach:
• Malicious users. A malicious user may intentionally express specific preferences
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Figure 7.5: Average satisfaction improvement with respect to the previous configura-
tion.
to achieve a desired service configuration. There are two possible ways in which
this problem can be avoided. An option could be to exclude critical features from
the adaptation process. This is the reason why in our case study we did not
allow the users to express preferences on security features, such as firewall level
or antivirus update frequency. Another option is to consider a preference in the
analysis only if at least a certain number of users has expressed it.
• Preferences aggregation function. The NNP function we adopt to aggregate
user preferences tries to balance the user satisfaction, avoiding configurations
that deliver a 0-valued satisfaction to any tenant. However, this may result in an
unfair adaptation when, for example, a tenant with a single user that expresses a
particular preference gets it satisfied, while decreasing the satisfaction of the rest
of the tenants with multiple users. To address this issue we can modify the NNP
function by assigning a weight to a specific preference depending on the number
of users sharing it.
7.9 RELATED WORK
The idea of performing adaptation to improve user satisfaction is not new. Other
approaches [30, 98] have considered conflicting users preferences and limited infras-
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tructural resources in the construction of adaptive software systems. For example-
Malek et al. [98] propose the redeployment of software components on hardware nodes,
in order to optimise conflicting QoS dimensions for changing user preferences. Cardellini
et al. [30] present a reference framework for self-adaptation of service-oriented sys-
tems, where the user satisfaction is considered as an adaptation driver. Both approaches
solve an optimisation problem to reconfigure a system architecture and a service ori-
ented application, respectively. The optimisation problem is solved by means of dif-
ferent techniques, such as a integer programming or genetic algorithms. Ali et al. [2]
propose social adaptation, which aims to dynamically adapt existing software systems
depending on the user collective judgement expressed on the way the system should
behave. This approach treats user feedback as a primary driver for planning and guid-
ing adaptation. Feedback is related to the selection of a specific system feature when
more than one of them can be enabled. This work also provides an analysis activity to
select a feature configuration that fulfils user preferences. Differently from these ap-
proaches, we propose user-centric adaptation for the reconfiguration of multi-tenant
services in cloud scenarios, where users can come and go and different service config-
urations and resources are shared depending on the cloud service model. Dalpiaz et al.
[44] propose to leverage the preferences of non-functional requirements expressed by
a single user as a key driver for adaptation. Collected preferences are used to adapt
the selection of routine tasks to be performed in a pervasive infrastructure by a user.
Instead, we focus on the maximisation of the satisfaction of the global user preferences
expressed on shared service configurations. Song et al. [147] present an approach to
develop self-adaptive systems that takes into account end-users, who express their
preferences on the adaptation actions selected by the system in order to better tune
the adaptation results. Differently from this work, in our approach we consider user
preferences as one of the main trigger for adaptation and not to improve the selection
of a candidate configuration.
Lamparter et al. [94] propose an ontology for representing and matching config-
urable web services. In particular, service configurations and associated preferences
are represented using function policies, which allow characterising service attributes
and the semantics and price of their value. The authors also propose an optimal algo-
rithm for service selection based on linear programming. Differently from this work,
we do not focus on the preferences expressed by a single user. Furthermore, we do
not explicitly represent price, but we assume that service providers can satisfy user
preferences up to a maximum amount of resources that can be allocated. A different
approach is adopted by Gallacher et al. [62] who propose an algorithm to learn contex-
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tual user preferences without explicitly asking for feedback in order to drive personal
adaptations. The authors try to overcome problems related to the accuracy of the pref-
erences even when input sources come and go and users change their behavior. This
work focuses on improving the preference satisfaction of a single user, while we as-
sume that user preferences are given and address the problem of maximising their
global satisfaction.
Cloud services analysis and adaptation has been a prolific research area during the
last years. Caton and Rana [31] propose an approach for cloud infrastructure pro-
visioning through volunteered resources. It relies on autonomic fault management
techniques to adapt resource usage. In this direction, Maurer et al. [103] also pro-
pose an adaptive resource configuration for cloud infrastructure management. In this
case, they structure adaptation actions into levels, rely on Case-Based Reasoning and
a rule-based approach in order to counteract SLA-violations. Wei et al. [171] present
a similar idea, with the difference that they intend to reach an equilibrium among re-
sources allocation performed on behalf of different users. To achieve this aim, Wei et
al. use a game theoretic approach based on Nash equilibria. Pitt et al. [125] also pro-
pose a resource allocation method which is focused on the notion of fairness for the
agents who share a common pool of resources. The authors take inspiration from the
principles of enduring institutions [52] to identify a resource allocation method based
on canons of distributive justice. In particular, they propose a variant of the Linear
Public Good game as an abstract representation of the resource allocation scenarios
found in ad-hoc networks, sensor networks and smart grids. This approach demon-
strates to produce a better balance of utility and fairness. Differently from us, the ap-
proaches [31, 103, 125, 171] presented previously focus on resource allocation instead
of feature selection and maximisation of the global user preferences. Furthermore, al-
though the work by Wei et al. [171] and Pitt et al. [125] is also based on game theory
to achieve fair resource allocation, their analysis has not ben proposed to support run-
time adaptation. Finally, Vankeirsbilck et al. [166] propose a model for identifying an
optimal resource allocation in order to satisfy virtual desktop requests based on the
trade-off between costs and revenues for the service provider. The authors also con-
sider the possibility of overbooking i.e. probability that less resources for the virtual
desktops than needed are allocated. This approach is agnostic of user preferences and
takes only into account resource allocation as a measure of SLA violations.
Other work is more focused on cloud adaptation at the application level. Inzinger
et al. [83] propose a model-based adaptation which allows cloud application develop-
ers to specify behavior goals and adaptation rules. These models are “management
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hooks” for the cloud providers, who can implement an adaptation strategy by con-
sidering preferences of multiple customers and low level infrastructural constraints.
Marquezan et al. [100] provide a conceptual model that characterises all entities of the
cloud environment that are relevant for adaptation decisions, the concrete adaptation
mechanisms and actions that these entities may perform, and the mutual dependen-
cies between these entities and actions. This allows cloud developers to take informed
decisions on which kind of adaptation mechanisms to exploit for their application. Dif-
ferently from this work, in our approach we model user preferences expressed over the
service configurations, and identify infrastructural resources required to support spe-
cific service delivery models. These models allows us to configure our user preference
analysis automatically.
Nallur and Bahsoon [119] propose an adaptive mechanism for applications com-
posed of different cloud services. Adaptation dynamically selects the best value-for-
money services and is triggered by violations of QoS by any of the adopted concrete
service and by changes of an application target QoS. The authors propose an approach
based on Market-Based Control (MBC) to self-adaptation: bids are the mechanism by
which the search space of QoS-cost combinations is explored. This approach is mainly
focused on service selection rather than features selection and aims to maximise the
satisfaction of a single user. Our aim instead is to maximise global user’ preferences
and to minimise obtrusiveness of adaptation. A security oriented perspective is in-
stead assumed by Bernal Bernabe et al. [22] who propose an advanced authorisation
model that provides conditional role based access control. This adapts the privileges
assigned to roles depending on the groups of tenants sharing the same resources.
Research on SPLs is highly related to our paper. The idea of using variability tech-
niques to model the adaptation space is not new. For example, Bencomo et al. [20] pro-
pose the use of variability modelling to define the runtime adaptation space. About
multi-tenancy and SPLs, Schroeter et al. [143, 144] use variability and SPLs techniques
to assist the configuration of multi-tenant applications. The authors identify configu-
ration requirements and propose a configuration process using FMs [144], and also
define requirements and middleware for a variable multi-tenant architecture [143].
However, this work has not considered how to reconfigure multi-tenant applications
at runtime, when user preferences, available service configurations, and infrastructural
constraints change.
Mietzner et al. [113] propose to use variability modelling techniques to manage the
variability of SaaS applications and their requirements. Specifically, they use variabil-
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ity models to configure and deploy SaaS applications for different tenants. However,
they focus on modelling the variability and deploying different variants of a SaaS ap-
plication instance. Variability of different cloud providers has also been analysed and
modelled by Garcı´a-Gala´n et al. [69], in order to assist the migration of an in-house
infrastructure to the cloud. However, this approach works with hard requirements
and ignores changes of user preferences. Similarly to us, Stein et al. [149] consider the
problem of configuring multi-tenant services in order to better satisfy tenant prefer-
ences on average. Based on such preferences, different product configurations using
different strategies from the social theory are suggested. However, preferences are only
expressed as hard and soft constraints, and the analysis does not take into account in-
frastructural constraints that might prevent the satisfaction of users preferences. Fur-
thermore, the approach is not adopted to support runtime reconfiguration and, for this
reason, feasibility of the proposed analysis at runtime has not been investigated.
Several research efforts have been made to investigate multi-objective optimisation
in applications characterised by variability. Guo et al. [76] use a genetic algorithm
to find optimal FM configurations for a single objective and user. Sayyad et al. [140]
perform multi-objective optimisation of several large FMs using metaheuristics tech-
niques. However, their objective functions are fixed (i.e. minimise errors and cost,
or maximise number of features), while our fitness function depends on the specific
user preferences. Finally, other work has explored techniques for solving conflicts in
a configuration process. White et al. [174] propose a technique in this direction that
only considers a single user and a minimal changes criterion. While, although Garcı´a-
Gala´n et al. [70] consider multiple users, after detecting the conflicts these users have
to define explicitly the impact of every solution on their preferences satisfaction.
7.10 SUMMARY
In this paper, we present an approach to support user-centric adaptation of multi-
tenant services. We motivate our proposal by using a multi-tenant DaaS case study
and explain how to engineer the activities of the MAPE loop necessary to support
user-centric adaptation. In this paper we focus on the analysis activity of the MAPE
loop that identifies a service reconfiguration which maximises tenants preferences sat-
isfaction. The analysis also guarantees that the computed service reconfiguration can
be provisioned by using the infrastructural resources available at the provider side.
The analysis takes as input the model of the service and the user preferences. We use
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FMs to model the multi-tenant service, which, more precisely, describes the service
configuration space, the infrastructural constraints, the workload, and the obtrusive-
ness of the service configurations. We adopt the SOUP preference model to represent
user preferences.
The analysis is interpreted as a multi-objective constrained optimisation problem,
where the different objectives are defined by the preferences of the tenants. This opti-
misation problem is solved by using genetic algorithms (FastPGA and NSGAII), which
identify the Pareto front of potential candidate reconfigurations. Obtained experimen-
tal results demonstrate that our analysis approach 1) identifies reconfigurations that
improve user satisfaction and 2) can be performed at runtime. FastPGA provides more
effective results for smaller FMs, while NSGAII is more effective when bigger FMs
have to be analysed.
As future work, we are planning to evaluate the applicability of our approach with
practitioners by using real multi-tenant services. This will require collecting experi-
mental data related to the impact that specific service features have on the consumption
of the infrastructural resources. Regarding the whole user-centric adaptation problem,
we will integrate our analysis with the other activities of the MAPE loop. In particular,
for the monitoring activity we will leverage existing work [62] to measure user prefer-
ences in a non-intrusive and precise way. For the planning and execution activities we
will adopt real multi-tenant services to identify possible strategies to enact a service
reconfiguration on the system at runtime depending on the current configuration and
the number of users. Finally, we are planning to conduct empirical studies to estimate
more precisely how adaptation obtrusiveness is perceived by real users.
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PART V

8CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
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When you come out of the storm, you won’t be the same person who walked in. That’s what this storm’s all
about.
Kafka on the shore(2002),
Haruki Murakami
I n this chapter, we present the conclusions of this dissertation. Section §8.1 summarisesthe conclusions, Section §8.2 discusses the controversial aspects and the future work, andSection §8.3 exposes the related publications.
CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
8.1 CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we have enhanced and automated the support for the configura-
tion of HCSs. Firstly, we have defined and clarified what configurable and highly-
configurable services are. And in particular, we have proposed 1) a language to spec-
ify the decision space of HCSs and 2) a catalogue of analysis operations to assist the
decision making for providers and consumers. In this sense, we have taken inspiration
from the specification and automated analysis of BPMs [28, 47], SLAs [101, 115, 138]
and variability [17, 60, 154]
Regarding the specification of service configurations, we have proposed the SYN-
OPSIS notation. This plain-text language, which takes its inspiration from textual vari-
ability languages [53], let describe the decision space of HCSs in a succinct and expres-
sive way while enabling at the same time an automated processing. As far as we know,
this is the first notation especially intended to describe the configuration capabilities of
services. On the user’s side, we have presented a variant of this notation, the so named
UCL, to describe user needs on HCSs– in terms of items, requirements and preferences.
A set of validity criteria for SYNOPSIS documents have been proposed in order to
detect anomalies in HCSs. We have identified three different categories, depending on
the importance: warning, term level and service level. While warning level anomalies
only affect the description clarity, term and service level anomalies damages the con-
figuration capabilities of the service. In both cases, dead values – term values which
cannot be selected under any circumstance – are the base underlying errors.
Regarding the analysis techniques of HCSs, we have proposed a catalogue of anal-
ysis operations. The analysis operations are intended to assist HCS providers and
consumers in their decision making. For providers, we propose analysis operations to
automatically check the validity criteria of SYNOPSIS specifications, and consequently
ensure that the service decision space is free of anomalies. For consumers, we pro-
pose analysis operations to assist the search and selection of the best configuration.
In both cases, we haven taken inspiration from the AAFM [19] to design the analysis
operations for HCSs.
Our automated analysis techniques rely on the formalisation of the underlying
SYNOPSIS and UCL models as SFMs [154, 162]. This formalisation enables 1) the use of
SFM analysis operations as base for HCS analysis operations and 2) the use of AAFM
tools to prototype the HCS-driven solutions.
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Regarding the validation of our proposal, we have interpreted two cloud scenar-
ios in terms of HCS specification and automated analysis. For such particular solu-
tions and implementations, we have employed variability modelling and automated
analysis techniques to describe and analyse the service decision space. First, we have
assisted the migration of an on-premise infrastructure to the Amazon’s cloud. And
second, we have performed the adaptation analysis of a multi-tenant Desktop as a Ser-
vice to satisfy the changing preferences of their tenants. The results prove the adequacy
and feasibility of modelling and analysis techniques for the decision making in these
scenarios.
8.2 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We had two alternative ways to relate this dissertation: focusing on variability or
focusing on services. On the one side, we could relate this thesis as an application case
of variability modelling and analysis techniques. On the other side, we could relate this
thesis defining the problem of HCSs in the services field, and then tackling it by means
of the aforementioned techniques. Although both ways are valid, we think that the
definition of a problem is, in most of the cases, more valuable – although consequently
requires more effort – than an application case.
In a similar way, the formalisation of HCSs could be done in several ways. For in-
stance, we could choose CSP as target domain. Indeed, CSP is a well-known paradigm
where we are rather experienced and whose semantic distance with HCSs is short.
However, a translation to SFMs present several benefits that other paradigms cannot
offer. In particular 1) SFMs are already formalised in CSP and First-order Logic among
others, 2) SFMs define a set of analysis operations which are used as a starting point
for the HCS operations and 3) the existing AAFM tools can be employed to perform
the analysis of SFMs.
A challenging and non-tackled issue in this dissertation is the automated extrac-
tion of SYNOPSIS specifications from existing HCSs. This task is performed manually
most of the times. Although we could propose a method to perform it, it should be
adapted for each specific case, and requires a deep understanding of the HCS. Some
tedious tasks can be automated, such as the extraction of the pricing policy and its
translation to table constraints by means of web scraping. However, the identification
and modelling of the decision terms and their values and dependencies are carried out
manually. This issue becomes more challenging when we consider the usual evolution
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of HCSs and the necessary maintenance of the model. IaaS providers, for instance, use
to update their offers periodically. This is the case of Amazon, which does it every few
weeks.
Ontology alignments among similar HCSs from different providers also remains
to be tackled. An ontology alignment would enable multi-provider support for the
decision making of the consumers. For example, Rackspace servers, Azure virtual
machines and Google compute engine are three computing services, as Amazon EC2.
However, the employed vocabulary and decision terms slightly change from one ven-
dor to another, e.g. Amazon bills computing instances per hour, while Google bills a
minimum of 10 minutes per instance, and after that in spans of 1 minute.
Our proposal also has limitations for the configuration of multiple service items.
The number of items required by a consumer has to be specified in order to perform
the analysis techniques. This means that the number of instances that a consumer
requires is the same number of instances returned by the analysis. The underlying
reason is that our analysis approach cannot determine the optimal number of instances
to satisfy given user needs. Therefore, in this dissertation we are not able to answer a
question like “which is the cheapest combination of instances to satisfy my needs?”.
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